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P~y,ic.1 Vul"er.bility

The ~lner.bility of til<: ureilite ~hicle itself will dq>end to. srrar extent
on knowled8" of its lourion or. indeed, of its exi.stence.

The Soviet Union <OIlld Wju~ knowledBi' of t~ urellite', loation in _
eral wo;n. Firsr, the W ormation might come from opon.l",n in the United
St.l... or.l the vohicle firing lite, ....h...lM'r it might be locue<l. Second, . det...·
mined ...rch for the vehicle might be mode if the Russi.",lm~ of its exist.
ence uuI nothinS ""'~. Thi. miShl m ull after ..::;,..:...~,... in our prest. Should
thty discov irs el<istence, thoy mirlrt be oble to .et up Schmidt-type boding
camelo' to reh .U ()Vet the sky and e.entually :«oN on film the vehicle',
location ond p.th.

TiLird, the ~hkle millhr be sighted by chUl«. The poosibility of this OCCUl'"
nng would be reduced by use of the 8'·retrog,ade orbit. The vebicleCOllld be
.een by the n.ked tye only when the ob~r wu in .urlw.... on"the ,,<hiele
in !be' 5Unlight, With the 8'· orbit, thi, could be dooe cnI, around the Arctic
Circle, whe' e rhe popul.tion density i. low. 0rJ the Olhe, hmd, • number of
oo,e... tioru per .uy rnisht be m.de byone oboem:r. Such • siShl;ng would ell'"
the ..tronomit. l .... reh problem 10 .ame ",,~l.

Fourth, the Sovir!. mighr intercept. rnnsrn i...i01l ftOfll the Ydticle, How.......,
the>e tnnsmi.,jon. would be highly directiotl.l~ .nr1 only electronic m.OOnl
n.., the communication, ltorionl WO\lld be .ble ro r«eive the lipll. Even
then, it i. ":: j/fi<ulr to ... haw they «>tIld inlelptll! l..ch • ch...ce ,ipl if pick«!
up. pt-rticul. rly jf they wen' not . wo", of the lI",lIile', pistenee.

SiShlinS by Ru....... ,.dn is Mllikely, beaU$<' the ..tellite·1r•.u,Croll lOC·

lion is only .bout. "'Iu. .. ~rd in we."d the ¥ehide will be :lOO mi . w'1,
ot l... ,c.

Thul it is powble !h.t~"" Sovietl ll'.isJ!t d;~r the _ Uire vehicle. Jf they
could Jete" ni.ue ib ""bit cho,.creriJria ICellnltely, • vehicle rouId p'Olably be
dlM'Jopcd to inte«<p! ond d.."..g~ tI>e ...« !lite (_ below) . The need for
nl"""e1y .trins~nl K<\uity ~asu," lIU.y thw be infefred.

Only <Uno.,. IftIJ>«tio" hll befn made of the IlreHire', vulner.bility to

Srouncl inreraptioo.

""



-........
It has been assumed that the vehicle's locationwould be Icnown to the enemy.

It was also assumed that an interception path would approximate that of a
sounding rocket.

A two-stage sounding rocket has been fired in this country to a 25().mi alti
tude (Wac-Corporal). It is probable that the Russians now have similar missiles,

What means are there, then, for interception of the satellite? At a 300.mi
altitude the atmospheric density is so low that blast effects will probably not be
appreciable. However, the use of Ilak-type warheads is still possible. These
might throw a large number of snail fragments into th path of the vehicle. An
ator lk warhead is also a possibility.

The missile system that might be employed for the barrage rocket would have
command guidance and fu ing. The rocket would be guided to the satellite alti
tude at the peak of its trajectory. The explosion of the warhead at this altitude
would result in a spreading fragment pattern, the center following the missile
trajectory. The satellite would presumably move through this pattern with I

reasonable probability of damage.
An extremely cursory inspection of the flak rocket showed the possibility of

disabling the Feed Back vehicle with fragment warheads of several hundred
pounds, if the vehicle location were known exactly and if control of the inter
ception missile could be accurate to 0.1 mi at altitude.

An atomic warhead might be used to disable the satellite vehicle. It is prob
able that, by the time a sateIIite is operational, a I-MY-yield weapon will be
available in a size small enough for use in a high-altitude rocket. A very-high
altitude burst. in a region of no appreciable atmosphere, would produce thermal
radiatio but no blast. An atomic weapon of this yield would result in a 20000P

temperature rise in a 0.020-in. steel skin at a distance of 4 mi, or the same tern
perature rise in a O.l-in, steel skin at a distance of 2 mi. Such temperatures, of
course, would result in disablement of the auxiliary powerplant and probably
oC a number of other satellite components. Effects of the bomb's neutron emis
sion on a Feed Back powerplant would appear to be small compared with the
_ ~~ __..__ ~ ..L. _ ..__ ' .. .. ..1; _ ...: ...t._ ..1..:...
erICCt:Ji Ul UIC lIU lll 10&Wll~IUU U IJ u n ; " ....tu .

The likelihood of the successful disabling of the vehicle by the Soviets can
be discussed only in a qualitative way. Time rould certainly be of the essence,
for if the Soviets did not acquire knowledge of the vehicle until after several
months of operation, the advantage that they could gain by knocking it down
would be negligible. On the other hand, if they could disable each successive
satellite within a few hours of launching. they could effectively prevent our
obtaining reconnaissance.
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Jiifi'

How to.. the s.r.iet1 ...ill go to Pmalt out gaininJ dati. on dleit_~
tarSdi is lmpmible 10 pmlict. It is posaib/e that Ll1 mUKeptiw~
would bt .. ...ptnsiw •• the Fet<! &ck pmgtll'll.

The SovietJ might ul<t direo;t .:tiOII .g&insc the ground JtWonI OQ fortija
lOil. Elect<01'1it """'_rei ",ishl inclu.x int=eption of the td~
ttLl1&ll1iniOll and jamming of OUr oommuniatiool tyStml,

Intl!'u prioh of t~ whitle trarumiuion would Jlill not bt tffect<d Wllm the
Soviet! duplia.ttd our o;ommand l)'It""'. Further, Fted &ck o;ornmanda , ouId
indu .x • lime ;"t.<VJ.1 before tum<>tl thaI would p,ovent Soviet inlfUSioo, j f
two COIMIunic&rionl . tlt;"", in the Zl .... re ompJoytd,

....boIlt the 5UIlt co",iM..tionl IJ tho,. . pplying to the vtbiclt-to-gtound
tJ"Ll1lmWWn link """,ld .pply to the probl..". of """,rity IglIinst jamming or
ltilure of ~trol of the ..hic;le by. uuwn;tm based in the Soviet territory.
The dir«tion.: ontl!nna of the vehide rould be~ to pn:>vidt . f>1OI'"C
.~ f~, of ,pp~lttly l000 ...hen the OOll,unlnd ,«~r .... 1wed in the
monner di ilCU-.:I und". "Command Link," page 117, Ind the UR of . ",lati"" ly
narrow band of f' equency, pla<:ed ...ith JOme prer:iUoo ...ith reap«t to the
..hid e tranlfllitttt frequency, would provide;lll additional protection f&ClOr of
10 or 100 Igainot barr.g. jamming. Jamming the 1pa<;'.fO.ground transmission
would th.... fo'" "'9"i", from 100,000 to 1,000,000 ......f l! of continuoua-.... ....
power, t'l'tr1 ..hen uttd .. ith an antenna of the sam. aue . 1 the feed Bad<
ground It.rioo .n;eiving anttnna.

In JUmmlry, . .....ral fairlydur<:Ut f.ct. .......g•. Fi..., if the Sovietl did not
aa:lui•• knowltdlt" of Ihe vehicle'l ..ill=, th"" of {DuM it WOIIkI be rela·
lively invulnerable. Second, if they ""'luirtd thio 1<n"",ledse too I.'e-i.e., too
tat<! to p""'''''t u. from &«linga stir! in tbe n'COnn.ilJln<:e aacbering operation..
Or too late for them to .xv.lop rounter"",a$Urtl-!hen the~would be"'" <ause
for cone",'" How""" , if they did Imow of.he intent . nd prog"'" of lbe Feed
Ila<:k pro~ in lime to dev.lop a .....pon, and if they rould establilb the _I,
lite'. location by"'eans of int<!lli~ Of trulrins, they might a~p! to di..ble
;l Third, while iarnming of !he ground'ltation . nttnn& is po..ible, doing 00on
a continllOUl lwil ...ould probo.bJy in"" t.." a p«>hibiti..e eol!.
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T he following individuals maae major contributions t o the sections indicated, under

the guidance of Proj eet Vanguard Director Dr. John P. Hagen.

Dark Satellite:

satellit e Systems:

2.5.4 A DARK SATELLITE (UNCLASSIFIED)

L. F. Drummeter, Jr .

J . W. Siry

Because of visibility considerations, the Vanguard satellites have specular reflecting

surfaces. All problems of development of surfaces, including mechanical, optical, and

ther mal control problems, have been centered around th is requiroment for high specular

reflection. The concept of a black-surfaced satellite leaves some problems unchanged

and poses others which require study and investigation.

The temperature problem is only slightly different from that of the Vanguard Group I

(NRL Lyman-alpha) satellites. The same basic calculations are to be used, and the major

cont rollable parameter is ale. For a black surface, a z 1, and, if the equll1brium tempera-

ture is to be similar to that of the Vanguard satel11tes, e must be made nearly unity. The

ultimate equUibr ium temperature unc ertalnty will be t300 C as for the Vanguard Group I

satellltes, but the temperature excursions of the shell may be greater than the -t20o C

predicted for the Group I units. These excursions will depend on the absolute values of



a and e and on the heat capac ity of the shell. The uncer tainty range of t 300C In equilibrium

temperature may be decreased on the basis of Informat ion from successful Vanguard

satellites. In general, therefore, tlie concept of a black coating poses no new problems In

the realm of temperature controi.

Ther e are some mechanical problems Int roduced however. For example, the thermal

properties of a black coating mU6t be satisfactory. The coati ng musl st and temperatures

of up to ISOoC caused by in-filght heating, The coating must be adherent despite repeated

temperature excursto ns of from 40°C to rouse peak-to -peak . The stablllty of the coat ing

under Intense s hort -wavelength ult r aviolet Irradiation must be determined, and the effect

of ~ casecciareo-o, environ ment must be estimated . Finally, any prop-lsed ccaung must

be eliecked to determine t lia! Its infrared abso rpt ivity Is the same as its visi ble absorptlvity.

These problems are not major ones. A number of sallsfaclury coati ngs probably can be

developed and tested In s ix months to a year.



SECRETMRESTRICTED DATA

2.6 SATELLITE SYSTEMS (SECRET)

The satellite uses described above seem to fall into two categories insofar as the

orbit is concerned. The reconnaissance, infrared, and optical detection satellites seck

targets in the Soviet Union. An orbltalincllnation of about 60 degrees seems best for

thes e satellite applications. A satellite weighing at least 300 pounds could conduct sev

eral of the types of reconnaissance described above. Ideally, It would include all which

have a bearing upon a single phase of Soviet operations, since correlation Is always of

great importance in intelligence estimates. For example, a satellite vehicle designed to

reconnoiter the Soviet atomic testing grounds should include not only the nuclear detec

tion equipment but also appropriate electronic intelligence equipment for detecting any

correlated electronic transmissions associated with the nuclear testing operations

(Fig. 20 and Table 7). Similar remarks apply to the combinations of infrared and optical

balltsttc misslle detection systems, and electronic ferrets designed to reconnoiter radi

ations associated with the Soviet missile testing ranges (Figs. 21 and 22).

For the same reasons, satellites including combinations of all these types of recon 

naissance systems (Fig. 23) would be most useful. Such satellites should be silent over

Soviet territory. Transmissions to the ground receivers should be made at locations

under U. S. control which are as well hidden as possible. Shifting of the radio frequency

would make it more difficult for clandestine listeners near the receiving points to attempt

to determine the orbits of such satellites from Doppler observations. These satellites

should also be invisible to the naked eye. Satellites of moderate size could be rendered

effectively invisible by means of blackened or solar cell surfaces. Heat switches or cold

spots would probably make it possible to keep the satellite temperature within proper

bounds. Such satellites, if launched under proper conditions, would be exceedingly diffi

cult for the Soviets to find.

Just three such satcllltes would make it possible to reconnoiter key Soviet locations

such as Moscow and the missile and atomic testing ranges for an interval of the order of

a tenth of a period each period. This would not provide complete coverage. However, if

92 SECRET-RESTRICTED DATA
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TABL E 7
Reconna is s ance SatelUtes

300 lb, 60 0 0 r blt , Dark

1. Atomic Test Reconnai s sance
Thermal, neutron and radioactivity measurements , el ectronic
intell1gence, and TV

2. Mi~l:Jll e Test Re connatasance
Infra r ed and optlcal measurements, elect ronic int ell1gence,
and TV

3. Electronic Intelligence and TV - Moscow Compl ex

the pr esence of t hese satel11tes were not s usp ected, or even 1£ thei r ephemerides wer e not

accurately known to the Sovie ts , a reasonable amount of surve1llanc e information could be

obtained. If th e Soviets knew of the pr esence of these sate1l1tes and sus pect ed their nature,

they would probably try to build th ei r countdowns ar ound the orbits , scheduli ng the missile

launchings or atomic shots at Urnes when the satellltes were out of sight. This would con-

stltute a harrassment . If it were deemed wor thwhile. comple t e coverage cou ld be provided

by putti ng up sever al dozen satelUtes.

Many of the sat ell1t e s ystems described above could take adva ntage of polar or bits .

This Is true, for example , of the naviga tion sys tems , the radloact tve sampling s ystems .

and ma ny of the geophysical research sate1l1te systems (Figs. 2.4 and 25, and Table 8).

Still others such as those involvi ng certain types of so lar s tud ies or co smic - ray s tudies

could ut il1ze or bt t s of the type now planned for the Vanguard s atellit es.

Thes e latter satellites a nd the polar satellltcs could for m a set of announced U. S.

sat ellites. A few a nnou nced s a.te llites might even be launched along 60-degree orbits , to

help confuse th e Sovi et s.

T he polar satel l ttes a nd t hose hav ing orbits whose inclination i s 60 0 would have to be

launched fr om a west coast location s uc h as the Ca mp Cooke Interim Operational Ca pablllty

Site now pla nned by the Air Fo rc e. The 60 degr ee or bits would pr oba bly actua lly be r etro 

gr a de orbits. It wou ld probably be des irabl e for s everal reasons to in clude the scientifi c

experim ents in the polar satellites or thos e la unched along orbits of the type now planned

93 SECRET-RESTRICTED DATA
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TABLE 8
Navlgati on, Communi cation, Rec onnaissance

and Scientific Satellites
300 lb, Polar Orbit

1. Dark - Navlgation and Communication for Pclar ta ,
Polar Reconnai ssance: Electronic, I -H, TV,
Radioactivity.

2. Announc ed - Navigation, Night and Day Cloud Cover ,
Radioactivity,

Scienti fic Exp'ts: Ionosphere, Magnetic Field,
Aurora, Cos mi c Rays, Etc.

for the Vanguard satellttcs. The pubUcation in unclassified li t erature of r esear ches con

duct ed by means of these sate llites would involve reference to th e or bits. If t hese or bit s

were thos e of r ec onnaissance satelli tes it would be difficult either to make proper refer-

ence to them or to maintain a maximum effort to keep the knowledge of the existence of

these or bits c la ssified.
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United States Patent Office 3,233,238
Patented Feb. 1, 1966

1 2
where it is juxtaposed to the plug, then the washer plus
plug combination will prevent directly incident radar
waves from being reflected at the port discontinuity.

The subject matter which is regarded as this invention
5 is particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the

concluding portion of this specification. The invention,
however, as to its organization and operation, together
with further objects and advantages thereof, will best
be understood to reference to the following _description

10 taken in connection with the accompanying drawing in
which:

PIG. 1 shows schematic plan view of a space craft ar
ranged to be substantially invisible to radar signals im
pinging upon its forward end;

FIG. 2 is an enlarged plan view of a port arrangement
shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 shows schematic cross-sectional view taken along
line 3-3 of FIG. 2 to illustrate the port arrangement
of the present invention; and

FIG. 4 illustrates in cross-section another embodiment
of my invention.

Referring now to the drawing wherein like numbers
designate similar parts, a space craft 10 is positioned
above the earth 12 at an altitude of the order of 500 miles

25 or more. As a result, search radar signals from an an
tenna system 14 will impinge upon the space craft 10 at
incident angles e less than the critical value whereby the
reflection from the space craft 10 will be similar to that
of an infinite conducting cone receiving radar signals

30 along its axis illustrated by the space craft axis 15.
In order to take full advantage of the invisibility phe

nomenon of an infinite cone, the apex 16 has a radius
of curvature less than one-quarter inch and is pointed
directly toward the earth 12. Moreover, the effective

35 apex angle, ¢, is less than 520, whereby the cross-sectional
area of a reflected signal is of the order of 10-4 square
meters at radar frequencies of 1 kilomegacycle or greater.
For the particular applications under consideration utiliz
ing this invention radar frequencies of less than 1 kilo-

40 megacycle will not be particularly effective. However,
for the purpose of discussion here, I am assuming that
radar frequencies as low as 100 megacycles may be used.
In either event, the apex angle ep is a measure of the angle
of intersecting tangents developed from the annular sur-

45 face, as indicated by a dashed line 17 which is one-half
wavelength from the physical apex 16. Thus, if the apex
angle is physically made as large as would be required by
other considerationsbut with the surface curving inwardly
from the cone, as illustrated in FIG. 1, then the effec-

50 tive angle, ep, will always be less than the physical angle
at the apex 16.

Other problems are apparent in this particular manner
of operation. For instance, reverse curves tend to focus
search radar signals to increase substantially the reflected

55 signal. Therefore, the vehicle envelope should be a con
vex surface; also, the curvature should be continuously
decreasing over the forward portion of the vehicle. As
a result of its convexity, all portions of the spacecraft
10 will lie within any cone of gyration of a tangent to the

60 surface of the craft. Also, sunlight reflection can be con
trolled by controlling the space craft attitude within the
limits allowed by angle of incidence (J. Furthermore,
infrared detection can be controlled by emitting any excess
heat from a rear curved portion 18 of the space craft 10.

For the utilization of the phenomena of radar invisibility
of an infinite cone the space craft 10 should have a sur
face perimeter measured from the apex 16 around the rear
curved portion 18 and back to the apex 16 of at least ten
wavelengths of the minimum frequency which can be used

70 to detect the space craft 10. Thus any radar signal must
travel over the surface of the space craft for ten wave
lengths before again reaching the apex 16 for reradiation.

3,233,238
RADAR CAMOUFLAGE ARRANGEMENT

William C. Barker, Pacific Palisades, Calif., assignor to
The Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif., a cor
poration of California

Filed June 5, 1962, Ser, No. 200,902
7 Claims. (CI.343-18)

The present invention .relates to space vehicles, and
more particularly to the art of reducing to a minimum
radar reflection from space vehicles.

It is presently known that space vehicles constructed
in a configuration electromagnetically equivalent to an
infinite conducting cone can provide a radar reflection
area (scatter cross section) of the order of a square 15
centimeter, depending upon the frequency of the il
luminating radar, the angle at the cone apex, and the re
flections due to first or second order discontinuities in
the vehicle surface structure when radar signals impinge
thereon along the axis of the cone. This phenomenon 20
remains substantially the same for radar signals as much
as 40° to 60° from the axis of the cone so long as the,
front portion of the cone has a _radius of curvature not
greater than one-quarter inch. Moreover, this phenom
enon is modified only slightly if the cone, instead of being
infinite, is large compared to radar wavelengths and is
terminated by a hemisphere-like rear end portion so long
as the meeting of the curves is relatively smooth in both
the first and second derivatives. If the apex angle of the
cone is 52° the minimum signal obtainable is of the order
of 10-4 square meters. -At about 30° this reflection is
reduced by one order of magnitude, and at about 16°
the signal is reduced another order of magnitude. In
practice this order of reflective signal is so small that
irregularities and discontinuities in rearward portions of
the vehicle will control the magnitude of the reflected
signal.

However, in large space vehicles of the type where
this phenomenon is of particular value, practical usage
will -require discontinuities for ports of various types
such as communication ports, personnel entrances and
cargo-loading ports. Such ports. of necessity will pro
vide electrical discontinuities in the surfaces which me
dissipating the radar signals. These discontinuities tend
to generate reflected signals which destroy the radar in
visibility of the craft.

Therefore, an object of the present invention is to pro
vide an arrangement for preventing reflection of signals
from port hole discontinuities.

According to one embodiment of my invention, the sur
face surrounding a necessary port of a space.craft is pro
vided with a lossy dielectric material in proximity there-
:with. The lossiness of this material is sequentially in
creased or tapered so that at its initial contact with
the surface farthest from the port it has very nearly the
same impedance and loss characteristics as free space,
while its lossy property juxtaposed to the port will com
pletely dissipate. any traveling waves. Moreover, the
thickness -of this lossy material is also tapered to be
initially of the order of a few microns in thickness and
finally of the order of two wavelengths of the minimum
frequency that can be effectively used to detect the space
vehicle from earth based radars. The consistency of this
lossy washer is further controlled in that its outer surface
is of relatively low lossy properties, while its. base sur- 65
face is very lossy. Such a washer surrounding a port,
either open or closed, will dissipate traveling surface
waves created by radar impingement elsewhere on the
vehicle and prevent any reflection because of the discon
tinuity at the port. Furthermore, when such ill port is
closed and filled by a plug having the same lossy char
acteristics as those of the thick portion of the washer
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Obviously such an arrangement is preferable from the
standpoint of aerodynamics if the door 24 is arranged on
a portion of the space craft 10 which is exposed during lift
off. However, again care must be taken in connection
with the radius of curvature R in the inner edge region
30' to avoid reflections due to first and second order de-
rivatives discussed above.

In summary, the invisibility of the large space craft 10 is
made possible by providing a contour which is substantial
ly equivalent to an infinite conducting cone having a rela
tively sharp apex 16 and no discontinuities of either first
order or second order throughout 'its surface. This dic
tates that such a space craft must be relatively large as
a function of the lowest radar frequencies which can be
reasonably used to detect it. The present invention en
hances the utility of such space craft by providing a means
of interior access which will not disturb the overall radar
invisibility of the vehicle.

While I have shown and described particular embodi
ments of the present invention, further modifications and
improvements will occur to those skilled in this art. For
instance, the lossy washer 26 or its equivalent may be
arranged with controlled gradient permittivity and dielec
tric constant properties in combination with lossy contours

25 to obtain a reduced volume of the washer while still pre
venting any reflections. I desire it understood, therefore,
that this invention is not limited to the particular forms
shown, and I intend by the appended claims to cover all
such modifications which do not depart from the true
spirit and scope of my invention.

What I claim is:
1. In combination with a space craft arranged to elec-

tronically simulate an infinite conducting cone with respect
to frequencies of illuminating radar which may reason
ably be expected to impinge thereon, an access port camou
flage arrangement, comprising:

a lossy washer surrounding a port and arranged. with
an outer rim and a central aperture, and having a
tapered physical configuration such that the rim has
a thickness of the order of a few microns and the
aperture has a thickness of the order of at least two
wavelength of the illuminating radar with the thick
ness graduation in the region of the outer edge having
a radius of curvature no less than said two wave-
lengths;

lossy matter partially filling said washer with the loss
tangent of the lossy matter being least at the rim
and greatest at the inner surface near the aperture;

a lossy plug arranged to substantially fill the .aperture
of said washer and substantially cover a port door
with a uniform thickness of no less than said two
wavelengths, and filler matter in said plug being of
increased loss tangent only from the outer to the
inner surface thereof.

Z. In combination with a space craft having a skin
surface arranged to electronically simulate an infinite
conducting cone with respect to frequencies of illuminat
ing radar which may reasonably be expected to impinge
thereon, an access port camouflage arrangement, com
prising:

a lossy washer surrounding a port and arranged with
an outer rim and a central aperture, and having a
tapered physical configuration such that the rim has
a thickness of the order of a few microns and the
aperture has a thickness of the order of at least two
wavelengths of the illuminating radar;

lossy matter partially filling. said washer with the loss
tangent of the lossy matter being least at the rim
and greatest at the inner surface adjacent to the aper
ture;

a lossy plug arranged to substantially fill the aperture
of said washer and substantially cover a port door
with a uniform thickness equal to that of the aper
ture, and filler matter in said plug being of increased
lossy gradient only from the outer to the inner sur
face thereof.

3
In traveling such distances substantially all of the surface
wave energy will be dissipated. Assuming search radar
of a frequency as low as 100 megacycles can accurately
penetrate the ionosphere, this would require such a pe
rimeter to be nearly 100 feet or the vehicle length to be 5
about 40 feet or greater. However, it is expected that this
invention will be used primarily on manned or other space
craft which are much larger than this and have major
axial dimensions of the order of 100 feet or more where-
by this criterion is easily met. 10

Moreover, if the whole surface of the space craft 10
is coated with a thin lossy dielectric, incident radar waves
will be refracted into the coating and will dissipate some
what more rapidly. As a result, the present invention can
be useful on much smaller space craft. Such a lossy di- 15
electric material can be made of many polymers having
many types of lossy fillers. One example of such a sys
tem would be a millimeter thick coating of Teflon partially
filled with minute particles of carbon. Many other lossy
dielectrics are known to those skilled in this art. How- 20
ever, care should be used to prevent any waveguide effect
which might occur if the coating approached a quarter
wavelength of the highest frequencies used in search radar.
Thus the maximum permissible coating thickness is of the
order of one-half centimeter.

Referring now to FIGS. 2, 3, and 4 the space craft 10
has a metallic skin 23 surrounding an aperture 22. This
aperture 22 may be a signal information aperture along
a side surface of the space craft 10, as indicated in FIG. 1,
or a freight port either on the side or the rear curved por- 30
tion 18. Irrespective of the location of the aperture 22,
the door 24 cannot be made in a manner to prevent the
occurence of a discontinuity around a circumferential
seam 25 thereof. Although physically a tight fit may be
accomplished between the aperture 22 and the door 24, 35
electronically a discontinuity must exist. In order to effec
tively eliminate the discontinuity of the seam 25, I have
provided a lossy washer 26 surrounding the aperture 22
and a lossy plug 28 covering the door 24,.

In the plan view of FIG. 2, the aperture 22 and the 40
washer 26 are shown as circular. In accordance with the
present invention, the taper of the lossy material at the
ou'er edge of the washer 26 is such that its outward
radius of curvature R in the outer edge region 30 (FIG.
3) is no less than two wavelengths of the lowest frequency
which can accurately probe the location of the space craft 45
10.

Assuming a 100 megacycle search radar signal can be
used during optimum ionospheric conditions, this radius
of curvature should be no less than 20 feet. The outer edge
or rim 32 of the washer 26 is arranged to taper electron- 50
ically to the same impedance as free space. Thus, although
I have shown the rim 32 in FIG. 3, it is electronically in
visible. When a thin lossy dielectric coating is placed over
the metallic skin, that portion of it under the lossy washer
26 will increase in lossiness in the same manner as the 55
base of the lossy washer 26.

The central portion of the lossy washer 26 in the region
of the aperture 22 is constructed to be two wavelenzths
thick. Since for all practical purposes the minimum ;eli
able radar frequencies usable to search out such space 60
craft are of the order of 1000 megacycles, the thickness of
the lossy washer 26 and the lossy plug 28 need be no
greater than two feet. However, greater thicknesses will
provide additional protection from lower frequency search
radar signals. 65

Additionally, both the lossy plug 28 and the lossy
washer 26 provide an increasing lossy characteristic from
their outer surfaces 34 toward their inner surfaces 36.
This is usually accomplished by the use of greater amounts 70
of lossy material such as powdered or filamented carbon
38.

Referring specifically to FIG. 4, the surface 20 of the
space craft HI is provided with a detent region 40 in which
the lossy washer 26 and the lossy.plug 23 are constructed. 75
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5
3. In combination with a space craft having a con

ductive skin surface arranged to electronically simulate
an infinite conducting cone with respect to frequencies of
illuminating radar which may reasonably be expected to
impinge thereon, an access port camouflage arrangement, 5
comprising:

a lossy washer surrounding a port and arranged with
an outer rim and a central aperture, and having a
tapered physical configuration such that the rim has
a thickness of the order of a few microns and the 10
aperture has a thickness which is large compared
to the wavelengths of the illuminating radar; and

lossy matter partially filling said washer with the loss
tangent of the lossy matter being least at the rim and
greatest at the inner surface adjacent to the aperture. 15

4. In combination with a space craft having a con
ductive skin surface arranged to electronically simulate
an infinite conducting cone with respect to frequencies
of illuminating radar which may reasonably be expected
to impinge thereon, an access port camouflage arrange- 20
ment, comprising:

a lossy washer surrounding a port and arranged with
an outer rim and a central aperture, and having a
tapered physical configuration such that the rim has
a thickness of the order of a few microns and the 25
aperture has a substantially greater thickness; and

lossy matter partially filling said lossy washer with the
loss tangent of the lossy matter being least at the rim
and greatest at the inner surface adjacent to the aper
ture, said physical configuration being such that no 30
portion of the inner or the outer surface of said lossy
washer has a radius of curvature less than said two
wavelengths.

5. In combination with a space craft having a con
ductive skin surface arranged to electronically simulate 35
an infinite conducting cone with respect to frequencies
of illuminating radar which may reasonably be expected
to impinge thereon, an access port camouflage arrange
ment, comprising:

a lossy washer surrounding a port and arranged with 40
an outer rim and a central aperture, and having a
tapered physical configuration such that the rim has
a thickness of the order of a few microns and the
aperture has a thickness of the order of at least two
wavelengths of the illuminating radar; 45

the conductive skin surface of the space craft being
provided with a detent to accommodate said lossy
washer to provide a smooth outer surface for the
space craft throughout the region of said lossy
washer; and 50

lossy matter partially filling said lossy washer with the
loss tangent of the lossy matter being least at the
rim and greatest at the inner surface adjacent to the
aperture.

6. In combination with a space craft having a con- 55
ductive skin surface arranged to electronically simulate
an infinite conducting cone with respect to frequencies
of illuminating radar which may reasonably be expected

6
to impinge thereon, an access port and door camouflage
'arrangement, comprising:

a lossy washer surrounding a port and arranged with
an outer rim and a central aperture, providing access
to the port and having a tapered physical configura
tion such that the rim has ·a thickness of the order
of a few microns and the aperture has a thickness
of the order of at least two wavelengths of the illu
minating radar, said physical configuration being
such that no portion of the inner or the outer surface
of said lossy washer has a radius of curvature less
than said two wavelengths;

lossy matter partially filling said washer with the loss
tangent of the lossy matter being least at the rim and
greatest at the inner surface adjacent to the aperture;

a door positionable to close said port;
a lossy plug secured to said door for filling the aperture

of said lossy washer to provide a smooth outer sur
face throughout the region of the aperture;

and lossy matter partially filling said plug with the loss
tangent being greatest adjacent to said door and least
at the outer surface thereof.

7. In combination with a space craft having a con
ductive skin surface 'arranged to electronically simulate
an infinite conducting cone with respect to frequencies
of illuminating radar which may reasonably be expected
to impinge thereon, an access port and door camouflage
arrangement, comprising:

a lossy washer surrounding a port and arranged with
an outer rim and a central aperture, providing access
to the port and having a tapered physical configura
tion such that the rim has a thickness of the order
of a few microns and the aperture has a thickness
of the order of at least two wavelengths of the illu
minating radar, said physical configuration being
such that no portion of the inner or the outer surface
of said lossy washer has a radius of curvature less
than said two wavelengths;

lossy matter partially filling said washer with the loss
tangent of the lossy matter being least at the rim
and greatest at the inner surface adjacent to the
aperture;

a doorpositionable to close said port and being con
structed of 'conductive material similar to that of
the space craft skin surface;

a lossy plug arranged to cover said door, and to fill
the aperture of said lossy washer to provide a smooth
outer surface throughout the region of the aperture;
and

the conductive skin surface of the space craft being
provided with a detent to accommodate said lossy
washer and said lossy plug to provide a smooth outer
surface throughout the region of said lossy washer.

No references cited.

CHESTER L. JUSTUS, Primary Examiner.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Di r e c t or of Ce ntral I n t e l l i g enc e

SUBJECT : Vulne r a bilit y of t he CORONA Sys tem
to Soviet Coun term easures

1 . Thi s memorandum is in response to your request
f o r informat ion o n the actions t hat wou ld be taken to
enhance t he surv i vabil ity of t he CORONA photogra phic
recon na issa nce sa te llite ve hicle i n the f a c e of Soviet
countermeasures ..

for pr oviding
' e l e l ies wit h

S ace Systems
The r e 1 an off icer desig-

the res ponsibility o f insuring t ha t a dequate
protection measure s ar e ava ilable in the cont inge ncy
that the Sov ie ts shou ld initiate an a c tive program t o
interfere with our sa tel lite r econna i ssance capabil ity.
The Offi c e of ~pecial Proj e c t s, DDS&T . is knowle dge a ble
of the sta tu~ of the s e vu l ne rabi lity r e du c tion programs .
Also, the DDS&T d oe s a t t imes provide to SSD i n f orma t i o n
c o nc e r n Lng the sta tus of the Soviet an t Lc- ua t e Ll a t .e
c a pab i l i t ies . To date , howeve r , the s e re lations have
bee n informa l in character . Th e Of fi c e of Spe cial Projects
has take n a cti on t o ob tain a n immediate status r eport
on the CORONA vu l ne ra bi l i t y p rogram a nd will under t ake
to kee p you inf ormed of an y ne w d e velopment s . Wha t
f o llows be low i s a brie f s ummary of t he c u r r e n t status
of that study as we u nderstand it.
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SUBJ ECT : Vu l n e r a b i l i t y of t he CORONA Syst~~

to Soviet Counter~easures

3 . There now exists a c a pabi li t y f or a U(plentlng t he
CORO~A ve hi c l e wi th. Ii_Ited de c o y capab i l i ty on a qui ck
r e ac t i o n basis. This decoy sys t e~ wi l l undoubte d ly
e nn e nce the survivab ilit y of COIlONA. There has re cently
been t ested a s ma l l so l i d r OCket pr opul s i on s ys t eM which
c an be s t r a pped on t he Agena as r equired to prov i de t he
c apa b i l i t y f or c ha ngi ng t he or bit of the s a te l l i t e ve hi cl e
ee ve ee r tl _ $ d u r i nll: the course o f tile . l ss10n , This a l so
wi l l i ncrease t he pr obabtl ity of CORONA sur vi vi ng in that
I t co~ p l tc. tes t he Soviet' s tracki n g and interce pt ion
prable.. . It is cur re nt l y p l a nned t o fUgh t t e s t s o ..e t lne
this f a ll . ell:o.f ! d is pe ns i ng sys t"m. 1l thi ll lIyst.ul prov~s

~tt~c t1ve , it t oo ... i ll be p lac~d on t he Ihel t t o pr ovi de
an additi onal qu i~k r eact i on vu lnera bil it y r e duc ti on
ca pa b i l i t y. The DDSkT has no kno... ledi e of t he ope ra tiona l
phn that ... i ll be follo..ed i n t ne fI. c e of Sov ie t an11_
s ate llite ac tio ns. nOr have we conducted an indepe nde nt
e va luation 0 1 the e f lec t ive pess 0 1 t he surviva bi l i ty aid,
out l i ne d above .

4 . At var i o'l ' ti..e " in the pas t the Off i ce ot
Spec ial Proj ects has conduc t e d li_ited s tUd i e s t o i de nt i f y
add i~ i on. l techniques a ppl i c ab l e t o s ate l l i te vulnerability
r e duc tion . The s e s tud ies have cove red c ha f f , de coy , radar
c r os s secti on r educ ti on , as well a s sophis t ic a t ed e lec t ronic
j ammln( 'Y5t~ms . There is no doubt t hat t he s ur v i vab i l i t y
of low alti t ude s a te l iites in ge ne r a l c a n be greatl y
e n ha nc ed by prope r Choice o f e quipme nt and ope rat ional
techn iques . Ho...~ ver , it i s not c lear what pe rforliance
pe na l t i e s lIus t ~ paiu i n t ne case of the CORONA s yste ll t o
aChie ve a s a t is f ac tor y s urvivabi l ity level s houl d the
Soviets elect to i n1t 1a t e an &SgTe$s 1ve a nt I _sa t e ll i t e
progTa.. .

s.;~.:\ .~~
ALBERT D. WHEELON

Deputy Di r ec tor
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NRO HONORS PIONEERS OF NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE
August 18, 2000 

Forty years ago today, the world received its first pictures from space when a CORONA satellite 
capsule carrying film was caught in midair by an Air Force C-119 aircraft. With this recovery, space 
photo reconnaissance became a reality. 

In honor of this anniversary, the National Reconnaissance Office is proud to announce the selection of 
46 Pioneers who made significant and lasting contributions to the discipline of national reconnaissance. 
Also acknowledged are10 Founders of national reconnaissance, scientists who contributed to the 
founding of this space discipline. Ceremonies to recognize the Pioneers and the Founders are scheduled 
for Sept. 27 at the NRO's headquarters in Chantilly, Va. 

[deletia]

The Founders of National Reconnaissance are: 

[deletia]

Edward M. Purcell, Ph.D. (posthumous)
Harvard Nobel Laureate and radar expert, Dr. Edward Purcell worked on all early overhead 
reconnaissance projects that operated at extreme altitudes. His main contribution involved methods to 
make these vehicles, if not invisible to radar, hard to observe with radar. He also chaired the Land 
Panel subcommittee that selected the Program B follow-on film recovery reconnaissance system. 

http://newton.nap.edu/html/biomems/epurcell.html

Edward Mills Purcell
August 30, 1912 — March7, 1997
By Robert V. Pound
 
EDWARD MILLS PURCELL, NOBEL laureate for physics in 1952, died on March 7, 1997, of 
respiratory failure at his home in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He had tried valiantly to regain his 
strength after suffering leg fractures in a fall in 1996, but recurring bacterial lung infections requiring 
extended hospitalizations repeatedly set back his recovery. 

     Two of the best known of Purcell's many outstanding scientific achievements are his 1945 discovery 
with colleagues Henry C. Torrey and Robert V. Pound of nuclear magnetic resonant absorption 
(NMR), and in 1951 his successful detection with Harold I. Ewen of the emission of radiation at 1421 
MHz by atomic hydrogen in the interstellar medium. Each of these fundamental discoveries has led to 
an extraordinary range of developments. NMR, for example, initially conceived as a way to reveal 
properties of atomic nuclei, has become a major tool for research in material sciences, chemistry, and 
even medicine, where magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is now an indispensable tool. Radio



spectroscopy of atoms and molecules in space, following from the detection of the hyperfine transition 
in hydrogen as the first example, has become a major part of the ever-expanding field of radio 
astronomy. 

     Purcell made ingenious contributions in biophysics, as exemplified by his famous analysis of life at 
low Reynolds numbers, which described the locomotion of bacteria in water. In astronomy, he made 
important contributions to the study of the alignment of interstellar grains. As a teacher he had a great 
influence on many students whom he advised and who sat in his beautifully crafted courses at Harvard. 
His introductory textbook on electricity and magnetism set a new standard of scholarship. Finally, 
Purcell was looked to as a most valued advisor and consultant throughout his professional life, having 
served on innumerable committees, including two periods of service on the President's Science 
Advisory Committee in the administrations of Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson. 

[deletia]

     Throughout his professional career, Edward Purcell was continuously sought out as a consultant and 
advisor. He spent time on a variety of studies for agencies of the U.S. government. Following almost 
immediately from the period at the MIT Radiation Laboratory he served for many years on the Air 
Force Science Advisory Board at the request of Lee Dubridge. In the fall term of 1950 Ed took a leave 
of absence from his duties at Harvard to join Project Troy, a secret study based at MIT for the U.S. 
Department of State. This was also a critical period in the development of the search for the 
astronomical atomic hydrogen line, and I became more closely involved in its progress in Ed's absence. 
Through this and later studies he developed a close friendship with Edwin H. Land, founder of the 
Polaroid Corporation and inventor of its instant photography techniques. They both served on the 
original President's Science Advisory Committee that began under President Eisenhower in response to 
the Soviet Sputnik revelations. There, Purcell chaired the subcommittee on space and he and Land 
wrote, with the participation of Frank Bello, formerly of Fortune magazine, a pamphlet sometimes 
called the "Space Primer" to educate as many people as possible about the possibilities of space 
exploration. Ed was proud of the degree to which their projections proved correct as the program 
developed in the following years, including the moon landings, whose possibility they had described. 
He and his committee colleagues had important influences on the organization of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the whole developing space exploration program, and 
the later conduct of the Apollo mission. One such contribution was their persuading NASA to provide 
the astronauts with specially designed color stereo cameras to make photographs of the undisturbed 
lunar surface around the landing site on the initial and later missions. Another outgrowth of one of the 
studies for national defense was the invention of a long-distance communication system (1952) for very 
short wavelengths, using scattering from turbulence in the troposphere. 
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SELF ERECfABLE STRUCfURE

BACKGROUND

In many situations it is desirable to provide a radar
attenuating surface on or surrounding a structure or
vehicle in order to minimize the ability of an enemy to
detect or track the structure or vehicle. In order to
provide effective radar attenuation by interference
techniques at very low radar frequencies it is usually 10
necessary to employ a relative thick structure at the
surface. This thick structure may make the transport of
the item difficult because of its bulkiness.

A vehicle in which the transport problem is particu
larly acute comprises a space vehicle such as a satellite 15
or the like. During launch of a satellite it is desirable to
have as small a package as possible for minimizing aero
dynamic drag and minimizing the weight of any neces
sary surrounding shrouds and the like. It is also desir
able to satellite structures to employ as light a weight as 20
possible for all components of the vehicle. It is therefore
desirable to provide a light weight radar attenuator for
a space vehicle that is readily packaged into a small
volume for launch and subsequently deployed for pro-
viding relatively thick radar attenuator. 25

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Thus, in the practice of this invention according to a
preferred embodiment there is provided a self erectable
structure comprising a plurality of thin sheets of flexible 30
material, and a plurality of flexible connecting members
spacing the sheets apart at selected distances. The con
necting members are constructed of a material having
shape memory so that they deform when the sheets are
compressed or compacted together for packaging and 35
extend to a full sheet spacing when the packaging is
released.

Objects and many of the attendant advantages of this
invention will be readily appreciated as the same be
comes better understood by reference to the following 40
detailed description when considered in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings wherein;

FIG. 1 illustrates in perspective a space vehicle and
jettisonable shrouds;

FIG. 2 illustrates a self erectable structure con- 4S
structed according to the principles of this invention for
use on the vehicle of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 illustrates in section a portion of the structure
of FIG. 2 partly compressed for packaging;

FIG. 4 illustrates in section a portion of the structure 50
of FIG. 3 fully extended;

FIG. 5 illustrates an alternative spacing member;
FIG. 6 illustrates another alternative spacing mem

ber; and
FIG. 7 comprises a cross section of the spacing mem- 55

ber of FIG. 6.
Throughout the drawings like reference numerals

refer to like parts.
Electromagnetic waves such as radar may be ab

sorbed by a so-called quarter wave or Salisbury screen 60
which comprises a thin layer of material having an
impedance of about 377ohms per square spaced exactly
one quarter wavelength from a reflective surface. Such
an absorber is described in U.S. Pat. No. 2,599,944.
Since an absorber of this type prevents radar reflection 65
by a mechanism of destructive interference at one quar
ter wavelength from a reflective surface it is found to be
highly sensitive to frequency and will attenuate radar

2
only within a narrow frequency band. It is found, how
ever, that such an interference absorber also attenuates
radiation at odd multiples of one quarter wavelength.

Further, it is found that a series of resistive layers
individually spaced from a reflective surface at different
distances each attenuate radiation at differnet wave
lengths and a broad band radar attenuator can be
achieved. The impedance of the successive layers
spaced apart from the reflective surface and the spacing
therebetween is governed by interactions between the
successive sheets and these sheets may not each be pro
vided with an impedance 377 ohms per square. In gen
eral it is found that the first sheet upon which radar is
expected to impinge should have an effective imped
ance, as seen by an incoming radar wave, of about 377
ohms per square in order to have minimal reflection of
radar therefrom. Successive sheets between the outer
most layer and the reflective layer have successively
lower impedances down to the substantially zero im
pedance of the reflective layer. The selection of imped
ances for the various sheets and the spacing therebe
tween are readily determined for particular frequency
ranges of attenuation by one skilled in the art. It is pre
ferred that the sheets have d.c. resistivities in the range
of from about 40 to 2000 ohms per square to provide
effective attenuation in a multilayer, broad band radar
attenuator. In general, the total thickness of attenuator
spaced from the reflective layer is determined by the
longest wavelength of radar to be attenuated; this dis
tance approximating one quarter of the longest wave
length of the radiation. The distance between successive
sheets is likewise determined by reference to the short
est wavelengths it is desired to attenuate; this distance
being approximated by one quarter of the shortest
wavelength.

Previously interference type absorbers have been
formed of carbon loaded fabric sheets spaced apart by
non-metallic honeycomb materials or have comprised
similar relative heavy and rigid structures. These ab
sorbers are unduly heavy and bulky for application in
most space situations.

A significant problem associated with interference
type absorbers is the substantial thickness that must be
employed in a design for attenuation of lower frequency
radar. This difficulty is circumvented herein by making
the radar attenuator material erectable in space and,
thereby, providing the necessary dimensions without
violating limitations on storage space aboard the space
vehicle. Also, because the radar attenuator material
may be damage by boost heating, thermal protection
during launchingboost is necessary. To keep the weight
to a minimum, it is mandatory that the radar attenuator
material be deployed from a compact volume that can
be shielded with a relatively small amount of thermal
protection material. With these considerations in mind,
there is provided a high-performance, lightweight radar
attenuator that is self-erecting from a compacted con
figuration and which can meet the variety of constraints
imposed by space environments and spacecraft systems.

FIG. 1 illustrates in perspective a spacecraft 7 having
its cylindrical sides covered with a radar attenuator
material 8 as provided in practice of this invention ac
cording to a preferred embodiment. The spacecraft is
arbitrarily shown as a regular cylinder, however, it will
be apparent that other regular and irregular shapes may
be involved. The radar attenuator material 8 is covered
during launch of the space vehicle with a plurality of
shrouds 9 which are jettisoned when the spacecraft has

!I'll" lilli' It'
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ate the elastic response due to creep or relaxation under
the stress of deformation. Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 3,
the connecting members 12 are bent as the sheets 10 are
compressed or compacted together thereby permitting

5 the entire assemblage to be compacted and squeezed
into a relatively small package. As illustrated in FIG. 3
the sheets are only partly compressed together and the
connecting members are only partly bent for purposes
of illustration. It will be apparent to one skilled in the art
that upon full compression of the assemblage so that the
sheets 10 are substantially in contact, that the connect-
ing members 12 are bent substantially flat against the
sheets 10. It will be appreciated that, whereas in FIG. 3
the consecutive sheets are shown to have shifted rela
tive to each other in opposite directions so as to
straighten out the Z shaped connecting members 12, in
practice many of the connecting members 12 will
buckle in the spacing portion 13 in addition to bending
at the intersection of the spacing portion 13 and the end
tabs 14 and that the sheets 10 may not displace much
laterally from each other in the course of compression
in the assemblage. It is found in practice that compress
ing an assemblage of sheets as described and illustrated
involves buckling and bending of the connecting mem
bers 12 and usually some wrinkling of the attenuator
sheets 10 so that the entire assemblage is not com-
pressed uniformly and to its maximum theoretical limit.

As pointed out hereinabove the sheets and connecting
members are compacted into a relatively small packag
ing volume for launch of a satellite. Upon release of the
restraining shrouds 9 (FIG. 1) holding the sheets in
compression during launch the Z shaped connecting
members 12 act as a large plurality of springs and
straighten out into a right angled Z shape substantially
as illustrated in FIG. 4 wherein a few typical sheets 10
are spaced apart at their full extent by the spacing por-
tion 13 of the connecting members 12.

The connecting members 12 are preferably formed of
a non-conductive plastic material that exhibits a prop
erty known as shape memory. This is an ability to return
to an original shape even after extended periods of de-
formation. Many plastic materials, although having
adequate elasticity, may be unsuitable for such applica
tion because of their propensity toward "creeping"
when deformed for substantial periods of time. A mate
rial particularly well suited to this requirement and
having good shape memory comprises orientated sheets
of polyethylene terephthalate such as is marketed under
the trade name Mylar by E. I. duPont de Nemours
Company. The connecting members can readily be
formed by bending into the desired shape and heating to
about 300· F. Upon cooling the film remains in the new
geometry and even when deformed therefrom for a
substantial time will naturally and spontaneously return
to this geometry when released. It will be apparent to
one skilled in the art that polyester films besides Mylar
and many of the polyamide films (nylon) or polyvinyl
chloride are also suitable as materials having a substan
tial shape memory. If the duration of compression is
relatively short other elastic materials, with poorer
shape memory can be employed if desired. In a specific
embodiment is has been found that Mylar sheets 0.002
inch thick in ! inch wide strips form excellent connect
ing members for spacing apart attenuator sheets formed
of 0.001 inch thick Mylar.

In the formation of radar attenuators it is preferred
that the attenuator sheets be spaced apart at well known
intervals so that the attenuation achieved is readily
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reached a position where aerodynamic forces will not
damage the radar attenuator. Coventional releasing
mechanisms (not shown) such as quick disconnects,
latches or explosive bolts are employed for jettisoning
the shrouds at high altitudes.

FIG. 2 illustrates in perspective a portion of the self
erectable, light weight interference absorber 8 from
FIG. 1, constructed according to the principles of this
invention. As illustrated therein there are provided a
plurality of attenuator sheets 10 mutually spaced apart 10
from each other and spaced apart from a reflective sheet
11. (A portion of the attenuator sheets 10 are shown
closely spaced and in phantom in FIG. 2 only for pur
poses of illustration and it will be understood that the
sheets are usually uniformly spaced apart). The attenua- 15
tor sheets 10 preferably comprise thin plastic mem
branes, each having a resistive or poorly conductive
layer printed, vacuum metallized, or otherwise suitably
secured thereon in order to provide a selected imped
ance for radar attenuation. The innermost sheet 11, that 20
is, the sheet furthest from the surface upon which inci
dent radar is expected to impinge is preferably formed
of a vacuum metallized plastic sheet having sufficient
conductive material deposited thereon to provide good
electrical conductivity. If desired in certain instances 25
the innermost layer 11 may comprise a metallic surface
of the space vehicle or the like. In general, however, the
external surface of the vehicle may have a geometry
unsatisfactory for providing optimum radar attenuation
and it is therefore desirable to provide an additional 30
conductive surface 11 for the radar attenuator which
may have a different geometry then the vehicle being
covered. It will be apparent that, although the embodi
ment of FIG. 2 is illustrated as flat that it represents a
portion of the curved structure of FIG. 1 and that the 35
several sheets can still be considered substantially paral-
lel.

The several attenuator sheets 10 and the conductive
layer 11 are each spaced apart by a plurality ofnon-met
allic connecting members 12. It is significant that the 40
connecting members are non-conductive since the pres
ence of conductive material would give large radar
reflections. Each of the connecting members 12 com
prises a central spacing portion 13 and a pair of end tabs
14 connected at opposite ends of the spacing portion 13 45
in a general Z shape. In the described and illustrated
embodiment the spacing portion 13 of the connecting
members are all the same length. It will be apparent that
the spacing portions between different sheets may be of
different lengths so that the sheets are spaced apart 50
differing distances. It is preferred that the end tabs 14
disposed at right angles to the spacing portion 13 when
the connecting members are unstressed. Each of the end
tabs 14 on each connecting member 12 is attached to
one of a pair of attenuator sheets 10 (or to the reflective 55
layer 11). The connecting members serve to prevent the
sheets from being further apart than the spacing portion
since they can act in tension. They also serve to prevent
the sheets from being closer together than the spacing
portion since they can act in compression. Further, they 60
provide the force required for deployment of the sheets
upon release of any constraints thereon.

The connecting members 12 are preferably made of
thin plastic having a shape memory so that they can be
deformed for compressing the sheets together and 65
spring back to the original position for spacing apart.
The property of shape memory is an elastic property
and indicates that prolonged deformation does not viti-
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predictable over the frequency band of interest. In
order to maintain the sheets at a well known distance
apart throughout their extent a plurality of connecting
members 12 are provided between the several attenua
tor sheets. This assures support for each of the attenua
tor sheets at frequent intervals and provides accurate
spacing of the sheets.

The presence of the dielectric connecting members
between the attenuator sheets has a very slight disturb
ing .effect on the interference phenomenon occuring in 10
the radar attenuator. It is therefore desirable that the
connecting members in successive layers be staggered
from each other so that no continuous disturbance of
the electrical characteristics occurs on any direct path
clear through the assemblage of attenuator sheets. Thus, 15
as illustrated in FIGS. 2 to 4 the connecting members 12
in each layer are staggered or displaced laterally from
the connecting members in the other layer for minimal
disturbance of the electrical characteristics of the radar
attenuator. 20

A structure as described for spacing a plurality of
light weight sheets apart is useful for providing thermal
shielding. In this instance the sheets are preferably met
allized with a reflective layer for reflecting radiation
and relatively long thermal paths are provided between 25
adjacent sheets for minimizing conduction. A plurality
of spaced sheets are also useful as a micrometroid bum
per in a space vehicle. A high velocity encounter with
a micrometeroid may perforate a unitary structure,
however, perforation of a few spaced sheets dissipates 30
appreciable energy and may prevent damage to a pri
mary structure. In either instance it may be desirable to
compress and contain the plurality of sheets in a shroud
or the like for transport and later deploy the sheets into
spaced relation for use. A self erectable structure as 35
provided in practice of this invention is admirably
suited to such deployment.

In a specific embodiment a radar attenuator giving
good broad band attenuation was constructed accord
ing to the principles of this invention. In this embodi- 40
ment seven layers of metallized Mylar film were em
ployed above a reflective ground plane for a total thick
ness of radar attenuator of about 24 inches. The first
sheet spaced apart from the reflective layer comprised
0.001 inch thick Mylar vacuum metallized with bismuth 45
to give an optical transmissivity of about 7% and a d.c,
resistance of about 95 ohms per square. Optical trans
missivity is a convenient measure of film thickness and
properties dependent thereon such as resistance. Very
thin films of metal are semi-transparent and the degree 50
of transparency depends on the thickness. Since resis
tance also depends on thickness, it is readily correlated
with transmissivity and the latter serves as a readily
applied process control measure. It should also be noted
that the cited resistance is d.c. and there is a change 55
with frequency. Typically resistance at about 109 cycles
per second is about twice that at d.c. and the latter is
usually measured merely for convenience. This sheet
was spaced from the reflective layer about 3.38 inch by.
means of ! inch wide Z shaped strips of Mylar 0.002 60
inch thick having end tabs cemented to both the con
ductive reflective layer and the attenuator sheet by
polyurethane cement. The connecting portion of each
of the strips was about 3.38 inch long.

Each of the additional attenuator sheets was also 65
spaced at 3.38 inch from its adjacent attenuator sheets
by similar Mylar strips. The next attenuator sheet adja
cent the first comprised a 0.001 inch thick Mylar sheet
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vacuumed metallized with bismuth to give an optical
transmissivity of about 17% and a d.c, resistance of
about 160 ohms per square. The next two sheets in the
composite radar attenuator comprised 0.001 inch thick
Mylar sheets vacuum metallized with bismuth to give
an optical transmissivity of about 23.8% and a d.c. resis
tance of about 235 ohms per square.

The final three sheets in the composite radar attenua
tor comprised 0.001 inch thick Mylar vacuum metal
lized with bismuth to give an optical transmissivity of
about 31.5% and a d.c, resistance of about 420 ohms per
square. Measurements of radar echo from such a com
posite interference attenuator showed good absorption
throughout a broad frequency range. Because of the
good strength to weight ratio of Mylar, thin sheets and
spacers are possible and the described self erectable
attenuator weighs less than 0.10 pounds per square foot
of area covered. A packing density of better that 3% is
obtained, that is, the volume of the attenuator when
compacted and stowed for launch is less than 3% of the
volume occupied by the attenuator when fully de
ployed. Because of the excellent shape memory of
Mylar for the connecting members the attenuator is
readily packaged and stored in a compressed or com
pacted condition for substantial periods of time without
degrading the capability to deploy the attenuator to its
full extent.

It will be apparent that other shapes of connecting
members of non-metallic materials can be employed.
Thus, for example, as illustrated in FIG. 5 there is pro
vided a connecting member having a generally U shape
wherein the spacing portion 16 forms the bight of the U
and the end tabs 17 form the legs ofthe U. A connecting
member as illustrated in FIG. 5 is employed in exactly
the same manner as the Z shape connecting members 12
in the embodiment of FIGS. 2 to 4.

In order to obtain a somewhat higher force for de
ploying and maintaining spacing in a radar attenuator,
connecting members as illustrated in FIGS. 6 and 7 can
be employed between the attenuator sheets of the inter
ference type radar attenuator. As illustrated therein the
connecting members comprise cradle or boat like mem
bers having a curved spacing portion 18 and flat end
tabs 19. Because of the somewhat greater stiffness per
unit thickness of the curved spacing portion 18 the
connecting members can be somewhat thinner for a
given strength, and buckling in the spacing portion 18 is
virtually assured upon compression of the composite
radar absorber rather than bending at the connection
between the spacing portion 18 and the end tabs 19.
Many other variations of connecting member can be
readily provided by one skilled in the art, for example,
the connecting members may be in the form of tubes
with ends connected to the sheets, or the the connecting
members may be divided in two classes, one acting in
compression and the other in tension.

Obviously, many other modifications and variations
of the present invention are possible in light of the
above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that
within the scope of the appended claims the invention
may be practiced otherwise than as specifically de
scribed.

What is claimed is:
1. A self-erectable structure comprising:
a plurality of sheets of thin flexible material; and
a plurality of thin flexible non-conductive connecting

members attached between each of said sheets for
spacing each of said sheets apart a selected distance,
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a pair of end portions attached to said spacing portion

at substantially right angles thereto, each of said
end portions being attached to one said sheets.

7. A radar attenuator as defined in claim 6 wherein
connecting members on opposite sides of said sheets are
displaced laterally on said sheets from each other for
minimizing discontinuities in electrical properties.

8. A radar attenuator as defined in claim 6 wherein:
said ground plane comprises a metal coated sheet of

plastic; and
each of said attenuator sheets comprises a metal

coated sheet of plastic having a resistance in the
range of from 40 to 2000 ohms per square.

9. A radar attenuator as defined in claim 6 wherein
said plurality of attenuator sheets comprises:

a first conductor coated plastic sheet adjacent said
ground plane having a resistance of about 95 ohms
per square;

a second conductor coated plastic sheet having a
resistance of about 160 ohms per square;

third and fourth conductor coated plastic sheets each
having a resistance of about 235 ohms per square;
and

fifth, sixth and seventh conductor coated plastic
sheets having a resistance of about 420 ohms per
square.

10. A radar attenuator as defined in claim 9 wherein
said sheets are coated with a thin layer of bismuth;

said ground plane comprises a metal coated sheet of
plastic; and

said plastic sheets and said connecting members com
prise a material selected from the class consisting of
polyethylene terephthlate and polyvinyl chloride.

11. A radar attenuator as defined in claim 9 wherein
said attenuator sheets and said conductive ground plane
are each spaced apart substantially equal distances to
give a composite thickness to the attenuator of about 2
feet for attenuating radiation at lower radar frequencies.

12. An interference type attenuator comprising:
a plurality of attenuator sheets adapted to assume a

mutually spaced apart relation to provide radiation
attenuation;

means interconnecting said sheets for urging them to
said mutually spaced apart relation; and

means for maintaining the sheets in closely com
pacted relation.

13. An attenuator as.defined in claim 12 wherein said
means for maintaining the sheets in compacted relation
comprises a jettisonable aerodynamic shroud overlying
the attenuator sheets.

14. An attenuator as defined in claim 12 wherein the
means interconnecting the sheets comprises a plurality
of elastic members which are extended when the sheets
are in mutually spaced apart relation and are compacted
therebetween when the sheets are in closely compacted
relation.

4,044,358
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said connecting members compnsmg a material
having shape memory so that said members deform
when the structure is compressed and spontane
ously return to their original shape when released;
and wherein;

said sheets and said connecting members comprise a
material selected from the class consisting of poly
ethylene terephthalate and polyvinyl chloride.

2. A self-erectable structure comprising: 10
a plurality of sheets of thin flexible material, at least a

portion of said sheets having a resistivity in the
range of from about 40 to 2,000 ohms per square;
and

a plurality of thin flexible non-conductive connecting 15
members attached between each of said sheets for
spacing each of said sheets apart a selected distance,
said connecting members comprising a material
having shape memory so that said members deform
when the structure is compressed and spontane- 20
ously return to their original shape when released.

3. A self erectable structure as defined in claim 2
further comprising:

an electrically conductive thin flexible sheet on one
side of the plurality of resistive sheets and spaced 25
therefrom by a plurality of said connecting mem
bers for reflecting radar waves; and wherein

said connecting members space the sheets apart a
distance of about one quarter wavelength of radia- 30
tion in the frequency range of radar.

4. A light weight broad band interference type radar
attenuator comprising in combination:

an electrically conductive ground plane;
a plurality of semi-conductive attenuator sheets, each 35

substantially parallel to said ground plane; and
non-conductive spacing means between each of said

sheets and between one of said sheets and said
ground plane for spacing said sheets and said
ground plane apart at selected distances, said spac- 40 .
ing means being elastically deformable for ac
comodating compaction of said sheets and ground
plane together and for spontaneously extending said
sheets from said ground plane.

5. A radar attenuator as defined in claim 4 wherein 45
said spacing means comprises a plurality of separate
connecting members between each pair of sheets, each
of said connecting members being ·elastically deform
able between a first compacted position and a second 50
extended position.

6. A self erectable structure as defined in claim 5
wherein each of said connecting members comprises:

a central spacing portion sufficiently thin for buckling
when the structure is compressed and sufficiently 55

strong for spontaneously straightening when the
structure is released; and

60

65
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cleoThat is, whether the vehicle is directly overhead or
presents a forward, sideward, or aft aspect to the
searching radar. In many space vehicles the external
geometry includes apertures, antennas, rocket engines,
and other miscellaneous protrusions or openings which
may provide substantial radar echos arid thereby en
hance the ability of an enemy to detect or track the
space vehicle.

Radar reflection from a vehicle is not merely deter
mined by the size of the vehicle but more particularly
by its geometry. In a vehicle that is large relative to
wavelength of the radar, the surface acts in the manner
of a specular reflector, bouncing radar waves off ac
cording to the usual laws of reflection. For this reason,
a large flat plate, for example, has a very high radar
echo when exactly normal to the radar beam, but the
echo falls off very rapidly for small angles off normal.
Thus a large, smooth vehicle may have a small radar
echo except at specific viewing angles.

If, however, the dimensions of an object are of the
same order as the wavelength of the radar, diffraction,
surface wave phenomena and the like, become of signif
icance and the object acts more like an isotropic radia
tor of radar. Such an object may reflect the same total
radar energy, but spreads the echo over a much larger
angle so that the probability of detection is increased.
This effect produces high reflections from a vehicle
with projections, depressions, or other small structural
members. Further, the space vehicle itself may have
characteristic dimensions of the same order as the
wavelength of low frequency radar and give high re
flections over wide angles. Thus, surprisingly, increas
ing the apparent size ofa vehicle may reduce radar echo
at some viewing angles.

In order to minimize the radar echo from surface
irregularities in a spacecraft a surrounding shield of
radar attenuator material 11 may be provided, having a
total thickness of two feet or more. By providing a
smooth shield or shell of radar attenuator material it is
assured that the apparent external geometry of the
space vehicle is smooth so that no radar "hot spots" are
found due to structural members, antenna, camera aper
tures, rocket engines, or the like. By employing a radar
attenuator material the overall radar echo from the
vehicle is also substantially reduced. Thus the radar
camouflage not only reduces ability to detect and track
the vehicle but also obscures the radar signature of the
vehicle to conceal its characteristics even if it is de
tected.

Electromagnetic waves such as radar may be ab
sorbed or attenuated by socalled quarter wave or Salis
bury screen which comprises a thin layer of material
having an impedance of about 377 ohms per square,
which is the characteristic impedance of free space,
spaced exactly one-quarter wavelength from a reflec
tive surface. Such an absorber is described in U.S. Pat.
No. 2,599,944. Since an absorber of this type prevents
radar reflection by a mechanism of destructive interfer
ence at one-quarter wavelength from a reflective sur
face it is found to be highly sensitive to frequency and
will attenuate radar only within a narrow frequency
band. It is found, however, that such an interference
absorber also attenuates radiation at odd multiples of
one-quarter wavelengths.

Further, it is found that a plurality of resistive layers
or sheets individually spaced from a reflective surface at
different distances each attenuate radiation at different
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DRAWINGS

VEHICLE SHIELD

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

35
Objects and many of the attendent advantages of this

invention will be readily appreciated as the same be
comes better understood by reference to the following
description when considered in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings wherein: 40

FIG. 1 illustrates in perspective a space vehicle
within a bathtub shaped shield of radar attenuating
material;

FIG. 2 illustrates a transverse section of a combina-
tion as illustrated in FIG. 1; and 45

FIG. 3 shows alternative shapes for the radar attenua
tor shield.

FIG. 1 illustrates in perspective a spacecraft or satel
lite 10 ensconced in a shield 11 of radar attenuating
material. As illustrated in this embodiment the vehicle 50
comprises a cylindrical body 12 with a conical forward
portion 13 and a rocket engine 14 at the aft end. Such a
vehicle 10 will obviously have many subsystems on
board which are of substantially no concern in the prac
tice of this invention. One conventional subsystem of 55
interest is employed for stabilizing the space vehicle in
a uniform orientation relative to the surface of the earth.
Such orientation is readily provided by conventional
control systems employing horizon sensors (not shown)
or the like to measure orientation and small rocket en- 60
gines 16 on the sides of the vehicle for obtaining roll,
pitch and yaw control in a conventional manner. This
provides an attitude stabilized vehicle which can
readily maintain a constant orientation relative to the
earth's surface. 65

By maintaining a constant attitude a radar echo from
the space vehicle is relatively fixed and varies mainly
with location of the searching radar relative to the vehi-

25
Thus in the practice of this invention according to a

preferred embodiment there is provided a radar attenua
tor shield for an attitude stabilized space vehicle com
prising an open shell of radar attenuating material hav
ing a smooth external surface on·a side facing toward a 30
potential radar threat and open on the opposite side.
The space vehicle is arranged within the open side of
the shell for camouflage from potential radar threats.

BACKGROUND

In many situations it is desirable to provide a radar
attenuating surface on or surrounding a structure or
vehicle in order to minimixe the ability of an enemy to
detect or track the vehicle. In order to provide effective
radar attenuation by interference techiniques at very
low radar frequencies it is usually necessary to employ 10
a relatively thick structure at the surface. This thick
structure may make the transport of the vehicle difficult
because of its bulkiness.

A vehicle in which the transport problem is particu
larly acute comprises a space vechicle such as a satellite 15
or the like. In such a vehicle it may be desirable to
reduce the radar echo to reduce the possibility of detec
tion and to make precise tracking of the vehicle more
difficult. Since radar echos from a vehicle may provide
significant information concerning the mass and geome- 20
try of the vehicle it may also be desirable to change the
radar echo characteristics to conceal the nature and
purpose of a space vehicle.
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wavelengths and a broad band radar attenuator can be
achieved. The impedance of these excessive layers
spaced apart from the reflective surface and the spacing
therebetween is governed by interactions between the
successive sheets and these sheets may not each be pro
vided with an impedance of 377 ohms per square. In
general it is found that the first sheet upon which radar
is expected to impinge should have an effective impe
dance as seen by an incoming radar wave of about 377
ohms per square in order to have minimal reflection 10
therefrom. Successive sheets between the outermost
layer and the reflective layer have successively lower
effective impedance down to the substantially zero
impedance of the reflective layer. The effective impe
dance of each layer is determined not only by the impe- 15
dance of that layer but also the impedances of the vari
ous underlying layers. The selection of impedances for
the various sheets and the spacing therebetween are
readily determined for particular frequency ranges of
attenuation by one skilled in the art. 20

It is preferred that the sheets have d.c, resistivities in
the range of from about 40 to 2,000 ohms per square to
provide effective attenuation in a multilayer broad band
radar attenuator. Ifdesired, the layers may have capaci
tance and inductance at radar frequencies as well as d.c. 25
resistivity for providing greater design flexibility in the
radar attenuator. In general, the total thickness of atten
uator spaced from the reflective layer is determined by
the longest wavelength of radar to be attenuated; this
distance approximating one-quarter of the longest 30
wavelength of the radiation. The distance between suc
cessive sheets is likewise determined by reference to the
shortest wavelength it is desired to attenuate; this dis
tance being approximated by one-quarter of the shortest
wavelength. 35

Previously, interference type attenuators have been
formed of carbon loaded fabric sheets spaced apart by
non-metallic honeycomb materials or have comprised
similar relatively heavy and rigid structures. These
absorbers are unduly heavy and bulky for application in 40
most space situations.

Radar attenuating materials suitable for use in this
invention and capable of attenuating radar beams over a
substantial range of frequencies are described and
claimed in copending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 45
670,828 now U.S. Pat. No. 4,044,358 entitled, "Self
Erectable Structure", by William P. Manning and Louis
Maus, and assigned to North American Rockwell Cor
poration, Assignee of this invention. Broadly, this radar
attenuator comprises a plurality of sheets of light 50
weight metallized plastic appropriately spaced apart
and having particular electrical characteristics for ab
sorbing radar energy by an interference phenomenom.
The inner-most sheet in such a radarattenuator com
prises a metal foil, for example, which is opaque and 55
reflective to radar and therefore obscures any structure
behind the radar attenuating material. As is well-known
and pointed out in the aforementioned copending patent
application, the echo of a radar beam from the interfer
ence type radar attenuator is substantially less than the 60
radar echo from a metal surface of the same geometry.

In order to provide a radar attenuating shield for a
space vehicle it is desirable that the structure be light in
weight and have a geometry suitable for deployment
from a stowed configuration to a deployed configura- 65
tion. This permits launch of the space vehicle with the
radar attenuating shield contained within suitable aero
dynamic shrouds and permits deployment of the radar
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attenuating shield after the space vehicle reaches space
and aerodynamic drag is no longer a problem. Suitable
techniques for deploying a radar attenuating material
from a stowed position are described and illustrated in
the aforementioned copending U.S. patent application
and also in copending U.S. Pat. No. 4,314,682 entitled
"Deployable Shield" by Burton Barnett, Martin R.
Kinsler, and Lyle A. Nelson, filed on the same date as
this application and assigned to North American Rock
well Corporation, the Assignee of this application. The
deployment techniques per se are not a portion of this
invention and are set forth in detail in the aforemen
tioned copending applications which are hereby incor
porated by reference with full force and effect as if set
fortllin full herein.

In a preferred embodiment the shield 11 of radar
attenuating material is in the shape of an open shell or
bathtub having a cylindrical central portion 17 and end
portions 18 each in the form of one quarter of a sphere.
The cylindrical portion 17 and spherical portions 18
each have an inner radius approximately the same as the
diameter of the space vehicle 10. Thus the space vehicle
fits substantially completely within the open side of the
radar attenuating shell 11 and does not extend a substan
tial distance thereabove except as may be required to
provide clearance for exhaust from the attitude control
rockets 16. By ensconsing the space vehicle substan
tially completely within the radar attenuating shell the
radar camouflage is maintained over substantially all
aspects as might be viewed by an earthbound radar even
if the satellite is on the horizon as viewed by the earth
bound radar. By employing a radar attenuating shield
larger than the space vehicle and extending the shield
up to substantially the highest point on the vehicle for
shielding the vehicle from ground based radar, the en
tire upper side of the space vehicle is left free for vari
ous subsystems such as the attitude control rockets 16,
star trackers (not shown), solar cells (not shown), or
communication antennas (not shown) for communicat
ing to the earth by way of a synchronous satellite sta
tioned high above the earth's surface. With such an
arrangement radar camouflage is obtained without seri
ously handicapping the functions of the space vehicle.
Further, by employing a radar attenuating shield larger
than the vehicle, the resonant reflection of low fre
quency radar is also reduced.

In order to secure the shield 11 to the space vehicle
10 cross members 19 are secured to the vehicle structure
on the top side thereof as arranged in orbit, and support
the shield 11 at the ends of the cross members 19. In a
similar manner loop type supports 21 may be employed
at the ends of the space vehicle for supporting the
spherical portions 18 of the radar attenuating shield.
The cross members 19 and loop type supports 21 may
also be employed in deployment of the radar attenuat
ing shield as described and illustrated in the aforemen
tioned copending application entitled, "Deployable
Shield".

FIG. 3 illustrates schematically two alternative em
bodiments useful for providing an open shell of radar
attenuating material having a smooth external surface
on a side facing toward a potential radar threat. In the
preferred embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 2 the radar atten
uating shield has a semi-cylindrical center portion and
quarter spherical end caps forming the bathtub-like
open shell. The preferred shape of a semi-cylinder with
spherical end caps is advantageous not only in provid
ing a minimal radar cross section in most viewing an-
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gles, but also is readily amenable to automatic deploy
ment in orbit.

In FIG. 3 two other potential external shapes for the
radar attenuator material are illustrated schematically.
Thus, for example, the space vehicle 10 may be shielded
by a radar attenuating material having the shape of an
ellipsoid 22; similarly, the radar attenuating shield may
have the external shape of an ogive 23. It will be appar
ent to one skilled in the art that other figures of revolu- 10
tion are readily employed for providing an open sided
shell of radar attenuating material presenting a smooth
external countenance to a ground based radar.

What is claimed is:
1. A radar attenuator shield for an attitude stabilized 15

space vehicle comprising:

6
a shell having a smooth completely convex surface

for containing said vehicle,
said shell having an opening and having a shape such

that the mid-portion is one half of a cylindrical
tubular form and each of the ends is one fourth of
a spherical form,

said shell being made of a material comprising of a
plurality of spaced apart attenuator sheets and re
flective sheets,

said cylindrical tubular form having an interior radius
equal to at least the overall diameter of said vehicle
and a length such that said vehicle is contained
within said shield, and

struts disposed across said opening to secure said
vehicle within the shell.

* * * * *
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A crossed skirt antiradar screen structure for a space vehicle,
such as an orbiting satellite vehicle, having members pro
jecting laterally from the main vehicle body. The screen
structure includes multiple primary and auxiliary radar
screens having electrically conductive skirts at least partially
enclosing the vehicle body and the projecting members in a
manner such that the screens cooperate to control the radar
cross-section and signature of the entire vehicle. According
to an important feature of the invention, the several radar
screens are so shaped and arranged that all interior corners
defined by the screen skirts have oblique angles which
preclude retrorefiection of an illuminating radar beam from
a ground based radar detection system.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a novel deployable
crossed skirt antiradar screen structure which is designed for
use on a space vehicle, particularly an orbiting satellite
vehicle, having members projecting laterally from the main
vehicle body. These projecting members may be cross arms,
solar panels, linear antennae, or other projecting devices.

The crossed skirt antiradar screen structure of the inven
tion includes a primary radar screen enclosing the main body
of the space vehicle and auxiliary radar screens enclosing
the projecting members. The several radar screens have the
biconvex lens configuration disclosed in copending appli
cation Ser. No. 04/721,513. The present radar screen struc
ture may be designed to totally deny the detection of the
space vehicle by ground based radar systems or merely
modify the vehicle radar signature to resemble another space
vehicle, such as a decoy.

In one disclosed form of the invention, the conductive
skirts of the primary and auxiliary radar screens are physi
cally and electrically joined to form, essentially, a single
conductive skirt structure having a longitudinal portion
enclosing the vehicle body and lateral portions enclosing the
projecting members of the body. In another disclosed from
of the invention, the primary and auxiliary radar screens
have separate conductive skirts.

A feature common to both forms of the invention is the
particular formation of interior corners by the conductive
skirts of the primary and auxiliary radar screens. According
to an important feature of the invention, the skirts are shaped
and arranged in a manner such that these interior corners
have oblique angles which prevent retroreflection of an
illuminating radar beam from a ground based radar detection
site back to the site. According to the preferred practice of
the invention, for example, each interior corner defined by
the skirts of the primary and auxiliary radar screens have an
angle equal to or greater than 100 0

•

type of screen on an elongated vehicle body, would require
a cone with a major diameter greater than the length of the
vehicle which in turn would make the cone quite large in
length and width.

Copending applications Ser. Nos. 04/593,233 and 04/721,
513 disclose improved antiradar screens in the form of a
plurality of overlapping (osculating) biconvex lenses. A line
tangent to the edges of these lenses determines the contour
of an arcuate keel edge of the screens. A search radar whose

10 energy is striking this contoured edge in the plane which
passes through the edges and centers of the lenses can detect
only a cross-section of conductive material above the detec
tion threshold of the radar. The cross-section of each of the
lenses is chosen to be below such detection threshold. The

15 screen is otherwise shaped such that incident radiation
striking the screen outside of the edge plane also encounters
a cross-section which is below the detection threshold of the
radar. This is accomplished by maintaining the angle formed
by the juncture of the surfaces of the screen, at the keel edge,

20 below a value which is determined by the type of radar used
and the vehicle distance from the radar.

An antiradar screen such as that just discussed must be
stowed in the vehicle during launch and deployed to its
operational configuration after orbit is achieved. Stowage

25 and deployment of the screen may be accomplished in
various ways. By way of example, the screen structure of
copending application Ser. No. 04/593,233 is deployed in
orbit by inflation of a tubular frame structure supporting the
conductive skirts of the screen.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1
CROSSED SKIRT ANTIRADAR SCREEN

STRUCTURE FOR SPACE VEHICLES

Reference is made herein to copending applications Ser.
No. 04/591,395 now abandoned, filed Oct. 28, 1966 and
entitled "Radar Target Simulator (U)"; Ser. No. 04/593,233,
filed Nov. 4, 1966 and entitled "Inflatable Anti-Radar Screen
(U)"; and Ser. No. 04/721,513, filed Apr. 8, 1968 and entitled
"Radar Screen (U)".

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates generally to the art of controlling
and suppressing the radar cross-section and signature of a
space vehicle, particularly an orbiting satellite vehicle, either
for the purpose of preventing its detection by ground based
radar detection systems or modifying its radar signature to
resemble another space vehicle, such as a decoy. The inven
tion relates more particularly to a space vehicle antiradar
screen structure having a novel crossed skirt configuration.

2. Prior Art

At the present state of development of the space vehicle
detection art, the most important vehicle observable to be
controlled is radar cross-section or signature. This is par
ticularly true of orbiting satellite vehicles whose repeated
passes around the earth allow ample time for radar signature
analysis and possible ultimate identification of the satellite. 30

A variety of techniques have been devised for controlling
and reducing radar cross-section of a space vehicle in a
manner such that the vehicle may be effectively decoyed.
Such an antiradar device or antiradar screen must either
completely deny detection of the space vehicle by search 35

radar or reduce and modify the radar cross-section of the
vehicle to permit employment of other aids, such as decoys,
to confuse and delay final identification.

A proper signature match between target vehicle and
decoys without modification in the target signature would 40

require the external configuration of the decoys to substan
tially duplicate that of the target vehicle. In most cases, for
example, the target vehicle has a characteristic fine structure
of large magnitude in its radar signature which varies with
frequency, polarization, and radar look angle. Duplication of 45

this signature with a decoy would require a decoy of the
same size and shape as the target vehicle, which is often
impractical. As a consequence, the most effective method of
shielding a target vehicle is that wherein the radar signature
of the vehicle is modified to a simplified, reduced magnitude 50

form and the vehicle is accompanied by a swarm of decoys
having essentially the same radar signature as the screened
target vehicle so as to cause confusion and delay in detec
tion.

A decoy which may be used in conjunction with the 55

signature modifying device of this invention is disclosed in
applicant's copending patent application Ser. No. 04/591,
395, filed Oct. 28, 1966 and entitled "Radar Target Simulator
(U)" now abandoned.

U.S. Patent No. 3,233,238 discloses an antiradar screen 60

structure for reducing radar reflection from a space vehicle.
This screen structure has a cone-like shape which com
pletely covers the vehicle and can reduce the radar reflection
area to approximately a square centimeter, depending upon
the frequency of the illuminating radar, the angle of the cone 65

apex, and the reflections due to first or second order dis
continuities of the vehicle's surface structure. To utilize this
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(1)

(2)

2pA

F = _(Jr_/_2""7i_+_[_ln_(8_S_/-,--YJr_)--cf
(Jr/2)2 + [In(A/YJrb)j2

where
A=wavelength of incident radiation;
p-radius of wire loop;
K=2Jt!A;
I n is the bessel function of the nth order; and
J'z; (x) is the derivative of I n with respect to x.

For other edge radii, wire thickness, equation (1) should be
multipled by a corrective factor F given by

where 0=1.78 ... and b is the equivalent wire radius. The
wire radius-to-wavelength ratio of 1/85 was chosen to
simplify equation (1). The envelope of equation (1) is
computed to be

Thus, one can write the following dominating expression for
the maximum edge-on lens radar cross-section

edgewise as the frame inflates to its final configuration. This
stretching of the membrane stretches the thin wires of the
conducting skirts 15 beyond their elastic limit, thereby
permanently setting the skirts in their deployed configura
tion.

The membrane 16 may be constructed of a material which
photolyzes in the vacuum environment of space under the
radiation of the sun. It is also possible to have a preselected
group of the frame tubes 13 photolyze leaving only those

10 necessary for structural rigidity. A material which may be
used for the subliming plastic is disclosed in "Material and
Design Engineering", June 1966, page 32. The material is
called "Photo-Lyzing Film" by the manufacturers, Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company. The wire mesh 16 could be

15 replaced with a thin sheet of metal foil. The metal foil type
skirt will have a greater weight than the wire mesh, however,
and it will also increase the aerodynamic drag of the entire
structure which may be undesirable in certain applications.

The shape of the antiradar screens 10, 11 is based on the
20 lens-element theory of radar cross-section control and is

designed to produce a constant magnitude signal at the
search radar receiver. This theory relies on the electromag
netic reflection properties exhibited by a conducting bicon
vex lens. For such a lens illuminated edge-on, that is

25 illuminated along the edge plane which is defined by the
plane which passes through the edge (circumference) and
the center of the lens, the maximum radar backscatter occurs
when the polarization vector of the incident radiation lies in
the lenses edge plane. This theory was disclosed in "A

30 Theoretical Method for the Calculations of the Radar Cross
Sections of Aircraft and Missiles", University of Michigan,
Dept. of Elect. Eng., July 1959 by Crispin, J. w., et al. By
convention, this orientation of the incident radiation in the

35 lenses edge plane will be called parallel polarization and the
resulting cross-section will be designated Jt. The orthogonal
polarization will be designated Jt.

For small lens edge angles, Jt can be computed from the
return of a wire loop replacing the lens edge. For a wire

40 radius-to-wavelength ratio =1/85, the edge-on maximum
cross-section becomes

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Stowage and deployment of the present crossed skirt
antiradar screen structure may be accomplished in any
convenient way. For example, the screen structure may be
deployed by the phenumatic deployment technique of
copending application Ser. No. 04/593,233 or by elastic
strain energy.

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view, partly in section, of an
antiradar screen structure according to the invention;

FIG. 2 is an enlarged section taken on line 2-2 in FIG.
1;

FIG. 3 illustrates the screen structure during deployment;

FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate the biconvex lens theory upon
which the radar screen is based;

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a modified antiradar screen
structure according to the invention; and

FIG. 7 is a plan view of the modified screen structure on
reduced scale.

FIGS. 1 through 5 of the drawings illustrate a space
vehicle V, in this instance an orbiting satellite vehicle,
equipped with a crossed skirt antiradar screen structure S
according to the invention. Vehicle V has a main body B
mounting large deployable members M, referred to hereafter
as cross arms, which project laterally from opposite sides of
the body. These cross arms may be solar panels, linear
antennae, or any of a variety of other devices which are
commonly required on orbital satellite vehicles. During
launch, the cross arms are retracted to stowed positions
within the behicle body B. The arms are deployed to their
extended positions in orbit.

The antiradar screen structure S includes a primary or
body radar screen 10 enclosing the main vehicle body Band
auxiliary or cross arm radar screens 11 enclosing the cross
arms M. These radar screens are similar in construction to
the radar screen of copending application Ser. No. 04/593,
233. Thus, the screens have an inflatable frame 12 composed
of thin-walled plastic tubes 13 which are arranged and
joined in the manner shown with their passages in commu- 45

nication with one another and with a source (not shown) of
inflation gas on the space vehicle V. Frame 12 is attached to
the vehicle by plastic tubes or struts 14. Covering the frame
are electrically conductive skirts 15 consisting of thin wire
mesh whose grid dimensions are small with respect to the 50

wavelength of search radar. To these radar wavelengths, the
skirts behave as reflecting surfaces. The wire mesh 15 may
be woven into or otherwise supported by a thin plastic
membrane 16 secured to the frame tubes 13.

During launch the cross arms M are retracted to stowed 55

positions within the space vehicle body B and the radar
screen structure S is collapsed and gathered about or witin
a stowage space in the body as shown in FIG. 3. The stowed
screen is enclosed by covers 17 which are jettisoned in orbit.
Gas under pressure is then fed to the frame tubes 13, 14 to 60

inflate the same and thereby expand the screen structure to
its fully deployed configuration of FIGS. 1 and 2. In this
regard, it should be noted that the screen frame 12 is
designed to assume, when inflated, the illustrated deployed
configuration by appropriate shaping of the frame tubes and, 65

if necessary, utilization of guy wires (not shown). Moreover,
the plastic membrane 16 on the frame 12 is sized to stretch
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where r, is the earth's radius and the screen's orbit direction
lies in the plane of the drawing.

For each angle 8, there is a unique R which increases with
8. Correspondingly, for a particular 8 there is one unique
biconvex lens, i.e., L1 , L2 , and L3 , whose radar cross-section
viewed in its edge plane is just below the detection threshold
of the given radar and whose properties viewed outside this
plane are such that it also lies below the detection threshold
of the given radar. Thus, for a given threat radar, the screen's
design value of Jt is fixed for each value of R or 8 that is:

(3)

(5) 40

ture of the skirt surfaces, control the signature in a plane
normal to the skirt's edge. The last two, leakage and warp
and woof sizes (size and shape of skirt screen mesh), control
the polarization characteristics of the signature.

In summary, the antiradar screen structure S of this
invention is erected around the space vehicle V to simplify
its radar signature so that decoys may be used in combina
tion with the screened vehicle to confuse, delay, and/or
eliminate final detection. Upon illumination by a ground

10 based search radar, the antiradar screen structure re-radiates
only a small amount of energy in the backscattering direc
tion. Both the reflected incident energy and the energy
radiated from the screen structure by currents induced in the
conducting skirts 15 are exceedingly small in the backseat-

15 tering direction.
In the particular inventive embodiment illustrated in

FIGS. 1 through 5, the conductive skirts 15 of the screens 10,
11 are physically and electrically joined along corner edges
20. Thus, the skirts effectively constitute a single unitary

20 skirt which encloses and thereby controls and reduces the
radar cross-section of the entire satellite vehicle V. The
screens thus form a number of interior corners. According to
a feature of the invention, the radar skirts are shaped and
arranged in a manner such that each interior corner has an

25 oblique angle b of sufficient magnitude to avoid a corner
(4) reflector effect which would produce retroreflection of an

illuminating radar beam from a ground radar detection site
back to the site. According to the preferred practice of the
invention, for example, each interior corner has an angle b

30 equal to or greater than 1000
•

FIGS. 6 and 7 illustrate a modified antiradar screen
structure S' according to the invention having a main body
screen 110 for the body B of the satellite vehicle V and
auxiliary or cross arm screens 111 for the vehicle cross arms

35 M. The body screen 110 has essentially the same shape and
construction as the body screen 10 in FIGS. 1 through 5 and
includes an electrically conductive body skirt 115 of essen
tially the same biconvex lens configuration as the body skirt
15 in FIGS. 1 through 5. The body skirt 115 is supported on
an inflatable flexible tubular frame (not shown) which is
attached to the vehicle body B and is inflatable to expand the
screen 10 to its illustrated deployed configuration in essen
tially the same manner as the screen in FIGS. 1 through 5.

The cross arm screens 111 have electrically conductive
45 skirts 116 of essentially the same biconvex lens configura

tion as the body skirt 115. The physical dimensions of the
cross arm skirts, however, are smaller than those of the body
skirt owing to the relatively small size of the cross arms M
compared to the vehicle body B. Skirts 116 are mounted on

50 inflatable flexible tubular frames (not shown) which are
attached to the cross arms M and are inflatable to expand the
skirts to their deployed configurations illustrated, after
deployment of the arms to their illustrated extended
positions, in much the same manner as the body skirt. A

55 major difference between the radar screen structure S' of
FIGS. 6 and 7 and the earlier screen structure S' of FIGS. 1
through 5, resides in the fact that the inner ends of the cross
arm skirts 116 terminate in spaced relations to the body skirt
115. Accordingly, the body and cross arm skirts are both

60 physically and electrically isolated from one another.
In this particular embodiment of the invention, it is

necessary to make each skirt of the radar structure S' as thin
as possible to increase the angular region over which the
skirt is effective to control the radar cross-section of its

65 respective member, i.e., either the vehicle body B or cross
arms 11. The cross arm skirts then exercise signature control
over a wide angle beneath the satellite vehicle B. In opera-

2pAF
0:;;-

Jr

Equations (2) through (5) define a lens-element contour C
which determines an external contour for the keel edge 19 of
each screen 10, 11. In other words, the keel edge contour is
defined by a series of overlapping, or in mathematical terms
"osculating", lenses, which are appropriately terminated in
the electromagnetic shadow zone resulting in the simple
conducting lens-element shape shown. This edge contour
varies from angle to angle in the plane of the screen's
direction of motion increasing in radius with 8. A compre
hensive disclosure of this biconvex lens theory as applied to
a vehicle radar screen is contained in applicant's copending
application Ser. No. 721,513, filed Apr. 8, 1968 entitled
"Radar Screen (U)".

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, the screen keel edges 19 have
a variable sharpness or edge angle a to further refine the
biconvex lens edge effect. Thus, it will be observed that the
edge angle a increases toward the outer ends of the keel
edges. If this edge sharpness is not varied there will be a
degradation in the screen effect. FIG. 2 illustrates a portion
of the body screen keel where the edge is very sharp.

There are six independently adjustable design parameters
of each skirt 15. The first two, edge sharpness and radius of
curvature of the keel, control the skirt's signature in its edge
plane. The next two parameters, edge angle and the curva-

If Jt is now compared with the detection threshold cross
section of a searching radar, then the simple lens-element
theory which is defined by these makes two assumptions.
One, that equation (3) with the equality sign applies to all
points along the flight path of the satellite vehicle, and two,
outside of the vehicle's flight path the equivalent lens is thin
enough so that its cross-section still lies below the detection
threshold of the searching radar.

FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate the application of this theory to
the design of an antiradar screen for an orbiting satellite in
the range of a detection radar 18. The vehicle orbits the earth
in a fixed orientation relative to the earth wherein an axis A
normal to the intersecting longitudinal axes of the body and
cross arm skirts points toward the earth. The radar properties
(illumination frequency), and the radar screen's orbit alti
tude H, and payload dimension are first selected. The radar
distance R to the screen as a function of the aspect angle 8
from the verticle is calculated. The radar distance R is given
by the expression
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tional use of the screen structure 5', illumination of an
exposed portion of the cross arms M in the region between
the body skirt 115 and a cross arm skirt 116 produces a main
lobe of reflected radar energy which is broken up by the
skirts and thereby converted to an erratic signature. The
erratic radar signature may be readily simulated by a pin
cushion decoy of the type disclosed in copending application
Ser. No. 591,395 by providing the decoy with selected
microwave reflectors or dipoles of the proper resonant
frequency. 10

It will be observed in FIG. 7 that the corner reflection
effect may occur in the event of radar illumination of the
screen structure 5' within a very narrow range to either side
of normal incidence, i.e., illumination of the screens by a
radar beam arriving substantially in a plane normal to the 15

skirt surfaces. However, it is evident that illumination of the
screen structure by ground based detection radar will always
occur within a range of incidence angles substantially less
than normal incidence. Within this latter range, the interior
corners defined by the body and cross arm skirts 115 and 116 20

will always present to the illuminating radar effective inte
rior corner angles in the plane of the illuminating radar beam
which are sufficiently large, i.e., equal to or greater than
100°, to avoid the corner reflector effect and thereby prevent
retroreflection of radar energy. 25

What is claimed as new in support of Letters Patent is:
1. An antiradar screen for a space vehicle having a main

body and a cross arm projecting laterally from said body
comprising:

a body screen including a hollow electrically conductive 30

skirt constructed of an electrically conductive screen
mesh for at least partially enclosing said vehicle body;
and

a cross arm screen including a hollow electrically con
ductive skirt constructed of an electrically conductive

8
screen mesh and projecting laterally of said body skirt
for at least partially enclosing said vehicle cross arm.

2. A radar screen according to claim 1 wherein:

the inner end of the cross arm skirt is physically and
electrically joined to said body skirt.

3. A radar screen according to claim 2 wherein:
said skirts define a number of interior corners; and
the interior angle of each said corner is substantially

greater than 90°.
4. A radar screen according to claim 1 wherein:
the inner end of said cross arm skirt terminates in spaced

relation to said body skirt; and
said skirts are arranged to break up the main lobe of radar

energy reflected from said cross arm between said
skirts.

5. A radar screen according to claim 4 wherein:
said skirts define a number of interior corners; and
the interior angle of each said corner being at least

substantially equal to 100° in planes other than a plane
normal to said body and cross arm skirts.

6. A radar screen according to claim 1 wherein:
said vehicle is launched into orbit about the earth in a

fixed attitude wherein an axis of said radar screen
points toward the earth; and

each said skirt has a keel edge transverse to said axis
whose contour is defined by a plurality of biconvex
lens-elements arranged adjacent to one another along
said edge and increasing in radii outwardly along said
edge away from said axis according to a function of the
aspect angle which the skirt presents to a radar on the
earth, said lens-elements being joined to form a single
osculating structure.
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A controlled scintillation rate decoy having microwave
reflectors for reflecting incident radar energy in a man
ner to provide the decoy with a selected radar cross
section, and variable electrical impedance control
means connected in electrical circuit with the reflectors
for controlling the scintillation magnitude or scintilla
tion rate of the decoy.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings:
FIG. 1 illustrates a pincushion decoy equipped with a

present scintillation control means;
FIG. 2 illustrates the scintillation control means;
FIG. 3 illustrates a modified scintillation control

means according to the invention;
FIG. 4 illustrates a reentry vehicle decoy equipped

with a present scintillation control means; and
FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate a Luneberg lens equipped

with a present scintillation control means.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a pincushion decoy 10, simi
lar to that disclosed in copending application Ser. No.
591,395, embodying scintillation control means 12. ac
cording to the invention. Decoy 10 has a spherical body
14 mounting a number of microwave reflectors 16 in the
form of projecting dipoles arranged in sets as explained
in the copending application. The reflectors consist of
dipoles of various lengths and hence various resonant
frequencies electrically connected through a controlla
ble impedance at their inner ends within body 14. The
dipoles of the different sets have different resonant fre
quencies and may differ in number, all as explained in
the copending application. By selectively varying the
number and resonant frequency of the dipoles of the
different sets, a composite radar signature may be cre
ated which duplicates the radar signature of the pro
tected satellite or missile. Simulation or duplication, by
the decoy, of the ballistic coefficient of the protected
missile or satellite may be accomplished by providing
the body of the decoy with the proper density.

As noted earlier, the present invention may be ap
plied to any missile or satellite decoy whose physical
structure provides the equivalent of electrical terminals
between which a variable electrical impedance may be
applied to control or vary the scintillation of the decoy.
The scintillation control means 12 comprises means for
varying the reflectivity of the reflectors 16 in such a
way as to produce a varying scintillation effect. In the
particular decoy 10 illustrated the scintillation control
means comprises equivalent terminals 18 provided by a
pair of diametrically opposed dipoles 16 of the decoy,
and variable electrical impedance means 20 connected
between the terminals. A variety of variable impedance
means may be utilized in the decoy. The variable impe
dance means shown is a motor driven variable resis
tance device.

Variable resistance device 20 comprises a generally
annular, radially slotted resistor 22, an arm 24 rotatable
about the center of the resistor, a wiper 26 on the arm
which bears against the outer circumference of the

2
ment of the invention, for example, the variable impe
dance is provided by a motor driven variable resistance
device connected between the equivalent terminals of
the decoy. In another disclosed embodiment, the vari
able impedance is provided by a solid state electrically
variable impedance circuit. In both embodiments, the
variable impedance applied between the equivalent
terminals varies the scintillation magnitude or scintilla
tion rate of the decoy. Scintillation rate may also be

10 made to depend upon the frequency of the illuminating
radar in order to prevent utilization of discrimination
techniques based upon frequency diversity.

1

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention provides an improved. radar decoy 40
having means for controlling and varying its scintilla
tion or scintillation rate over a wide range without
altering either the physical structure or body motion of
the decoy. The scintillation is varied in random fashion
at a relatively slow rate to simulate the varying scintilla- 45
tion ofa full size target space vehicle, such as a screened
ballistic missile. Such scintillation control may be ap
plied to any missile or satellite decoy whose physical
structure provides the equivalent of electrical terminals,
such as dipole elements, which are required for electri- 50
cal continuity, and between which a variable electrical
impedance may be applied to vary the effective scintil
lation rate of the decoy. One disclosed embodiment of
the invention, for example, is a pincushion decoy similar
to that disclosed in copending application Ser. No. 55
591,395, wherein the equivalent terminals are provided
by selected dipoles of the decoy. Another disclosed
embodiment of the invention is a re-entry vehicle decoy
having sets of interconnected dipoles providing equiva
lent terminals. Yet another embodiment of the invention 60
is a so-called Luneberg lens in which the equivalent
terminals are provided by microwave reflectors on the
surface of the lens.

According to the invention, scintillation control is
accomplished by connecting between the equivalent 65
electrical terminals of the decoy an electrical impe
dance whose impedance value is varied in some way
during the flight of the decoy. In one disclosed embodi-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1.Field of the Invention
This invention relates generally to radar decoys and

more particularly to such a decoy having means for
varying its scintillation magnitude or scintillation rate.

2. Prior Art
A variety of techniques have been devised to modify IS

or reduce the radar cross-section or signature of a space
target, such as a missile or satellite, to prevent its identi
fication by search radar. Modification of the target's
signature in many cases is not totally effective,. and
therefore target simulators or decoys are used to further 20
inhibit indentification of the real target. In order to be
effective for this purpose, the decoy must duplicate the
target vehicle's radar cross-section or signature, as well
as its speed and body motions. Targets of appreciable
size such as spacecraft have a broad band frequency 25
response which necessitates a target simulator or decoy
of similar band width.

The radar cross-section of a typical decoy is aspect
sensitive. That is to say, a decoy, when illuminated by a
radar beam, exhibits variations, termed scintillation, due 30
to its body motion as seen from the radar site. If this
variation or scintillation is sufficiently unlike that of the
target, a basis for discrimination exists and the effective
ness of the decoy is substantially reduced. In general,
scintillation is also dependent upon the frequency of the 35
illuminating radar, with higher radar frequencies result
ing in higher scintillation rate.

CONTROLLED SCINTILLATION RATE DECOY

RELATED APPLICATIONS

Reference is made here to pending application Ser.
No. 591,395, filed Oct. 28, 1966, entitled "Radar Target
Simulator (U)".
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resistor, and a motor 28 for driving the wiper arm in
rotation and thereby the wiper around the resistor. One
dipole terminal 18 is connected to the resistor 22. The
other dipole terminal is connected to the inner end of
the wiper arm 24. As shown, the radial width of the
resistor 22 varies in a manner such that its electrical
resistance, measured between the dipole terminals 18,
varies as the wiper 26 travels about the resistor. This
variable electrical resistance is applied between the
terminals 18 and varies the scintillation magnitude or 10
scintillation rate of the decoy in addition to the varia
tion in scintillation rate of the decoy produced by its
body motion. Thus, introduction of the variable resis
tance between terminals 18 causes the radar cross-sec
tion of the decoy to vary as the resistance is changed 15
from the characteristic resistance of the dipoles (about
70 ohms) to either higher or lower values. In actual
practice, it is preferable to use lower resistance values
ranging from the above characteristic dipole resistance
to essentially a short circuit. The scintillation magnitude
or scintillation rate of the decoy may be concentrated in 20
selected frequency bands by selection of the proper
variable resistance range and the proper dipole ele
ments.

FIG. 3 illustrates a variable impedance means or
circuit 20A which may be employed in the decoy 10 in 25
place of the variable resistance device 20. This variable
impedance circuit comprises a semiconductor means 30
which is connected between the decoy dipole terminals
18 and whose electrical impedance is controlled by a
variable doc voltage source 32. The adjustable element 30
of this voltage source is driven by a motor 34 which
causes the electrical impedance of the semiconductor
means to vary in a predetermined manner.

While the drawings illustrate scintillation control by
varying the electrical impedance between only a pair of 35
dipoles, it will be understood that additional variable
impedance means may be applied between other dipoles
to effect greater control of the scintillation rate.

As noted earlier, the invention may be applied to any
missile or satellite decoy whose structure provides the 40
equivalent of electrical terminals between which a vari
able electrical impedance may be applied to control
scintillation. FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrate two alternative
decoy configurations whose scintillation may be con
trolled in this manner. The decoy 40 of FIG. 4 is a 45
reentry vehicle decoy having a conical body 42 contain
ing microwave reflectors or dipoles 44 interconnected
by conductors 46. This dipole arrangement provides
terminals 48 between which a variable impedance
means, such as means 20 or 20A, may be inserted to 50
control scintillation magnitude or rate.

The modified decoy 50 of FIGS. 5 and 6 is a Lune
berg lens having a spherical body 52 constructed of a
dielectric material whose dielectric characteristics vary
in such a manner as to provide focussing of incident
energy. At the right-hand side of the decoy body, as the 55
decoy is viewed in FIG. 6, are a number, in this instance
three, microwave reflectors 54. As is well-known to
those versed in the art, such a Luneberg lens is effective
to focus radar energy incident on the left side of the lens
in FIG. 5 on a region along the right-hand circumfer- 60
ence of the lens determined by the direction of the
propagation vector of the incident radar energy. If the
focal region of the radar energy includes two or more of
the reflectors 54, the energy is reflected back toward its
source. This reflection, and hence the scintillation rate 65
of the decoy, can be controlled by interconnectionofa
variable electrical impedance between the reflectors.
To this end, reflectors 54 provide electrical terminals 56

4-
between which a present variable impedance means 20
or 20A is connected to control scintillation rate. It will
be understood at this point that the invention provides a
means for varying the reflectivity of the microwave
reflectors in such a way as to introduce into radar en
ergy reflecting from the decoy a randomly. varying
scintillation effect simulating the varying of a larger
space vehicle such as a screened ballistic missile or a
sateillite. In other words, the scintillation of the decoy is
matched to that of a larger target vehicle. This requires
that the reflectivity and hence decoy scintillation be
varied in random manner and at a relatively slow rate
on the order of a few cycles per second. The scintilla
tion control means of the present decoy satisfies these
requirements. The resistor 22 of FIG. 2, for example, is
provided with a randomly varying shape and its wiper
24 is driven at a relatively slow rotary speed.

We claim:
1. A controlled scintillation radar decoy comprising;
a decoy body;
microwave reflectors mounted on said body for re

flecting incident radar energy in a manner to simu
late the radar cross-section of a larger space vehicle
to be protected; and

means for varying the reflectivity of said reflectors in
random manner and at a relatively slow rate in
such a way as to introduce into radar energy re
flecting from the decoy a randomly varying scintil
lation effect simulating the varying scintillation of
said space vehicle.

2. A decoy according to claim 1, wherein:
said means comprises a motor driven variable impe

dance device.
3. A decoy according to claim 2 wherein:
said said device comprises an electrical resistor hav

ing an electrical resistance which varies along the
resistor, a wiper engaging said resistor, and a motor
for driving said resistor and wiper in relative move
ment to effect relative movement of said wiper
along said resistor and thereby vary the electric
resistance between said reflectors.

4. A decoy according to claim 3 wherein:
said resistor is a generally annular resistor, and said

wiper is rotatable about the center of said resistor.
5. A decoy according to claim 1 wherein:
said means comprises an electronically variable impe

dance device.
6. A decoy according to claim 5 wherein:
said variable impedance device comprises a semicon

ductor means connected between said reflectors,
means connected to said semicondutor means for
varying the electrical impedance of the latter
means.

7. A decoy according to claim 1 wherein:
said microwave reflectors comprise dipoles spaced

about said body.
8. A decoy according to claim 1 wherein:
said body has a spherical shape; and
said microwave reflectors comprise dipoles project-

ing from said body.
9. A decoy according to claim 1 wherein:
said body has a conical shape; and
said microwave reflectors comprise dipoles embed-

ded within said body.
10. A decoy according to claim 1 wherein:
said body constitutes a Luneberg lens; and
said microwave reflectors are disposed along one side

of said body.
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From: Allen Thomson (thomsona@flash.net)
Subject: LES-8/9 : semistealthy?
Newsgroups: sci.space.history
Date: 2000/10/12

I recently came across the following, which is found on p.30 of
"Semi Annual History of the Directorate of Space, Period of 1
January 1971 - 30 June 1971"  The paragraph, originally classified
SECRET, was declassified on 10 March 1996.  According to a
correspondent who, to my amazement, knows about such stuff, the DoS
was a component of the office of the USAF Deputy Chief of Staff for
Development (also known as DCS/D and later DSC/R&D),  who  was the
Air Staff officer in charge of advanced development in the Pentagon.

------------

"The MIT Lincoln Laboratory is involved in a program to demonstrate
the technology necessary to deploy a highly survivable satellite
communication system for command and control of the SIOP forces.
The effort is based upon the use of two satellites (LES-8 and LES-9)
carefully designed (both electronically and physically) so that
detection of the satellite presence is extremely difficult.  The
satellites would use satellite-to-satellite communications links
and would permit two way communications between aircraft and surface
forces on a global basis.  The anticipated launch of LES-8/9 is
in September 1974."

------------

"So that detection of the satellite presence is extremely difficult"
is consistent with a rumor I'd heard earlier, that one of the two
LESes was equipped with a plane mirror intended to send the line of
sight of a terrestrial observer out into starry space.

It also represents the fifth or sixth confirmed or reasonably
believable report of low-observable satellite studies, technology
development efforts or actual programs stretching from the early
1960's to ca. 1990.

[Additional materials relating to LES-8/9 are provided in Appendix D.]

http://www.fas.org/spp/military/program/asat/at_001012.htm
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124. Memorandum From the President’s Assistant for National Security Affairs (Scowcroft) to President Ford, 
Washington, March 15, 1976.11. Source: Ford Library, Kissinger-Scowcroft West Wing Files, Box 22, Satellite 
Vulnerability (3/15/76). Secret; Sensitive. Ford initialed the document, indicating that he had read it.

MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 15, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM: BRENT SCOWCROFT [BS initialed]

SUBJECT: Follow-Up on Satellite Vulnerability

As you, George Bush and I have discussed, the United States has no anti-satellite capability at the present time 
and only a minimal R&D program for the development of such a program.

We also discussed the fact that current studies are under way in this area. Under NSC auspices, a team of civilian 
experts is examining the situation. CIA is doing a supporting study in connection with this NSC effort.

The NSC study is examining three major areas:

(1) Near-term measures (3-5 years) which can be taken to decrease the vulnerability of our satellites;

(2) Projection of the military use of space over the next 15 years, including analysis of the problems of satellite 
survivability; and

(3) The most feasible options for development of a U.S. anti-satellite capability.

While this is a very extensive study, I anticipate receiving a preliminary report by the end of April, including a 
description of alternates for reducing satellite vulnerability over the near-term. Completion of the final study is 
planned for September.

1 Source: Ford Library, Kissinger-Scowcroft West Wing Files, Box 22, Satellite Vulnerability (3/15/76). Secret; 
Sensitive. Ford initialed the document, indicating that he had read it.
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126. Memorandum From the President’s Assistant for National Security Affairs (Scowcroft) to President Ford, 
Washington, April 26, 1976.11. Source: Ford Library, National Security Adviser, Presidential File of NSC 
Logged Documents, Box 38, 7602528. Top Secret. Sent for information. Ford initialed the document. Tab A has 
not been found.

MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
INFORMATION

April 26, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM: BRENT SCOWCROFT [BS initialed]

SUBJECT: Soviet Anti-Satellite Capability

The Soviet test of an anti-satellite interceptor last week, the second such test in the last two months, has 
emphasized the need to reexamine our posture in space and the vulnerability of our space assets.

For the last few months an NSC Panel of technical consultants has been reviewing the direction of the future 
U.S. military related space program — including the vulnerability of our space assets. The Panel has prepared an 
Interim Report (Tab A) assessing the capabilities and limitations of the Soviet anti-satellite program and possible 
near-term U.S. countermeasures. The Panel concluded that:

— The Soviets have undertaken a broad based, well supported program to achieve an anti-satellite capability 
which could prevent U.S. satellites from overflying the Soviet Union. The Soviets probably already have a 
limited operational capability with their non-nuclear interceptor against U.S. low altitude satellites. There is no 
evidence as yet of a Soviet capability against U.S. high altitude satellites.

— Even though the Soviet capability is limited, it is probably sufficient to completely deny U.S. satellite photo 
reconnaissance missions for periods up to years if the Soviets were willing to risk the serious repercussions such 
an attack in space entail. They could also selectively deny several other critical U.S. low altitude missions, 
including the Navy ocean surveillance satellites and the submarine navigation satellites.

— The lack of a clearly articulated statement of national security policy relative to the use of space has delayed 
U.S. development of available countermeasures for years and has contributed to our current vulnerable posture 
in space.

— There are a number of near-term countermeasures the U.S. could employ to minimize the impact of the 
Soviet anti-satellite program. The technology is in hand to provide these capabilities as soon as a decision is 
made to give increased protection to our satellites.

— Development of a U.S. anti-satellite interceptor, while technically feasible, will not contribute to the 
survivability of U.S. space assets. Other U.S. responses arc available to doter the Soviets from offensive actions 
in space.



The Panel has properly highlighted the problem we face today. We are very dependent on a relatively small 
number of low altitude satellite missions and have done very little to protect them from Soviet attack. There are 
certain near-term actions we can take to enhance the survivability of our critical military and intelligence 
satellites — however, these actions have been delayed in the past, partly because of the lack of clear policy 
guidance in this area.

A draft NSDM is now being prepared to rectify the policy problem. This NSDM would direct: (1) the initiation 
of near-term survivability enhancement measures for the photo reconnaissance satellites and selected other 
critical space assets as soon as possible, and (2) the planning for longer-term survivability measures for all of our 
critical military and intelligence satellites. Coordination of this proposed NSDM with the major agencies 
involved will take another week or two, following which I will present it for your consideration.

The Panel of technical consultants is continuing its work and hopes to have a final report late this summer. The 
final report will expand consideration of U.S. space vulnerabilities and dependency, suggest a proper balance in 
the military use of space, analyze the need for a U.S. capability for offensive space operations, and review the 
implications of the space shuttle.

1 Source: Ford Library, National Security Adviser, Presidential File of NSC Logged Documents, Box 38, 
7602528. Top Secret. Sent for information. Ford initialed the document. Tab A has not been found.
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128. National Security Decision Memorandum 333, Washington, July 7, 1976.11. Source: Ford Library, 
National Security Adviser, Presidential File of NSC Logged Documents, Box 38, 7602528. Top Secret. Copies 
were sent to the Secretary of State, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget.

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

July 7, 1976

National Security Decision Memorandum 333

TO: The Secretary of Defense
The Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT: Enhanced Survivability of Critical U.S. Military and Intelligence Space Systems

The President has expressed concern regarding the emerging Soviet anti-satellite capability and the possible 
threat to critical U.S. space missions this implies. He considers preserving the right to free use of space to be a 
matter of high national priority. The U.S. trend toward increasing exploitation of space for national security 
purposes such as strategic and tactical reconnaissance, warning, communications, and navigation — combined 
with the simultaneous trend toward a smaller number of larger, more sophisticated satellites — emphasizes the 
need for a reassessment of U.S. policy regarding survivability of critical military and intelligence space assets.

Policy for Survivability of Space Assets

The President has determined that the United States will continue to make use of international treaty obligations 
and political measures to foster free use of space for U.S. satellite assets both during peacetime and in times of 
crisis. However, to further reduce potential degradation of critical space capabilities resulting from possible 
interference with U.S. military and intelligence space assets, the President also considers it necessary to 
implement improvements to their inherent technical survivability. Such survivability improvements should 
supplement and reinforce the political measures, as well as extend the survivability of critical space asset into 
higher level conflict scenarios.

The survivability improvements in critical military and intelligence space assets should be predicated on the 
following U.S. objectives:

(1) Provide unambiguous, high confidence, timely warning of any attack directed at U.S. satellites;

(2) Provide positive verification of any actual interference with critical U.S. military and intelligence satellite 
capabilities;

(3) Provide sufficient decision time for judicious evaluation and selection of other political or military responses 
the initiation of an attempt to interfere and before the loss of a critical military or intelligence space capability;



(4) Provide a balanced level of survivability commensurate with mission needs against a range of possible 
threats, including non-nuclear co-orbital interceptor attacks, possible electronic interference, and possible laser 
attacks;

(5) Substantially increase the level of resources needed by an aggressor to successfully interfere with critical 
U.S. military and intelligence space capabilities;

(6) Deny the opportunity to electronically exploit the command system or data links of critical U.S. military and 
intelligence space systems.

Planning for Improved Survivability

The President directs that efforts be initiated jointly by the secretary of Defense and the Director of Central 
intelligence to prepare an aggressive time-phased, prioritized action plan which will further develop and 
implement this policy framework. This plan should (1) place emphasis on short-term and intermediate-term 
measures to enhance the survivability of critical military and intelligence space capabilities against Soviet 
nonnuclear and laser threats at low altitudes and Soviet electronic threats at all altitudes, and (2) consider long-
term measures which will provide all critical military and intelligence space systems with a balanced level of 
survivability commensurate with mission needs against all expected threats, including threats at higher altitudes.

Short/intermediate term measures for consideration in the plan should include, but not be limited to, the 
following capabilities:

(1) [text not declassified]

(2) [text not declassified]

(3) [text not declassified]

(4) [text not declassified]

Longer-term measures should provide balanced survivability for critical space capabilities against the full range 
of credible threats. The plan should detail the military and intelligence utilization of specific systems at various 
levels of potential conflict and should select survivability measures and implementation schedules for each 
critical military or intelligence satellite in accord with their scenario-related mission needs. The threats to be 
considered include threats of physical attack against satellites, either by non-nuclear or laser techniques; 
electronic and exploitation threats against command links, data links, and communications links; and threats of 
electronic or small-scale physical attack against ground stations. Continued consideration should be given to 
protection against nuclear effects from events other than direct attack, for those space assets which support 
nuclear scenarios. This portion of the plan should consider measures necessary to enhance the survivability of 
both ground and spaceborne elements and should consider proliferation or back-up alternatives where 
appropriate, as well as active and passive measures.

The plan should develop a range of implementation schedule/funding profiles for Presidential consideration. An 
initial version of this plan should be submitted to the President no later than November 30, 1976.

[signed] Brent Scowcroft

cc: The Secretary of State
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
The Director, Office of Management and Budget



1 Source: Ford Library, National Security Adviser, Presidential File of NSC Logged Documents, Box 38, 
7602528. Top Secret. Copies were sent to the Secretary of State, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and 
the Director of the Office of Management and Budget.
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Abstract: A vehicle in free space or air, with external surfaces primarily fashioned from planar facets. 
The planar facets or panels are angularly positioned to reduce scattered energy in the direction of the 
receiver. In particular, radar signals which strike the vehicle are primarily reflected at an angle away 
from the search radar or are returned to the receiver with large variations of amplitude over small 
vehicle attitude changes. 
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Friday, Aug. 22, 1980
Pentagon News Conference
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown
Under Secretary of Defense William J. Perry
Lt. Gen. Kelly Burke, DCS for R&D

[EXCERPTS; Full text at Appendix B]

Mr. Thomas B. Ross, ASD/PA: Ladies and gentlemen, the ground rules are that everything written or 
spoken at this conference is on the record and not to be used until the press conference is over.

Dr. Brown: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.

I am announcing today a major technological advance of great military significance.

This so-called "stealth" technology enables the United States to build manned and unmanned aircraft 
that cannot be successfully intercepted with existing air defense systems. We have demonstrated to our 
satisfaction that the technology works...

For three years, we have successfully maintained the security of this program. This is because of the 
conscientious efforts of the relatively few people in the Executive Branch and the Legislative Branch 
who were briefed on the activity and of the contractors working on it.

However, in the last few months, the circle of people knowledgeable about the program has widened, 
partly because of the increased size of the effort, and partly because of the debate under way in the 
Congress on new bomber proposals. Regrettably, there have been several leaks about the stealth 
program in the last few days in the press and television news coverage...

Dr. Perry:..  [T]his technology—theoretically at least— could be applied to any military vehicle which 
can be attacked by radar-directed fire. In our studies, we are considering all such applications and are 
moving with some speed to develop those particular applications which on the one hand are the most 
practical and on the other hand which have the greatest military significance. Finally, I can tell you that 
we have achieved excellent overall success on the program and that that has included flight tests of a 
number of different vehicles.

Q: Can these technologies also defeat other means of detection, such as thermal, and infrared and so 
on?

Dr. Brown: The general description of stealth technology includes ideas, designs that are directed also 
at reducing detectability by other means. Radar is the means that is best able to detect and intercept 
aircraft now. It's no accident that the systems that exist are radar systems. But stealth technology 
extends beyond radar. Bill, do you want to add anything there?

Dr. Perry: That is correct.

Q: I ask because you mention other vehicles and I wonder if you're getting ready to have a complete 
turnover in the whole military inventory, tanks, and all the rest.



Dr. Brown: It's a little too early to say that. I think what Bill was saying was that stealth technology is 
applicable against anything that is detected and attacked through detection by radar. But how practical 
it is for various kinds of vehicles is another matter...

Q: How about fighters, will it apply to fighter technology?

Dr. Brown: The same thing applies to fighters. I think you can apply this technology across the board. 
Bill? Do you want to be more specific?

Q: When you say all military vehicles, do you mean everything from ICBMS, to tanks, to ships, to 
everything?

Dr. Perry: In principle, it could be applied to any of them.

Dr. Brown: It doesn't help some as much as others.

Dr. Perry: It is our ability of applying it. The difference it would make in military effectiveness may be 
dramatically different from vehicle to vehicle.

Dr. Perry: The cost of applying it may be different.

Dr. Brown: Some vehicles aren't primarily detected with radar. They are detected by eyeball.
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[The short section on spacecraft applications is entirely redacted.]



      Shuttle Challenger Launched Toward Swashbuckling Adventure 
   Astronauts Scheduled to Retrieve and Repair Damaged U.S. Satellite in 
   Space
   The Washington Post, April 07, 1984,
   By: By Thomas O'Toole, Washington Post Staff Writer
   Section: A, p. 02

   "Sources said Stealth material must be tested in space because the 
   Air Force is considering development of Stealth satellites and even 
   Stealth shuttle craft that could fly in orbit undetected by Soviet 
   ground radar." 

[See Appendix C]



http://www.fas.org/spp/military/program/imint/visibility.pdf
[EXCERPTS; Full text at Appendix A]
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3. MEASUREMENT FACILITY ISSUES -- SCANNING VERSUS
FLOOD ILLUMINATI ON TECHNIQUES·

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS MADE

As will become ~pp~rent i n subsequent pAr~s o f t his

s ection , an importan~ parameter in evalu~ting t rade-offs

bet~een sca nni ng a nd floodi n g v i abi li ty i s the t ime r equired t o

make me asur eme n t s co r r e s po nd i ng t o a ~hole body s i gna t ure .

Ac c ord i ng l y , th i s e va l uat i o n wi l l be predicated on t wo

ass umptions -- more properly o bse r va t ions - - tha t mitiga t e the

impact o f unaccepta bly long scan-time s. The s e a s s umptio n s

i nc lude :

1 . Al l t e s t oDj e c ts o f i nter est wil l exhibit a

preferential d ire c t ion or ori entation bia s t ha t wi l l

cont rol t he overall o ptica l s i g na t u r e s in the viewing

geome t r y o f int e r est i n t h i s prob lem: and,

2 . An initial. c oar s e grained pre l imi nary s can may b e done

of t he p r e f e r ent i a l s ur f ac e - - by either (h uma n) visual

or e lec tro-optical v ie~ing t e chniq ues - - to ide ntify

phy s ica l areas t h a t warrant fin e -grained . de ta i l ed

measur ement (i .e. edge s , corners, cracks , etc . ).

The fir s t a s sumpt i o n is b a sed on the f a c t tha~ many object s

of i nt e r e s t wi l l b e p rotect ed with a l a r g e -shield . More over ,

many unshi elded objects a r e d e p l oy ed such that the y o rient

t h e mse l ves i n a specifi c d i r ect ion t o a c c omplis h their mission .

The second assumption, acknowledges t hat certain easily o bs e r ved

req ions o f a s p a c e object a re likely t o domi nat e the op t i ca l

signatures of t he whole o b j e c t wherea s othe r regions wi ll

c o ntr i b ute little o r nothing t o t he total o p t i cal cross -section.
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U.S. Designs Spy Satellites To Be More Secret Than Ever 
By William J. Broad 
The New York Times 
November 3, 1987 
Late City Final Edition 
Page C1 
[EXCERPTS]

A battery of new technologies, some mature, others on the drawing board, will help the United States 
overcome Soviet efforts to deceive western spy satellites, according to former Government officials, 
space experts and private scientists. 

For years, largely without public knowledge, the East and west have vied to fool each other's 
surveillance satellites and the military analysts who interpret top-secret photographs made from 
space. 

Weapons in the war include camouflage, concealment, decoys and misleading deployments of real 
weapons. Both sides use ground-based radars and computers to track hostile satellites and to predict 
when they will pass overhead, allowing military units on the ground to hide or disguise sensitive 
operations. 

The West has long been at a disadvantage in the war of deception because it is so difficult to keep fake 
operations and false deployments secret in an open society. But it has recently made several advances 
in ways to see through Soviet deception. By the 1990's, military experts say, western spy satellites will 
be nearly impossible to track and will be able to see through clouds and outwit enemy camouflage and 
decoys. 

Peter D. Zimmerman, a physicist and senior associate at the Carnegie Endowment in Washington, said 
the new technologies would "make it enormously more difficult for the Soviets to conceal and 
deceive." 

The KH-11 spy satellite launched last week by the United States boasts technologies that mark a first 
step in that direction. 

For one thing, the KH-11 has powerful, lightweight engines that allow controllers on the ground to 
maneuver it in orbit. Future spy satellites will be capable of being refueled, dramatically extending 
their range and lifespan. 

A second future technique is to build spy satellites out of materials, like those in the "stealth" aircraft, 
that absorb or disguise radar waves, making them invisible to enemy equipment. 

The ultimate way to foster unpredictability is to be invisible -  a top-secret endeavor being hotly 
pursued by designers of military satellites. 

On earth, "stealth" techniques are widely used in military fighters, bombers and cruise missiles to 
reduce their visibility to enemy radars. Two main methods involve replacing metals with lightweight 



composite materials that absorb radar signals, and smoothing body parts so they deflect radar signals 
rather than reflect them. 

Congressional experts on weapons say the Pentagon Is hard at work applying stealth techniques to 
satellites, an assertion the Defense Department declined to discuss. It is known, however, that in April 
1984 the space agency launched a four-ton cylinder[*] carrying experiments to develop new space-age 
materials, including secret ones for making stealth satellites. 

"Camouflage in space" is essential if satellites are to outwit Soviet tricks, Mr. Codevilla said In "Soviet 
Strategic Deception," [**] a collection of reports published by the Hoover Institution, while it may be 
difficult to make satellites completely disappear from Soviet radar scopes, he said, the selective use of 
stealth techniques could easily disguise the true mission of spy satellites. 

[*] The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). See Appendix C

[**] ”Space, Intelligence, and Deception,” Angelo M. Codevilla
Soviet Strategic Deception, Brian D. Dailey and Patrick J. Parker, editors
Proceedings of a Naval Postgraduate School conference on Soviet Strategic Deception,
September 26-28, 1985
Hoover Institution Press, 1987
ISBN 0-669-13208X



      Stealth Satellite Test Conducted 
   Defense News
   September 25, 1989, p.2

   The Strategic Defense Initiative Organization announced last Friday 
   that it had quietly launched on Sept. 4 and Sept. 11 two rockets to 
   test stealth features for U.S. satellites. The suborbital satellites 
   [sic] launched in the $6.6 million Starmate experiment were tracked 
   by radars, as well as infrared, ultraviolet and visible sensors in 
   their brief 10 minute flights. The rockets were launched from Kauai 
   Test Facility in the Hawaiian Islands. The information will be used 
   to increase the survivability of U.S. satellites, which face threats 
   from Soviet ground- launched interceptors and from future space-
   mines and directed energy weapons, DoD officials say. 
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1

SATELLITE SIGNATURE SUPPRESSION SHIELD

RELATED APPLICAnON DATA

This application is a continuation-in-part of u.s. pa
tent application Ser. No. 07/492,847, filed Mar. 13,
1990,now abandoned.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a satellite signature suppres- 10
sion shield for camouflaging a satellite's location from
ground based and airborne tracking and detection sys
tems. The purpose of the invention is to suppress the
laser, radar, visible and infrared signatures of satellites
to make it difficult or impossible for hostile enemy 15
forces to damage or destroy satellites in orbit.

Several systems are known which are used to cripple
or destroy orbiting satellites or other space vehicles.
These systems may be ground based or space based.
Typical systems used for destroying satellites include 20
kinetic energy weapons delivered by anti-satellites;
directed energy weapons such as high energy lasers,
neutral particle beams, high-powered microwave radia
tion, and other nuclear radiations; and broad-area elec
tromagnetic pulses. Before the satellite can be de- 25
stroyed, however, it must be detected in space, and the
weapon must be aimed such that the destructive force
will intercept the path of the satellite. This invention
relates to a device which makes it difficult or impossible
to locate and track the satellite. When the word "satel- 30
lite" is used in this specification, other space based
mechanisms and vehicles are considered to be within
the realm of the invention.

To destroy a satellite, the weapon operator must aim
his weapon either to lead the satellite such that the 35
energy beam (or the like) and target arrive at the same
location at the same time, or the weapon must be able to
track the satellite's location. Should the aim of the gun
ner be off, in the case of an unguided projectile, the
gunner will miss the target. In the case of a guided 40
projectile, the target position, velocity and acceleration
information must be accurate enough to enable the
projectile to come near enough to its target to be effec
tive. Ifthe input data is inaccurate or too late, the opera
tor will not be able to make the appropriate corrective 45
actions, and the weapon will miss.

Several factors influence the accuracy of the weapon
and its ability to locate its target in outer space. Some
factors make tracking satellites easier, and some factors
make this more difficult. For example, ground based 50
weapons are looking into outer space, i.e, into a non
reflective background. Oftentimes space based weapons
systems are also looking out into the non-reflective
background of outer space. This makes the tracking of
the target easier, because there is no background radia- 55
tion or other noise background in the sensor's view. The
satellite, which is a radiation source and a radiation
reflector, is very evident in this radiation-free back
ground. When a tracking sensor is viewing a radiation
scene from the air toward the earth's surface, it is more 60
difficult to locate and track a satellite because of all of
the background radiation from the earth and/or the
objects below. Thus, it is easier for ground based
weapon sensors, or sensors using outer space as a back-
ground, to track satellites. 65

Another factor which makes it easier to track satel
lites is the fact that once a satellite or other space object
is in orbit, they follow very precise orbital tracks.

2
Therefore, once a satellite's position is accurately deter
mined and tracked, predictions of the future location of
this satellite are very accurate. Some external forces,
such as solar winds, do act on these satellites to alter
their orbits; however, such orbital changes are typically
small and gradual. Satellites are typically very limited in
their maneuverability after they are in orbit. If they can
be maneuvered at all, usually a very limited propulsion
power supply is available, and there is no way to re
charge the power supply. Hence, maneuvering is done
infrequently and to a very limited extent. This makes
satellites relatively easy to track. Airplanes, on the
other hand, are continuously maneuverable because
they have a readily available power supply. Thus, air
planes can continuously change directions to avoid ease
in tracking and engagement with weapons.

There are other factors which make it more difficult
to track and destroy satellites. One factor is the large
distance between the ground based or space based at
tacker and the satellite. The attacker and target may be
separated by hundreds of miles if the satellite is at rela
tively low altitudes, and even thousands of miles for
higher altitudes. Therefore, the sensors being used must
be highly directional and very powerful. Ground based
sensors, in order to cover any significant area of space,
must have many individual sensors which make up a
large sensor device. These sensors cannot be prolifer
ated in any way comparable to air defense sensors, and
they are not easily moved. Therefore, the satellite
launching party will know the location of the detecting
sensors, and he will know when and where his satellite
is detectable by the ground based sensor systems.

The large distance creates another problem when
energy beams are employed as the weapon used for
destruction. Because of this distance, in order for the
energy beam to be effective when it reaches the target,
extremely narrow beams must be used. The beam must
reach the target with enough energy density to damage
the target. This greatly complicates the aiming task,
since the aiming must be very precise. Radar is not
precise enough to aim the directed energy beams at
great distances; very accurate closed loop laser or opti
cal tracking systems must be used for aiming.

Another difficulty in tracking satellites results from
the relative speeds of space objects. Not only are the
targets difficult to locate, but they must be tracked for
some significant time before the intercept is made. Low
altitude objects are only in the sensor's field of view for
a short time period; high altitude satellites require a long
time period for the projectile to reach its target. The
weapons used must have sufficient propulsion and ac
celeration energy to reach the location of the satellite.
Any significant delay in dispatching the weapon may
allow the satellite to exit the sensor's field of view be
fore it can be tracked, or it may increase the separation
distance such that the satellite is no longer within the
weapon's range.

If the satellite signature or the energy required by the
weapon tracking system is reduced or suppressed signif
icantly, there may not be enough energy remaining for
the weapon's tracking system to locate and track the
target within the time period in which a successful at
tack may be launched. Reducing the available engage
ment time also enhances other satellite protection mech
anisms, such as maneuverability, decoy deployment or
other electronic counter measures.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

4
FIGS. 3a-3d are graphs showing the effectiveness of

the shield for various types of radiation;
FIGS. 4 and 5 show alternative embodiments of the

invention; and
FIG. 6 is a graph showing the time required for va

porization of the reflective film by a high energy laser
source.

Active detection systems operate by bouncing a radi
ation beam off of the body to be tracked, and then de
tecting the reflected radiation via radiation sensors.
This is the basic theory of operation behind laser, radar
and sonar detection systems (sonar using sound waves).
If the radiation beam is not returned to the sensors, then
there is no detection of the target.

The shield of this invention, in the preferred embodi
ment, is conical-shaped, as shown in FIG. 1. Incoming

20 radiation (radar or laser) from a ground based active
tracking system impinges upon the shield 10 as shown
by beams 20 and 22. The radiation beams 20 and 22
interact with the reflective coating on the shield mate-
rial and are bounced harmlessly into space, as shown by
reflected beams 24 and 26. The shield thus provides
protection for the satellite, shown at 12, since the radia-
tion is not backscattered to the sensors which are lo
cated on the earth.

The shield 10 is preferably made in the form of an
inflatable balloon. The inflation process is shown in
Figs. la-2d. The satellite 12 is initially deployed and set
in its appropriate orbit with the balloon shield enclosed
behind movable panels 30, preferably hermetically
sealed panels forming a canister 28, as shown in FIG.
la. The nose of the cone 32 may extrude from behind
the panels 30. After the satellite 12 is in position in
space, the panels 30 are retracted as shown in FIG. 2b,
thus exposing the uninflated balloon material 34. Any
suitable mechanical retracting means may be used, such
as an electrical solenoid. The movable doors 30 may be
spring loaded, such that the doors are initially moved by
a solenoid, and then the spring mechanism releases the
doors. The entire balloon may be mounted on a spring
to push it out of its holder and into the environment.
The doors 30 are controlled from the earth, in the pre
ferred embodiment; however, the movement of the
doors 30 may also be controlled by an on-board timer or
automatically activated in response to an on-board sen
sor. The satellite may be deployed in space for a long
time before inflation of the shield is necessary, because
of threat of attack etc. Automatic activation by a com-
puter program is also possible. The method' of trigger
ing activation may depend upon the type of satellite
being protected, or the type of attack being protected
against.

In the preferred embodiment of this invention, the
balloon material is a very light weight synthetic poly
mer film, such as Kapton (polyimides manufactured by
DuPont) or Mylar (polyethylene terephthalates manu
factured by DuPont), conical-shaped into a skin mate
rial, typically approximately I rom thick. The conical
material further includes inflatable reinforcing ribs
which provide initial rigidity and shape to the shield.
The Kapton or Mylar skin material is coated with an
extremely thin layer of radiation reflecting material. A
0.05 micron gold coating is used in the preferred em-
bodiment. The coating and balloon skin thicknesses may
be adjusted to suit the particular satellite or the type of

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

3
The satellite signature is the characteristic pattern of

radiation which is emitted by or reflected from the
satellite. This signature enables remote based sensors to
identify the object as a satellite. Various methods of
reducing the signature radiation are known. For exam
ple, small dipole scatterers and absorbers have been
used in camouflage shields to alter the radar signature of
the satellite to make it appear like background. Other
camouflage materials include special pigments which
absorb radiation and re-radiate it at the proper wave- 10
length so as to appear like chlorophyll to infrared sen
sors. Absorbing and non-reflecting materials have been
used since World War II to reduce radar and sonar
signatures on tactical aircraft and submarines, respec
tively. Curved surfaces and slanted configurations are 15
also used to reduce well-defmed edges at which radar
(and sonar) reflection occurs. These configurations are
currently used in the stealth bombers, and various other
fighter and bomber aircraft.

In order for camouflage to be effective, the target
must blend in with the background by incorporating
similar visible, laser, radar, and infrared signatures. On 25
earth, such backgrounds typically include woodlands,
deserts, or arctic tundra. As indicated above, the typical
background of a satellite is the void of outer space.
Using absorbing or non-conducting materials as camou
flage for a satellite would be useful for protection 30
against radar to some extend; however, it would not
offer much protection from active laser tracking sys
tems. Nor would it be useful as visible and infrared
radiation signature suppression.

It is an object of this invention to provide a satellite 35
signature suppression shield which is effective against
active and passive detection systems. Examples of ac
tive tracking systems include radar and laser tracking
systems; examples of passive detection systems include
infrared and visible radiation detection systems. 40

It is another object of this invention to provide a
satellite signature suppression shield which utilizes re
flective surfaces to reflect radiation away from the sat
ellite and away from the tracking sensors.

It is a further objective of this invention to provide a 45
satellite signature suppression shield which is movable
with respect to the satellite, such that the shield may be
oriented in the direction of the threat.

It is another object of this invention to provide an
inflatable satellite signature suppression shield which is 50
inflated and rigidized at a remote location.

These and other advantageous aspects of this inven
tion may be realized by providing an airtight conical
shaped inflatable shield wherein at least one subliming
material is included. The shield further includes rigidiz- 55
ing agents, and optionally absorbing agents and desic
cant materials.

These and other advantageous aspects of this inven- 60
tion will become apparent from the following detailed
description taken in conjunction with the attached fig
ures, wherein:

FIG. 1 shows the satellite signature suppression
shield in accordance with the invention, fully deployed 65
and in operation;

FIGS. la-2d show the shield in various stages of
inflation;
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weapon being protected against. The particular thick
nesses mentioned are merely exemplary. Adjustment of
the thicknesses are deemed within the skill of the art.

The cone angle may be varied greatly, depending
upon various factors, such as orbital altitude, shield 5
weight etc. For low altitude orbits, a cone full angle of
40° may be used (half angle is 20°), assuming that the
cone tip is pointing at the earth's nadir. Angles as large
as 160°may be used for geosynchronous satellites. The
larger the cone angle, the lower the required cone area, 10
and consequently, the cone's weight is lowered. How
ever, if the cone angle is made too large at low orbital
altitudes, the cone face may present an orthogonal face
off from which active tracking radiation may be re
flected back to the earth based sensors. This orthogonal 15
face must be avoided to effectively conceal the satellite.

At low altitudes, weapon sensors can view a satellite
from an angle as low as 30° above the horizon. This
means that an orthogonal face would produce a spike
on the sensors if the cone half angle were 30°, or a 60° 20
full angle. Since the satellite may rotate or oscillate in its
orbit, a 40° full angle on the cone provides an extra
conservative protection system. The higher the orbit
altitude, the higher the cone angle may be to provide
adequate protection from earth based sensors. 25

FIG. 2c shows the cone shield during the intermedi
ate inflation stage. As mentioned above, the cone in
cludes inflatable reinforcement ribs 36 which help pro
vide an initial rigid shape. The cone is inflated in the
preferred embodiment through the use of two subliming 30
agents, although a single subliming agent may be used.
The retractable covers 30 form the canister 28 which is
preferably hermetically sealed to protect against un
wanted sublimation of these materials before the cone is
released from the canister 28 for deployment. When 35
subjected to heat, such as heat from the sun in the pre
ferred embodiment, these agents transform from a pow
dered solid material directly into a gaseous phase. This
sublimation process may take from a few seconds to a
few minutes. The first subliming agent, in the preferred 40
embodiment, sublimes at a relatively fast rate, to pro
vide the initial inflation and shape for the shield. It is
preferred to uniformly coat the balloon with the sublim
ing powdered material, since this provides uniform
inflation. It is possible to burst the balloon if the infla- 45
tion takes place too rapidly. A balance must be estab
lished between the amount of subliming powders, bal
loon volume, and time until rigidized, so as to properly
inflate and remove all of the wrinkles without bursting
the balloon skin. 50

During use, the satellite shield is subjected to micro
meteoroid collisions which produce micropunctures in
the balloon skin wall. Furthermore, some gas may dif
fuse through the balloon skin wall. This escaping gas
may cause the shield to deflate before it could be perma- 55
nently rigidized. To obviate this problem, the shield
includes a second subliming agent. The second sublim
ing agent sublimes at a slower rate than the first sublim
ing agent, thus providing an additional gas source to
make up for any gas which escapes, as described above. 60
The pressure in the shield is thus maintained until per
manent rigidization can occur. Subliming agents are
chosen such that transfer to the vapor state at the tem
perature and pressure conditions of outer space is ac
complished. One example of an appropriate subliming 65
material is chloroacetic acid, which sublimes at 61°-63 °
C. Other suitable subliming agents are those used in the
ECHO satellite. The subliming agents are also chosen

6
such that the appropriate rate of sublimation is accom
plished. The choice of sublimatory materials is a combi
nation of these factors and within the skill of the art.

Heat from the satellite may also be used as the subli
mation heat source, or an independent heat source may
be provided in the cone.

The inside of the balloon skin is coated with a rigidiz
ing material. In the preferred embodiment, this material
is an ultraviolet curable material which coats the inside
of the balloon skin. The ultraviolet curable material
may be Light Weld Products 416,488 and 489, which
are UV curing adhesives adapted for use with clear
plastics, manufactured by Dymax Corporation of Tor
rington, Conn. Other suitable ultraviolet curable mate
rials may be used without departing from the invention.
The rigidizing material typically has the consistency of
a slurry, like a soft glue or paste. When exposed to
ultraviolet radiation, this material hardens to become
permanently rigid. By "hardened" in this specification,
a firm structure to provide a mirror-like surface is being
referred to. The balloon has a consistency similar to that
of a garbage bag. The hardeuing agent is necessary to
provide the mirror-like surface and to avoid the pres
ence of wrinkles or creases. Wrinkles and creases in
crease the signature levels and thus make the shielding
less effective. It is still expected that micrometeoroids
will penetrate the fully hardened balloon material, al
though the hardened shell may stop penetration of some
meteors. One purpose of the hardeuing agent is to obvi
ate the need for a pressurized gas supply, therefore,
lesseuing the weight of the satellite and shield.

The completely hardened shield structure is shown in
FIG. 2d. When a UV curable rigidizing material is used,
a small ultraviolet radiation source 38 is also contained
within the balloon at the base of the cone (shown as
phantom lines in FIG. 2d) which is used to activate the
rigidizing material. The source 38 may be a flash lamp,
to get the curing process underway. Full rigidization
within a few seconds to a few minutes after inflation is
preferred; therefore, a material capable of rapid curing
upon exposure to UV radiation is needed..

The ultraviolet light source used in conjunction with
the invention may advantageously be a Light-Welder
ultraviolet lamp manufactured by the Dymax Corpora
tion of Torrington, Conn. The ultraviolet lamp and the
curable material are matched in wavelength such that
the lamp emits the particular wavelength of ultraviolet
light needed to cure the rigidizing material. Dymax
Corporation manufactures the Light-Welder ultraviolet
lamps to match in wavelength to the Light-Weld cur
able adhesive products described above.

The inside of the conical base of the balloon may
further include an activated charcoal getter. The func
tion of the satellite may be interfered with if the organic
gases from the inflating and rigidizing elements are
allowed to escape from the balloon and migrate around
the satellite. These gases can escape through punctures
caused by micrometeoroid collisions, as described
above. The activated charcoal getter absorbs these gas
eous constituents and prevents their leakage and inter
ference with the on-board sensors of the satellite.

The balloon may also preferably include a desiccant
material to absorb any water. The desiccant material in
the preferred embodiment is silica gel, although any
other suitable desiccant may be used. This desiccant
also prevents interference with the on-board sensors.
The desiccant and/or the activated charcoal is prefera
bly located in a box at the cone base (not shown). After
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inflation and hardness are completed, this box may be
opened (remotely or automatically) and the charcoal
and/or desiccant exposed to the balloon interior. This
box prevents competition between the inflation and
absorbing processes. The absorbing process is relatively
slow compared to the inflation and hardening processes.

The cone is shaped so as to avoid the use of any sharp
and well-defined corners. The cone base is rounded off,
as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2<1, to prevent reflections of
radar currents or standing waves which result in signa- 10
ture spikes. The rounded off base also preferably in
cludes absorptive material which absorbs and reduces
the amplitude potential for any standing waves.

Laser and microwave radar energy is reflected into
outer space by the shield, as if the cone were a mirror, 15
as described above. Laser radiation is reflected away
somewhat better than radar, because some re-radiation
of radar is caused by currents created in the metal re
flective coating on the skin. The main lobe of this re
radiated radiation is primarily oriented the same as the 20
laser. This re-radiated energy is collected somewhat
like an antenna and released at the tip of cone back
toward earth. This creates a small signature spike or
lobe from the conical tip; however, this lobe can be
suppressed by rounding the tip, such that the lobe 25
would only appear when the cone tip and the sensor
were perfectly lined up.

FIGS. 3a and 3b show the reduction in optical cross
section (in dB relative to a square meter, or dlssm) as a
function of the aspect angle. As shown in these figures, 30
the laser signature is reduced by about 90 db for the
shielded satellite and the radar signature is reduced by
about 15-30 db.

Visible radiation detection is also suppressed by this
shield. Visible radiation sensing is primarily the result of 35
radiation reflected from the earth. This light is also
reflected into outer space by the shield, with little or no
light returning to a ground based sensor. Suppression of
visible radiation as a function ofaspect angle is shown in
FIG. 3c. The light which is reflected back to the earth 40
is reduced by approximately three orders of magnitude.

The reflective shield will absorb very little energy
from the sun, because of its reflective surface; conse
quently, the infrared signature from the shield itself is
reduced. Fig. 3d shows a reduction in the infrared signa- 45
ture to be approximately two orders of magnitude.
While the satellite itself will absorb infrared energy
from the sun, the location of the shield between the
satellite and the sensor shields the sensor from infrared
radiation emitted by the satellite. 50

Another embodiment of the invention is shown in
Fig. 4. This preferred embodiment allows the shield 10
to be mounted on a movable arm 40, such that the shield
10 may be moved relative to the satellite 12. In this
manner, the cone can be positioned either in the direc- 55
tion of the velocity vector of the satellite, to protect
against space-based head-on attacks; or the cone may be
positioned in the direction of the reciprocal of the ve
locity vector, to protect against ground based attack.
The conical shield must be pointed in the general direc- 60
tion of the threat, in order to be effective. Any suitable
remote (ground based) or automatically controlled mo
torized device may be used to move the shield arm 40,
such as a small electric motor. The arm 40 may be
moved based on commands from a remote earth based 65
location, or the arm may automatically respond to a
sensor on board the satellite which indicates an incom
ing threat. The shield is moved only when it is abso-
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lutely necessary, and for short time periods, when the
threat of attack is imminent. Other intermediate angular
orientations are considered to be within the scope of the
invention. During times when the satellite is not threat
ened, the shield may be rotated to such a position that it
does not interfere with the primary mission of the satel
lite. When threatened, the cone location may then be
adjusted to point toward the threat, and suppress the
satellite signature. The threat may typically last from
10-15 minutes, and then the cone is preferably rotated
back. While in use, the cone may interfere with the
primary satellite mission. This movable arm design al
lows the satellite to maintain a stable orbit, and it is a
candidate for DMSP-like satellites.

Another alternative embodiment, shown in FIG. 5,
rotates the cone location by a propulsion means which
rotates the entire satellite. This propulsion means is a
low energy consuming device which uses the satellite's
power supply. Such propulsion means are known. This
design allows for a smaller and simpler shield design.
This shield may advantageously be used for Talsat or
orbital spares. Orbital spares refer to satellites which are
placed into a parking orbit, but left unactivated. When
satellites are built, they are typically placed into orbit
when they are available, instead of waiting until they
are needed. Ifan.activated satellite becomes disabled for
any reason, such as enemy attack, an orbital spare may
be immediately activated to take its place.

This invention improves over prior art camouflage
methods by maximizing the re-radiation away from the
return path, and the sensors. Laser signatures are typi
cally reduced 1()6 times, radar and infrared signatures
are reduced 10-100 times, and visible radiation signa
tures are reduced WOO times.

The inflatable skin is lightweight and allows for
larger protective structures to be built. There are no
beams or frames to add weight. This reduces the pay
load and makes this shield more attractive for use in
space, where minimal weight in transport is essential.
No pressurized gas bottles or piping are required, since
the subliming agent is used. The rigidizing elements
eliminate the need for an extra gas supply to maintain a
continuous pressure in the inflated balloon. Therefore,
the lifetime of the shield is increased without increasing
the weight by providing a make-up gas supply.

While the shield skin is thin and lightweight, it is still
durable and protecting. By acting as a mirror and re
flecting radiation as opposed to absorbing energy, there
is some protection against high energy laser attack,
even at low altitude. Absorbing materials are more
susceptible to damage due to absorption of the laser
energy. When using a gold reflective coating, 98-99%
of the incoming laser energy is reflected. Assuming a
low altitude satellite with a 40° cone (full angle), the
angle of the cone increases the area which receives the
laser radiation 2.92 times, as compared to a direct or
thogonal hit. The increased area of incidence reduces
the flux concentration of the laser energy. Since the
cone base is larger than the satellite, all the reflected
radiation is bounced past the satellite into outer space.
The satellite cone will have to be destroyed before the
high energy laser can destroy the satellite itself.

If a high energy laser (HEL) is being used to attack
the shield, the laser must irradiate the cone with an
energy above 10 watts per square centimeter normal for
more than two minutes continuously to damage the
gold coating. Occasional short term hits will do no
damage except by lasers with a much higher energy
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than currently considered practical. Higher laser en
ergy levels will do damage in less time, but the signature
suppression levels are low enough, that closed loop
tracking of the satellite is impractical at altitudes above
100 km. FIG. 6 shows the time required for vaporiza- 5
tion of the metal film over the balloon skin as a function
of the aspect angle. Direct irradiation with a 10 W/cm2

laser beam was used. The dotted line in the figure repre
sents a 10 micron gold film over a 0.5 mm Kapton skin.
The solid line represents a 10 micron aluminum film 10
over a 0.5 mm Mylar skin.

The satellite shield size and thickness depends on
various factors, such as orbital altitude and the size of
the satellite to be protected. Shields with a base diame
ter of a few feet to over 40 feet are within the scope of 15
the invention. While quite large satellite shields are
possible, the shields are still extremely lightweight and
effective.

The shield is quickly deployable, within a time frame
of a few seconds to several minutes. The shield may be 20
inflated immediately after the satellite is placed in orbit
or the inflation can be delayed until a crisis or hostile
situation exists. The shield is permanently rigidized, so a
long lifetime can be expected, and the shield can be 25
specially tailored to the particular spacecraft and orbital
situation.

While the invention has been described in conjunc
tion with particular embodiments, various modifica
tions may be made without departing from the inven- 30
tion as defined in the appended claims.

We claim:
1. An inflatable satellite signature suppression shield

comprising:
(a) an inflatable balloon enclosure wherein an outer 35

surface thereof predominantly reflects radiation, so
as to reflect radiation away from any ground or air
based sensor;

(b) inflation means located within said enclosure for
inflating said enclosure; and 40

(c) hardening means located within said enclosure for
rigidizing the walls of said enclosure after inflation.

2. An inflatable shield according to claim 1, further
including inflatable ribs for reinforcing the shield dur-
ing inflation and prior to hardening. 45

3. An inflatable shield according to claim 1, wherein
said inflation means includes at least one subliming
agent.

4. An inflatable shield according to claim 3, wherein
said subliming agent includes at least two subliming 50
agents which sublime at different rates.

5. An inflatable shield according to claim 1, wherein
said hardening means includes an ultraviolet curable
slurry material coated on the walls of said enclosure,
and an ultraviolet radiation source located within said 55
enclosure, wherein said slurry material hardens upon
exposure to ultraviolet radiation.

6. An inflatable shield according to claim 1, wherein
said shield further includes an absorbing means com-
prising an activated charcoal material. 60

7. An inflatable shield according to claim 6, wherein
said absorbing means further includes a desiccant mate
rial.

8. An inflatable shield according to claim 1, wherein
said shield further includes an absorbing means com- 65
prising a desiccant material.
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9. An inflatable shield according to claim 1, wherein

said shield is movably mounted on a satellite.
10. An inflatable shield according to claim 9, wherein

said shield is mounted on an arm which is movably
attached to said satellite.

11.An inflatable shield according to claim 1, wherein
said enclosure includes a skin made from a gold coated
synthetic polymer film material.

12. An inflatable shield according to claim 1, wherein
said enclosure includes a skin made from an aluminum
coated synthetic polymer film material.

13. An inflatable satellite shield comprising:
(a) an essentially air-tight balloon enclosure which

predominantly reflects incident radiation, so as to
reflect radiation away from any ground or air
based sensor;

(b) at least one subliming agent located within said
enclosure for inflating said enclosure;

(c) an ultraviolet curable slurry for coating the inside
of said enclosure; and

(d) an ultraviolet radiation source to cure said slurry,
said source contained at least partially within said
enclosure,

14. An inflatable satellite shield according to claim
13, wherein said shield is movably mounted on a satel
lite.

15. An inflatable satellite shield according to claim
13, wherein said shield is conical shaped.

16. An inflatable satellite shield according to claim
13, wherein said balloon enclosure is stored in a hermet
ically sealed canister attached to said satellite prior to
inflation.

17. An inflatable satellite shield according to claim
13, wherein said shield further includes absorbing mate
rial located within said enclosure.

18. An inflatable satellite shield according to claim
17, wherein said absorbing material includes activated
charcoal and a desiccant.

19. An inflatable satellite signature suppression shield
according to claim 1, wherein said balloon enclosure is
stored in a hermetically sealed canister attached to said
satellite prior to inflation.

20. An inflatable satellite signature suppression shield
according to claim 1, further including absorbing means
located within said enclosure.

21. An inflatable satellite signature suppression shield
comprising:

(a) an inflatable balloon enclosure having a tapered
outer surface, wherein said outer surface thereof
predominantly reflects radiation;

(b) inflation means located within said enclosure for
inflating said enclosure; and

(c) hardening means located within said enclosure for
rigidizing the walls of said enclosure after inflation.

22. An inflatable satellite shield comprising:
(a) an essentially air-tight balloon enclosure having a

tapered outer surface which predominantly reflects
incident radiation;

(b) at least one subliming agent located within said
enclosure for inflating said enclosure;

(c) an ultraviolet curable slurry for coating the inside
of said enclosure; and

(d) an ultraviolet radiation source to cure said slurry,
said source contained at least partially within said
enclosure.

* * * * *
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    The Saga of USA 53 - Found, Lost, Found Again and Lost Again

------------------------------------------------------------

Satellite sleuths will recall space shuttle mission STS 36, which
deployed a secret CIA/Air Force satellite named USA 53 (90019B, 20516)
on March 1, 1990.  Aviation Week reported it to be a large digital
imaging reconnaissance satellite.  Members of an observation network
which I organized, observed the satellite between the 2nd and 4th of
March.  It was deployed into a 62 deg inclination, 254 km altitude
orbit.  Early on March 3rd, it manoeuvred to a 271 km altitude.

Observers noted that the object was extremely bright, reaching a visual
magnitude of -1 under favourable conditions.  Its brightness was similar
to that of the very large KH-9 and KH-11 imaging reconnaissance
satellites.

On March 16th, the Soviet news media reported that several large pieces
of debris from the satellite had been detected in orbit on March 7th,
and suggested that it had exploded.  In response to Western media
enquiries, the Pentagon stated that "hardware elements from the
successful mission of STS 36 would decay over the next six weeks".  As
expected, the Air Force statement was vague about the status of USA 53.
The debris could have been from a break-up of the satellite, or simply
incidental debris.  Only five pieces of debris were ever catalogued.  An
intensive search by observers in late March failed to locate the
satellite.  Six months later, the mystery of USA 53 was solved, through
the efforts of three European observers.

On October 19th, 1990, I received a message from Russell Eberst, stating
that he, along with Pierre Neirinck and Daniel Karcher had found an
object in a 65 deg inclination, 811 km altitude orbit, which did not
match the orbit of any known payload, rocket body or piece of debris.
He suspected that the object could be a secret U.S. payload, and asked
me to try and identify it.

There are many secret U.S. objects in orbit, however, initial orbital
elements, released in accordance with a United Nations treaty, are
available for most of them.  Most objects could be easily ruled out on
the basis of orbital inclination.  There remained three recent high
inclination launches for which the U.N. had not yet received elements,
and three satellites in near 65 deg inc orbits which had been tracked
for a short time by observers, then lost after they manoeuvred.  I found
an excellent match with one of the latter, USA 53.  There were no close
matches with any of the other objects.

My analysis revealed that the orbital plane of the mystery object was
almost exactly coplanar with USA 53 on March 7, 1990, the same date that
the Soviets found debris from USA 53 in orbit!  This is a strong
indication that the object in question actually is USA 53, now in a new
orbit.  The debris may have been connected with the manoeuvres to the
new orbit.

http://www.fas.org/spp/military/program/imint/tm_usa53.html


USA 53 was successfully tracked by observers until early November 1990,
when it manoeuvred once more.  The orbit was raised slightly on or about
Nov 2nd, which is reflected in the most current elements.  Bad weather
prevented further observation attempts until 7 November, by which time,
the object had made a much more significant manoeuvre, and could no
longer be found.  So far, all attempts to once again locate USA 53 have
failed. The following are its last known elements:

USA 53          18.0  4.0  0.0  4.1
1 20516U 90019  B 90309.99079700 -.00002298  00000-0 -95528-3 0    03
2 20516  65.0200 194.0588 0009734 214.9671 144.9440 14.26241038    04

- Ted Molczan
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U.S. favors stealthy anti-satellite strategy
Shooting down spacecraft isn’t the best option, experts say
By Robert Windrem
Senior investigative producer
NBC News
updated 6:29 p.m. PT, Wed., April. 11, 2007

[EXCERPT]

By the 1990s, the United States had another secret means to negate an adversary’s satellite: 
simply stepping in front of it.

Intelligence experts described a success the United States had with what is a basic but not kinetic 
strategy.  In November 1990, the Pentagon launched an experimental and highly classified 
satellite nicknamed "Prowler" on the space shuttle Atlantis.

According to one expert's account, Prowler stealthily maneuvered close to Russian and 
presumably other nations’ communications satellites in high Earth orbit, 24,000 miles (38,400 
kilometers) up. Such satellites are ideal targets. They are at much higher altitudes and are thus 
difficult to track visually. Many key military satellites are in this orbit — relay satellites that 
transmit the imagery from spy satellites as well as military communications satellites, weather 
satellites, and electronic eavesdropping satellites that target terrestrial microwave 
communications.

By some accounts, Prowler gathered all manner of data on its target satellites: their size, 
measurements, radar signature, mass and the frequencies on which they relay their data.  

Knowing all that, a satellite using Prowler technology would not have to jam the other satellite's 
signals or destroy it with a space mine.  Rather, Prowler could simply step in front of it and block 
its signals.  One expert, speaking on condition of anonymity, claimed that Prowler did just that in 
tests using U.S. communications satellites without being detected.

Capabilities debated

How close can such a U.S. satellite get to another satellite? Within about a foot, the expert said. 
What's more, Prowler technology can permit the satellite to maneuver close to the target without 
receiving data from earth. Once within a certain range of a target, the Prowler could resort to an 
internal computer program.

Since then, there is no indication that the U.S. has launched other such Prowler satellites, but the 
technology exists.  NASA flubbed a robot rendezvous in 2004 when an active satellite 
accidentally struck, but didn’t damage, its target satellite.

Experts say the U.S. military appears to be continuing its satellite-jamming experiments, even 
though the details are classified. Richelson pointed to a 2004 decision by the Air Force to take yet 



another ASAT program “black,” meaning classifying it at a high level.  The Counter Surveillance 
Reconnaissance program has an amorphous mission — “interfering with an adversary’s access to 
space-based reconnaissance.”  What that means, Richelson suggested, is a program “designed to 
jam signals from getting from the satellite to the ground.”

Added to programs that intercept control signals, such a system could render an adversary’s 
satellite capability worthless without firing a shot.  Richelson also notes that there is an 
unappreciated downside for kinetic ASATs: The debris field created by a successful attack could 
interfere with your own satellites, tearing them apart. 
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Space Age hieroglyphs
by Roger Guillemette and Dwayne A. Day
Monday, August 25, 2008

[EXCERPT]

On November 15, 1990, the space shuttle Atlantis roared into the dark Florida sky on STS-38, the 
seventh dedicated mission for the Department of Defense. Of the ten classified shuttle missions 
conducted at the height of the program, STS-38 has been the subject of much speculation due to 
its secret cargo of two very unusual payloads. Tucked inside the shuttle’s payload bay was a 
classified National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) communications satellite—known as Quasar—
that would be used to relay data between intelligence spacecraft in low Earth orbit. But the 
Quasar payload, although highly classified, also served as a cover story for an even more exotic 
payload—a stealthy satellite inspection spacecraft, often referred to as “Prowler”, designed to 
sneak up on other satellites undetected, photographing and measuring them in various ways.

The disclosure of the “secret” STS-38 patch raises the interesting possibility that other classified 
shuttle mission patches may also exist.

Although STS-38’s operational secrets were cloaked at great effort and expense, subtler clues 
hinted at the mission’s clandestine nature. The official mission patch for the flight (Figure 1) 
featured two nose-on images of a shuttle orbiter, with a white version on top and a dark version 
below. According to NASA’s image description, “the top orbiter …symbolizes the continuing 
dynamic nature of the Space Shuttle Program. The bottom orbiter, a black and white mirror 
image, acknowledges the thousands of unheralded individuals who work behind the scenes …this 
mirror image symbolizes the importance of their contributions.”

But NASA has never disclosed that there was also a secret patch designed for this mission: an 
emblem that had a darker border (Figure 2). Most notably, the shuttles were inverted, with the 
black orbiter—the classified mission—on top, and the white orbiter on the bottom. It was an 
inside joke by the all-military crew about the true nature of their mission.



5 June 1995                                                     

Mrs. Diane Roark, 
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

Dear Mrs. Roark: 

I greatly appreciated the address which you gave to the 14th Annual Military Space 
Symposium.  It was particularly useful to hear of  the four areas of concern the committee has 
regarding the presently envisaged space system architecture. Two of the areas --deception and 
vulnerability -- have also been of some interest and increasing concern to me, as it appears as if 
insufficient consideration has been given to these questions.  As a consequence, the US finds itself in a 
position of significant and growing dependence on systems which may be much more susceptible to 
attack than we realize. 

Please find enclosed a paper[1] discussing these topics which was recently published in the 
journal "Space Policy;" it represents my thinking on these matters of some two and a half years ago. 
Regrettably, publication was delayed by the unwillingness of the NRO to see these issues discussed, as 
is described in the ACLU newsletter article[2] which is also enclosed.  Subsequently, others have 
brought to my attention DNA studies pointing to the serious possibility that a Third World country 
finding itself in possession of a nuclear weapon might choose to use it as an ASAT warhead. The 
results of this would be lethal not only to the targeted satellite, but also to many other satellites in low 
earth orbit. 
 

I believe you may also be interested in two other papers which illustrate the power of even 
simple techniques to locate, identify, and track our classified satellites.  The first, written by Dr. 
Richard Melville, describes the tracking by amateur observers of the USA 53 satellite which was 
carried into orbit by the classified Shuttle flight STS-36.  Dr. Melville was involved in some aspects of 
the technologies incorporated into USA 53 and believes that the story of its tracking should serve as a 
cautionary tale when designing new types of systems. The second, authored by Mr. Tom Kneisel, a 
communications engineer and ham radio operator,  shows how ingenious people can use original 
approaches to achieve impressive results using off-the shelf equipment costing only a few thousand 
dollars. 

     If you should wish to discuss these questions further, please feel free to contact me at (703) 442-
5645 or thomsona@netcom.com. 

Yours truly, 

Allen Thomson 

[1] http://www.fas.org/spp/eprint/at_sp.htm

[2] http://www.fas.org/spp/eprint/at_aclu.htm
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Subject:      UCT 81214: Bright and stealthy
From:         thomsona@netcom.com (Allen Thomson)
Date:         1995/10/11
Newsgroups:   sci.space.policy,sci.space.tech,alt.war
   A month or so ago we had a brief discussion of the feasibility and utility of 
stealth in LEO.  At the time I opined that it might be worthwhile in tactical 
situations, but wouldn't be a good idea if the aim were to protect satellites from 
detection for long periods of time.  The principal reason for this, IMO, is the 
very wide range of sensor types and viewing angles encountered by satellites in LEO 
and the fact that the stealth technologies which have been revealed to date 
apparently presuppose a known, fairly restricted set of "threat" sensors and 
engagement geometries.  Thus things designed to be stealthy against one set of 
sensors might be detectable by other sensors the designers hadn't known about or 
couldn't take into account because of engineering constraints.

   As it happens, a fairly concrete example of this has just come to light (so to 
speak).  Several papers in the proceedings of the 1995 Space Surveillance Workshop* 
describe preliminary results of a orbital debris campaign sponsored by Space 
Command in late 1994.  One of the interesting results concerned an object (UCT 
81214) which was easily detected by a number of optical sensors but was basically 
invisible to radars, some of them highly sensitive range instrumentation radars, 
operating from 217 MHz up to ca. 35 GHz.   While 81214 probably wasn't 
intentionally designed to have low rcs  -- I'd guess it's a just a stray fiberglass 
panel or something of the sort -- it nonetheless illustrates the point that 
monostatic-radar-stealthy doesn't mean optical-stealthy (and then there's IR, 
bistatic radar, lidar, etc). 

      "Of special interest was data collected on object 81214. 
   Initially detected by the ETS [Lincoln Lab optical sensors at 
   White Sands], this object has a bright optical signature but 
   appears very small to radar sensors, and may indicate the 
   presence of many more objects of this type...

      "A considerable amount of data was collected on an interesting 
   object. Satellite 81214 appears moderately bright to optical 
   sensors, suggesting a large physical size. However, radar 
   tracking on this object indicates that it is quite small. 
   Millstone data at L-Band indicates a radar cross section of 
   approximately 0.00003 square meters, suggesting an object with a 
   small physical size. Several highly sensitive UHF radars have 
   been unable to track this object, however. Even the telescope 
   sensor at Anderson Peak, CA, that is normally not involved with 
   satellite tracking had no difficulty tracking this satellite. 
   The existence of this object and the data that has [sic] been 
   obtained lend credence to the theory that there is a population 
   of optically bright objects that appear quite small to a radar. 
   In fact, it is possible that many of the unknown objects 
   detected by optical sensors could fall into this area."

     1994 Space Debris Campaign - Preliminary Results 
     Taft DeVere, SenCom Corp. 
     Tim Payne, SWC/AE 
     Capt. Gary Wilson, HQ AFSPC/DOYY 
   
   



      "[Kwajalein Missile Range] sensors participating in the 1994 
   Debris Campaign included ALTAIR (VHF, UHF), TRADEX (L- and S-
   band), ALCOR (C-band) and MMW (Ka-band), and SuperRADOT visible 
   band optics... 

      "The most interesting optical track was on object 81214, which 
   was extremely bright to the SuperRADOTs, but was so small in 
   radar cross section as to be untrackable by the radars at the 
   1756 km point of closest approach."

     Kwajalein Missile Range Contribution to the 1994 Debris Campaign
     A. Gerber, G. Duff, and D. Izatt
     MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Kwajalein Missile Range

*Proceedings of the 1995 Space Surveillance Workshop
 28-30 March 1995
 Lincoln Laboratory
 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
 Lexington, Massachusetts
 K.P. Schwan, Editor
 Project Report STK-235, Vol.1
 (ESC-TR-95-022)



From:  Ted Molczan 
Date:  Sun, Jan 4 2004 6:37 am  
Email:   "Ted Molczan" <molc...@hotmail.com> 
Groups:   sci.astro.satellites.visual-observe 

[deletia]

I am fairly certain that the only country to have launched a stealth satellite was the U.S.A. 

AFP-731, aka USA 53, aka 90019B (its code name was Misty, but we did not know that until years 
later), was shuttle-deployed in March 1990 into a low 62 deg orbit (the highest-ever inclination shuttle 
mission). I organized a network of observers in the far north to visually track it. Here are the pre 
and post-flight reports that I posted to the USENET 

http://www.google.ca/groups?&selm=1990Feb13.055830.13572%40gpu.utcs.u... 

http://www.google.ca/groups?&selm=1990Mar13.174844.15580%40gpu.utcs.u... 

This was its approximate orbit soon after deployment, based on our hobbyist tracking: 

USA 53 (Misty)  18.0  4.0  0.0  1.5 v 
1 20516U          90060.43932272  .00320000           48444-3 0    49 
2 20516  61.9930 174.9679 0008996 262.5429 126.3620 16.04000000   178 

Its brightness was indicative of very large satellite. At the time, we thought it was an advanced version 
of the KH-11 type satellite. 

A week after it was deployed, Russia reported that it had vanished, leaving behind only debris. 
Speculation was that it had exploded. We searched for it in vain, so we began to doubt that it was still 
in orbit. 

In October 1990, Russell Eberst, Daniel Karcher and Pierre Neirinck found it in a 65 deg, 800 km orbit: 

1 20516U 90019B   90299.82375579  .00000277  00000-0  11483-3 0    07 
2 20516  65.0194 222.4319 0016320 301.3908  58.5348 14.26287908    00 

I identified it by showing that its orbit had been coplanar with AFP-731's on the date that the Russians 
reported to have seen only debris. Soon after, in early Nov 1990, it disappeared again. 



Ten years later, I discovered that Russell Eberst observed it as a faint unknown three times during 
1996-97. It had manoeuvred to a 66.1 deg, 736 km orbit. Here is an accurate orbit derived from 
Russell's obs: 

1 20516U 90019B   97284.23458324  .00000027  00000-0  70436-5 0    01 
2 20516  66.1631  65.2852 0005248 187.8717 231.2307 14.48751217    03 

The original orbit's ground track repeated almost exactly every nine days; the new orbit repeated almost 
exactly every 3 days, which also preserved the original 9 day repetition, since it is a multiple of 3. This 
shorter period of repetition was more in line with the KH-11 (about 4 says) and Lacrosse (about 2 
days), which combined with the timing of the manoeuvre (Nov 1990) suggests that the orbit had been 
changed to make it more useful in support of Desert Shield, and Desert Storm. An aging KH-11 
manoeuvred in the same month, for apparently the same reason, so this fit a pattern. 

Notice that the new orbit was 75 km lower than the old (required to attain the 3 day repetition), and its 
inclination was nearly 1.2 deg greater.  Additional analysis suggests that the higher inclination was to 
compensate for the lower altitude, to preserve the ability to image as far north as 76 N, which is well to 
the north of the ground track. That latitude just includes the strategically important southern island of 
Russia's Novaya Zemyla arctic islands. 

It has since leaked out, and is now generally accepted that Misty was the first U.S. LEO stealth 
satellite. It is believed that hobbyists were able to see it easily until early Nov 1990 because its optical 
stealth mechanism was active only when in sight of Russian optical tracking stations. It had been 
assumed that there were no other "detection threats" elsewhere in the world. I guess the designers could 
not imagine that it would attract the attention of non-experts, who would see it as just as one of 
hundreds of fairly bright satellites. 

Since its manoeuvre to the 736 km orbit took place within days of the hobbyist's tracking having been 
made public, it is reasonable to guess that the optical stealth mechanism was activated against the 
hobbyist's known locations. That would explain why the otherwise bright object was not seen for years, 
and was faint during Russell's chance sightings in 1996-97. 

Thorough searches by Greg Roberts in 2001 and 2002 failed to turn up the object. Most likely because 
it had exceeded its useful life and been de-orbited. 

Ted Molczan 



http://www.fas.org/spp/military/docops/usaf/vistas/vistas.htm

[EXCERPTS]

New World Vistas
Air and Space Power
for the 21st Century 

Summary Volume

This report is a forecast of a potential future for the Air Force. 
This forecast does not necessarily imply future officially sanctioned programs, planning or policy.

Dr. Gene H. McCall 
Chair, USAF Scientific Advisory Board
Study Director, New World Vistas 

John A. Corder
Major General, USAF (Ret)
Deputy Study Director 

15 December 1995

6.3 Space Control

Control of space will become essential during the next decade. We will depend on satellites to provide 
Global Awareness and Dynamic Control for our Forces, and commercial services may be a threat to 
those Forces. As commercial involvement of US companies in space increases, the United States may 
be called upon to protect nonmilitary space assets from attack by terrorists or a rogue nation. We 
should be prepared to execute three missions:[41] 

• Protect US military space assets and launch capabilities. 
• Deny the use of threat assets. 
• Protect allied, non military space assets. 

[deletia]

Protection of military satellites might be enhanced to some extent should the application of stealth 
techniques be possible, but if distributed systems become the norm, the redundancy of systems will 
provide protection. Solar panel area is large, and panel position cannot always be set to minimize 
observability. Even if possible, we do not believe that the increased cost of low observable satellites 
will be justifiable.

http://www.fas.org/spp/military/docops/usaf/vistas/vistas.htm


   

   Smaller Spy Satellites May Give U.S. Stealth Capability Over 
   Trouble Spots  
   The Washington Post, February 01, 1998, FINAL Edition 
   By: Walter Pincus, Washington Post Staff Writer
   Section: A SECTION, p. A09

   A new generation of small intelligence satellites, planned to be 
   launched beginning in 2003, is expected to give U.S. analysts almost 
   constant overhead images of specific trouble spots anywhere in the 
   world, according to administration and congressional sources. 

   Some of the new vehicles may be equipped with stealth technology so 
   they cannot be tracked by radar, several sources said. But other 
   sources doubt a way has been found to prevent detection of the 
   satellites, a feat the CIA and Pentagon have been trying to 
   accomplish since the 1960s. 

   Keith Hall, director of the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) 
   which buys and flies the satellites, would not discuss stealth 
   capability in satellites. 

   Other sources on Capitol Hill and within the intelligence community 
   said the existence of the technology in satellites is one of the 
   closest-held secrets in government. 
 



  Report Urges Use of Stealth, Deployment Alternatives to Protect U.S. Satellites 
  by Barbara Opall-Rome 
  Space News, Sept 7-13, 1998 
  p. 14 
  [EXCERPT] 

   US war planners should reduce the vulnerability of space-based 
   assets through development of stealthier, hardened satellites, 
   new methods of deployment and alternative technologies, according 
   to a new Pentagon report. 

   "Strategic Assessment 1998: Engaging Power for Peace," published by the 
   U.S. National Defense University's Institute for National Strategic   
   Studies, details myriad ways in which U.S. satellites are vulnerable 
   to attack and warns of dire consequences if U.S. space capabilities 
   are jeopardized. 

Nuclear Threat
Letters
Space News, Oct. 5-11, 1998, p.14

I would like to comment on the article urging protective measures for
U.S. satellites ["Report Urges Use of  Stealth, Deployment Alternatives
to Protect U.S. Satellites," Sept. 7-13, page 41].  I was surprised to
see no mention of a nuclear weapon detonated at high altitude, over 100
kilometers, which would have a devastating effect on hundreds of low-
Earth-orbit (LEO) satellites.

A high-altitude nuclear detonation releases a tremendous number of high-
energy electrons. These electrons, trapped in Earth's magnetosphere,
rapidly populate all LEO orbital space.  As a result, hundreds of LEO
satellites are exposed to electron levels up to 10,000 times higher than
the natural LEO space environment.  This enhanced electron radiation
damages critical electronic circuits in satellites, leading to the
demise of LEO constellations in weeks or a few months.

Furthermore, most of the protection solutions mentioned in the report
detailed in the article would be ineffective against this threat. On-
orbit spares would suffer the same fate as the primary satellites, while
launching replacement satellites also would be ineffective since the
enhanced radiation levels can persist for several months to a year.

This ultimate anti-satellite weapon also is extremely low-tech. All that
is required is a small nuclear weapon and a launch vehicle with a timer.
Because the effect is global, no fancy guidance system and no homing
sensors are required.  No satellite needs to be directly attacked since
the damaging electrons rapidly move out from the point of explosion. This
leads to another attractive feature of this nuclear approach:
deniability.



An aggressor country could launch an attack near its own territory and
claim it was only doing a test and had no knowledge or intent to harm
satellites. Sanctions could be imposed on the country, but it is
unlikely that a direct military response would be aimed at it since the
high-altitude explosion killed no one and no cities were destroyed.

The primary means of defeating this threat is to make sure that
satellites [are equipped with] a combination of shielding and radiation-
hardened electronics. Such an approach, if implemented in the beginning
of a satellite program, would only add a small percentage to development
costs.

Remember the problems caused when Galaxy 4 failed earlier this year?
Imagine if hundreds of satellites failed in the timespan of a few weeks
and replacements could not be launched for a year. It would be a
nightmare.

Glenn Kweder
Space systems analyst
Logicon RDA
Alexandria, VA



From:  Allen Thomson
Date:  Mon, Jul 29 2002 3:13 pm  
Email:   thoms...@flash.net (Allen Thomson) 
Groups:   sci.space.policy 

Strange are the ways of fate and synchonicity. 

Back on 2002-05-10, it was noted that, 

> The one possibly new thing is USA 144 (Norad 25744, 1999-028A), 
> which popular guessing has to be an 8X/EIS broad-area/long-dwell 
> imager. 

> But there's starting to be a problem with understanding USA 144, 
> because there's just one of it, and a reasonable constellation 
> of synoptic imagers would have at least three satellites. One 
> would have expected at least one companion to have been launched 
> since 1999, but none has -- and it will be next year at the 
> earliest that one could be.  So it's starting to seem that either 
> USA 144 is a Something Else, or that it's one of the troubled 
> satellites Mr. Thompson alluded to. 

Well, not a week after that was posted, a voice from the ether made me aware of some extensive orbital 
analyses of USA 144 that pretty well prove (several hundred TLEs spanning its entire time in orbit 
were used) that it's Something Else and/or Something Really Weird. 

To wit, its response to atmospheric drag and SRP indicate that it has a very, very low ballistic 
coefficient. Put that together with the physical area indicated by its visual brightness, and there's a real 
Missing Mass problem. I.e., 90% of the T4 payload mass seems to be someplace else. 

Alternatively, USA 144 might have a huge surface area, 90% of which doesn't contribute to its 
brightness. But nobody can think of why such a large area would be needed at that altitude, nor how it 
would go undetected throughout all the observations that have been made. 

Finally, its light curve indicates that it's rotating at a little over one revolution every two minutes. Again 
it's hard to square that with an imaging payload, though I guess you could concoct a story. 

[deletia]



From:  Ted Molczan  
Date:  Wed, Apr 2 2003 11:20 am  
Email:   "Ted Molczan" <molc...@hotmail.com> 
Groups:   sci.space.policy 

[deletia]

USA 144 Satellite 

Launched from VAFB in May 1999 aboard a Titan IVB with no upper stage, USA 144 probably has an 
IMINT mission, but its orbit is a mystery.  My fellow hobbyists and I continue to track an object from 
that launch in a 2700 km x 3100 km, 63.4 deg orbit, but detailed orbital analysis reveals significant 
Solar Radiation Pressure perturbations, from which I have deduced an area to mass ratio of about 0.1 
m^2/kg, 10 to 20 times that of a payload, and more akin to debris.  It appears to be no more than 5 to 10 
m across, and only a few hundred kilograms in mass. 

I now suspect that the real USA 144 may be the second U.S. LEO stealth IMINT satellite. The first one 
was Misty (aka USA 53 and AFP-731), shuttle-deployed in 1990.  If USA 144 is Misty-2, then it is 
likely to be in a 700 to 800 km, quasi 65 deg orbit. The orbits are low-drag, so orbit maintenance 
manoeuvres are not required. 

Misty-1 remained in orbit for at least 7.5 years, so if USA 144 is Misty-2, then it may have at least a 
few more years of useful life. 

[deletia] 

Ted Molczan 
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material is Cepac® HD-200. A restraint layer 20 is attached
to the bulkheads 22 and the restraint layer 20 substantially
transfers the load from the air bladder 12 to the bulkheads
22. In the preferred embodiment, the bulkheads 22 are
composed of metal such as aluminum. In the preferred
embodiment, the restraint layer 20 is comprised of straps
made from Kevlar strands and the restraint layer 20 and the
air bladder 12 are connected to the bulkheads.

In the preferred embodiment, the meteor shield 24 is
10 comprised of layers of impacting material 26 such as Nextel

separated by layers of spacing material 28. The spacing
material 28 in the preferred embodiment is an open celled
space rated foam that can be compressed prior to launch and
then expands upon deployment. The number of layers can be

15 determined by know techniques depending upon variables
such as mission parameters and survivability requirements.

A set of longerons 30 and cross members 32 connect the
opposing bulkheads 22. The longerons 30 can be made from
a variety of materials depending upon the mission charac-

20 teristics. In the preferred embodiment, the longerons 30 are
substantially comprised of a composite material. In an
alternate embodiment, the longerons 30 can be composed of
a metallic material. The volume enclosed by the longerons
30 is referred to as the internal volume 31. An airlock 34

25 allows for access by individuals such as maintenance per
sonnel. A distal end 36 can house an attitude control device,
communications equipment, a power source, and a control
ler that is powered by the power source and operates the
attitude control device. The longerons 30 and bulkheads 22

30 form the core 33 of the craft 10.
Equipment 38 is attached to the longerons 30 and cross

members 32. The equipment 34 can be mission specific
equipment such as communications equipment roughly cor
relating to what may be found on conventional communi-

35 cations satellites. In this instance, the equipment 34 would
be referred to as a mission payload. Other mission specific
equipment configurations can include radar mapping and
weather type equipment, although mission specific equip
ment is not limited such configurations. The equipment 34

40 may also be multi-purpose equipment such as repeaters to
facilitate communications with one or more other satellites.

While this figure illustrates the equipment 34 being
housed within the internal volume 31, other equipment, such
as antennas, may be placed external to the craft 10. In such
a configuration, the equipment 34 is substantially housed
within the internal volume 31.

A thermal control system 42 is present to regulate the
temperature of the craft 10. A variety of thermal control

50 systems 42 are well known in the art and the specific system
can be chosen according to the mission payload character
istics.

The external surface of the craft 44 can also support
equipment 46 external to the craft.

A communications device 48 can be used to relay infor
mation and instruction to and from a ground station and the
craft 10. The communications device 48 can also be used to
facilitate communications between other satellites and
spacecraft.

Referring now to FIG. 2, the inflated craft 10 is smaller
than FIG. 1, and does not have air lock to facilitate humans
performing maintenance on the craft. In the preferred
embodiment, solar cells 40 form part of the power source 42.
However, the power source 42 may also be fuel cells, a

65 nuclear source, or other such power generating devices. The
power source 42 can be used not only by the bus, but may
also be relied upon by the mission specific equipment.

1
INFLATABLE SATELLITE BUS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to an inflatable satellite bus for use

with mission payloads.
2. Description of the Prior Art
Many satellites are composed of two main elements; the

payload and the bus. The payload contained the equipment
that was mission specific to the satellite's intended purpose.
The bus provided support functions common to most satel
lites such as attitude control, power, and telemetry.

The separation of functions common to most satellites
into a bus allowed for the development of a standard base to
support a variety of satellites. One advantage to a standard
bus is that the bus affords a known footprint for the satellite
payload. While such an approach supports a standard that
satellite manufactures may rely upon in preparing a payload,
the footprint becomes a limiting factor in the design of
satellites.

What is needed is a satellite bus that provides a more
flexible base for the payload. While inflatable craft are
known in the human habitat arena as evidenced by U.S. Pat.
No. 6,231,010 to Schneider et al and U.S. Pat. No. 6,547,189
to Raboin et al, the present invention addresses the appli
cation of the principles of inflatable structures to operate as
a bus for satellites.

FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional side view of an inflated satellite 45

bus; and
FIG. 2 is a side view of an inflated bus.

The inflatable satellite bus is comprised of a core and an
inflatable shell attached to the core. The core has an internal
volume that is adapted to receive payloads including mission
specific payloads. There is also an attitude control device
coupled to the core, a power source coupled to the core, and
a controller connected to the power source and the attitude
control device. The controller directs the attitude control
device. The inflatable satellite bus may also have a commu
nications device for receiving commands from a ground
station to facilitate operating the controller.

The present invention may best be understood by refer
ence to the following description taken in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings. FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional side
view of an inflated satellite bus 10. The bus is not restricted
to a particular size, or shape, as evidenced by the bus in FIG. 55

1 being large enough to house individuals. This size bus can
be used as a platform for a number of satellite missions or
as a master satellite to control the operation of other satel
lites. Illustrated in this figure is the inflatable shell 11. The
shell 11 is flexible and there are several variations on the 60

shell including, for example, a variety of flexible meteor
shields. In the preferred embodiment, the shell 11 is com
prised of an air bladder 12, a meteor shield 14, and a restraint
layer 16. Such configurations are known in the art.

The air bladder 12 is a substantially non-permeable mate
rial that prevents the gas inside the craft from escaping into
space. In the preferred embodiment the air bladder 12
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4. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 1 further including
a communications device for receiving instructions from a
ground station.

5. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 1 further including
a communications device for transmitting data to a ground
station.

6. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 1 wherein the
inflatable shell is substantially stealth.

7. An inflatable satellite bus comprising:

45

a core;
an inflatable shell attached to the core, the inflatable shell

substantially enclosing the core and the inflatable shell
having an external surface;

a mission payload disposed substantially on the external
surface of the inflatable shell;

an attitude control device coupled to the core;
a power source coupled to the core; and
a controller coupled to the attitude control device and the

power source such that the controller operates the
attitude control device.

8. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 7 further compris
ing a thermal control system.

9. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 7 wherein the
25 satellite bus further comprises an internal volume to the core

and elements of the mission payload being disposed within
the internal volume.

10. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 7 further including
a communications device for receiving instructions from a
ground station.

11. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 7 further including
a communications device for transmitting data to a ground
station.

12. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 7 wherein the
inflatable shell is substantially stealthy.

13. An inflatable satellite bus comprising:
a core, the core having an internal volume, and the core

adapted to receive a payload substantially within the
internal volume;

an inflatable shell attached to the core and substantially
enclosing the core;

an attitude control device coupled to the core;
a power source coupled to the core; and
a controller coupled to the attitude control device and the

power source such that the controller operates the
attitude control device.

14. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 13 further includ
ing a communications device for transmitting commands to

50 other satellites.
15. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 13 further includ

ing a communications device for receiving data from other
satellites.

16. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 13 further includ
55 ing a communications device for communicating with a

ground station.
17. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 13 wherein the

satellite bus further comprises an external surface and ele
ments of the payload being disposed on the external surface.

3
An attitude control device 44 is relied upon to assist in

keeping the craft 10 in proper alignment with the earth. Such
devices are well known in the art. Typically, such a device
relies upon nozzles and propellants to direct a force for
correcting the attitude. Furthermore, a controller 45 directs
the operation of the attitude control device 44. Controllers
are also well known in the art.

Similar to the craft 10 of FIG. 1, the craft 10 in FIG. 2 can
also have a thermal control system, equipment disposed on
the external surface, a communications device for commu- 10

nicating with a ground station or other satellites, and equip
ment substantially within the internal volume of the craft.

The shell 11 can have radar stealth capabilities. This could
include using radar absorbing materials and/or geometries
that reflect radar waves at angles that make detection of the 15

craft 10 difficult. Many such materials and geometries are
well known in the field of aircraft development and manu
facture.

The shell 11 may also have desirable radio or microwave
characteristics that may allow radio or microwaves to pass 20

through the shell 11 without substantial attenuation. This
could allow the mission payloads to transmit and receive
information through the shell. In this situation, there would
not be any visible way to determine the type of equipment
housed in the craft 10.

The shell 11 may also contain a window 50. The window
50 would allow viewing from within the craft 10. This is
useful where the equipment inside the craft 10 has optical
capabilities such as a camera.

The shell 11 may also be colored as to make visual 30

detection more difficult.
While FIG. 2 does not provide for human access, other

embodiments would allow human access. These embodi
ments do not require an internal volume that would support
human habitation, but rather enough volume to allow a 35

person to perform maintenance within the craft. In this
fashion, a mission payload could be modified, replaced, or
updated by a human maintenance person.

There has thus been described a novel inflatable satellite
bus. It is important to note that many configurations can be 40

constructed from the ideas presented. Thus, nothing in the
specification should be construed to limit the scope of the
claims.

What is claimed is:
1. An inflatable satellite bus comprising:
a core, the core having an internal volume, and the core

adapted to receive a mission payload substantially
within the internal volume;

an inflatable shell attached to the core and substantially
enclosing the core;

an attitude control device coupled to the core;
a power source coupled to the core; and
a controller coupled to the attitude control device and the

power source such that the controller operates the
attitude control device.

2. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 1 further compris
ing a thermal control system.

3. The inflatable satellite bus of claim 1 wherein the
satellite bus further comprises an external surface and ele
ments of the mission payload being disposed on the external 60

surface.
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New Spy Satellite Debated On Hill 
Some Question Price and Need 
By Dana Priest
Washington Post Staff Writer
Saturday, December 11, 2004; Page A01
 
The United States is building a new generation of spy satellites designed to orbit undetected, in a highly 
classified program that has provoked opposition in closed congressional sessions where lawmakers 
have questioned its necessity and rapidly escalating price, according to U.S. officials. 

The previously undisclosed effort has almost doubled in projected cost -- from $5 billion to nearly $9.5 
billion, officials said. The National Reconnaissance Office, which manages spy satellite programs, has 
already spent hundreds of millions of dollars on the program, officials said.

The stealth satellite, which would probably become the largest single-item expenditure in the $40 
billion intelligence budget, is to be launched in the next five years and is meant to replace an existing 
stealth satellite, according to officials. Non-stealth satellites can be tracked and their orbits can be 
predicted, allowing countries to attempt to hide weapons or troop movements on the ground when they 
are overhead.

Opponents of the new program, however, argue that the satellite is no longer a good match against 
today's adversaries: terrorists seeking small quantities of illicit weapons, or countries such as North 
Korea and Iran, which are believed to have placed their nuclear weapons programs underground and 
inside buildings specifically to avoid detection from spy satellites and aircraft.

The National Reconnaissance Office and the CIA declined to comment. Lockheed Martin Corp., which 
sources said is the lead contractor on the project, issued a statement saying, "As a matter of policy we 
do not discuss what we may or may not be doing in regards to classified programs."

The satellite in question would be the third and final version in a series of spacecraft funded under a 
classified program once known as Misty, officials said.

Concerned about the latest satellite's relevancy and escalating costs, the Senate Select Committee on 
Intelligence has twice tried to kill it, according to knowledgeable officials. The program has been 
strongly supported, however, by Senate and House appropriations committees; by the House 
intelligence committee, which was chaired by Rep. Porter J. Goss (R-Fla.) until he recently became 
CIA director; and by his predecessor, George J. Tenet.

"With the amount of money we're talking about here, you could build a whole new CIA," said one 
official, who, like others, talked about the program and the debate on the condition of anonymity 
because of the project's sensitivity.

The debate over the secret program has been carried out in closed session on Capitol Hill, and no 
legislator has publicly acknowledged the existence of the program. Echoes of the heated discussion, 
however, have begun to emerge in public.

Earlier this week, four Democratic senators refused to sign the "conference sheets" used by the House-
Senate conference committee working on the 2005 intelligence authorization bill. Sources said that was 
meant to protest inclusion once again of the satellite program.
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A statement by conference managers said only that four Democratic senators -- John D. Rockefeller IV 
(W.Va.), vice chairman of the intelligence committee; Carl M. Levin (Mich.); Richard J. Durbin (Ill.); 
and Ron Wyden (Ore.) -- objected to a classified item in the bill "that they believe is unnecessary and 
the cost of which they believe is unjustified." It continued: "They believe that the funds for this item 
should be expended on other intelligence programs that will make a surer and greater contribution to 
national security." Some Republican lawmakers have concerns about the program as well, as do some 
senators on the Armed Services Committee, sources said.

In an attempt to verbalize frustration while abiding by classification constraints, Rockefeller made an 
unusual reference to his protest on the Senate floor.

"My decision to take this somewhat unprecedented action is based solely on my strenuous objection -- 
shared by many in our committee -- to a particular major funding acquisition program that I believe is 
totally unjustified and very wasteful and dangerous to national security," Rockefeller said. "Because of 
the highly classified nature of the programs contained in the national intelligence budget, I cannot talk 
about them on the floor."

Rockefeller added that the committee has voted "to terminate the program" for the past two years, 
"only to be overruled" by the appropriations committees.

A small firestorm followed, with at least one radio talk show host and callers to Rockefeller's office 
charging that he had divulged classified information. On Thursday, spokeswoman Wendi Morigi issued 
what she called a clarification. "Any assertion about classified intelligence programs based on Senator 
Rockefeller's statement is wholly speculative," the statement said. It said Rockefeller's floor statement 
had been "fully vetted and approved by security officials."

That statement illustrates the constraints faced by members of Congress as they work to adjust or 
terminate even multibillion-dollar programs that are hidden from public scrutiny and debate. There 
have been other hints of problems in satellite programs in the last year.

Several months ago, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), a member of the intelligence committee, made a 
cryptic reference to the value of expensive satellite programs during testimony on her intelligence 
reform proposal.

"I can't go into this, but when we look at satellites, one or the other of us has questions," she told her 
colleagues. "I'm concerned these are tens-of-billions-of-dollar items and we sure as heck better know 
what we're doing."

Stealth technology has been used to cloak military aircraft such as the F-117A fighter and the B-2 
bomber. 

When radar searches for a stealth craft, it records a signature that is much smaller than its size should 
indicate. Thus a stealth plane or satellite could appear to radar analysts as airborne debris.

Advanced nations routinely patrol the skies with radar and other equipment to detect spy planes, 
satellites and other sensors.

About 95 percent of spycraft are detected by other nations, experts say. But "even France and Russia 
would have a hard time figuring out what they were tracking" if they were to pick up the image of a 
stealth satellite, said John Pike of GlobalSecurity.org, an expert on space imagery.



The idea behind a stealth satellite is "so the evildoers wouldn't know we are looking at them," Pike 
said. "It's just a fundamental principle of operational security that you know when the other guy's 
satellites are going to be overhead and you plan accordingly."

But, Pike said, "the cover and deception going on today is more systematic and continual. It's not the 
'duck and cover' of the Soviet era."

The existence of the maiden stealth satellite launched under the Misty program was first reported by 
Jeffrey T. Richelson in his 2001 book "The Wizards of Langley: Inside the CIA's Directorate of 
Science and Technology." Richelson said that first craft was launched from the space shuttle Atlantis 
on March 1, 1990.

Amateur space trackers in England and Canada were able to detect it at points after that, Richelson 
reported.

A second Misty satellite was launched nearly a decade later and is in operation, sources said.

Circumstantial evidence of that satellite's existence was outlined in the April issue of a Russian space 
magazine, Novosti Kosmonavtiki. According to a translation for The Washington Post, the article 
suggested that a satellite launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California in 1999 may be the 
second-generation Misty craft and noted that the satellite was put into orbit along with "a large number 
of debris," a likely deception method.

Researcher Julie Tate contributed to this report. 



New Spy Plan Said to Involve Satellite System
By DOUGLAS JEHL 
The New York Times
December 12, 2004
 
Correction Appended

WASHINGTON, Dec. 11 - A highly classified intelligence program that the Senate Intelligence 
Committee has tried unsuccessfully to kill is a new $9.5 billion spy satellite system that could take 
photographs only in daylight hours and in clear weather, current and former government officials say.

The cost of the system, now the single biggest item in the intelligence budget, and doubts about its 
usefulness have spurred a secret Congressional battle. The fight over the future of a system whose 
existence has not yet been officially disclosed first came to light this week.

In public remarks, senators opposed to the program have described it only as an enormously expensive 
classified intelligence acquisition program without specifically describing it as a satellite system. 

Outside experts said on Thursday that it was almost certainly a new spy satellite program that would 
duplicate existing reconnaissance capabilities. The Washington Post first reported the total cost and 
precise nature of the program on Saturday, saying that it was for a new generation of spy satellites 
being built by the National Reconnaissance Office that are designed to orbit undetected.

The officials would not say how many satellites were planned as part of the program, but they said the 
system included the satellites themselves, their launchers and the technology necessary to transmit the 
images they collected. 

Some current and former government officials expressed concern that the disclosure of the existence of 
the highly classified program might be harmful to national security. They said Congressional 
Republicans were questioning whether the public hints first dropped by four Senate Democrats 
opposed to the program, including John D. Rockefeller IV of West Virginia, might have represented a 
violation of Congressional rules. Mr. Rockefeller's office said earlier in the week that the senator had 
consulted with security officials before making a carefully worded statement on the Senate floor that 
described the classified program as unnecessary and too expensive, but did not identify it further.

But other officials said the depth and intensity of opposition to the program, expressed behind closed 
doors for more than two years by Senate Republicans as well as Democrats, had finally tipped the 
balance between secrecy and candor in a way that has led to an extraordinary disclosure.

Among the champions of the program, officials said, has been Porter J. Goss, the new director of 
central intelligence, who served until this summer as the Republican chairman of the House 
Intelligence Committee. But critics, including Democrats and Republicans on the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, have questioned whether any new satellite system could really evade detection by 
American adversaries and whether its capabilities would improve on those already in existence or in 
development.



"These satellites would be irrelevant to current threats, and this money could be much better spent on 
the kind of human intelligence needed to penetrate closed regimes and terrorist networks," said a 
former government official with direct knowledge of the program. "There are already so many satellites 
in orbit that our adversaries already assume that just about anything done in plain sight is watched, so 
it's hard to believe a new satellite, even a stealthy one, could make much of a difference."

A Central Intelligence Agency spokesman declined to comment about the existence of any classified 
satellite program, as did the White House. A spokeswoman for Mr. Rockefeller, who is the top 
Democrat on the Senate Intelligence Committee, also declined comment. A compromise between the 
Senate and House that was approved in both chambers this week authorized spending on the program 
for another year. Money for the program had earlier been allocated as part of a defense appropriations 
bill that reflected strong support for the system among members of the House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees.

But Mr. Rockefeller and other Democrats on the Senate intelligence panel, including Senator Ron 
Wyden of Oregon, said in calling attention to the issue this week that they would seek much more 
aggressively to scuttle the program next year.

The idea that the disputed program might be a stealth satellite program was proposed in an interview on 
Thursday by John Pike, a satellite expert who heads Globalsecurity.org, a defense and intelligence 
database. The existence of the first stealth satellite, launched under a program known as Misty, was 
first reported by Jeffrey T. Richelson in his 2001 book, "The Wizards of Langley: Inside the C.I.A.'s 
Directorate of Science and Technology." Mr. Richelson said the first such satellite was launched from 
the space shuttle Atlantis in March 1990.

A second Misty satellite is believed to have been launched in the late 1990's and is still in operation, 
current and government officials said. 

The program now in dispute would represent the third generation of the stealth satellite program, and is 
being built primarily by the Lockheed Martin Corporation, the officials said. The company has refused 
to comment on its involvement in any classified programs.

To date, the cost of the program has been in the neighborhood of hundreds of millions of dollars a year, 
the officials said. But they said that the overall price tag had recently soared, from initial estimates of 
about $5 billion to the new $9.5 billion figure, and that annual outlays would increase sharply in 
coming years if the program is kept alive.

"Right now, it's not too late to stop this program, before billions of dollars are spent on something that 
may never get off the ground and may add nothing to our security," the former government official 
said.

In his public comments, Mr. Wyden did not mention Lockheed, but he expressed concern about the 
rapidly escalating cost of the satellite program and the way in which the contractor was selected.

The mere existence of the National Reconnaissance Office was not publicly acknowledged until the 
early 1990's, and it remains the most secretive among American intelligence agencies. Its main 
responsibility is building and launching spy satellites to collect images and intercept communications 
for the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency and the National Security Agency.



There are many kinds of reconnaissance satellites, and some of them have the capability, through 
infrared and radar technology, to acquire images at night and in cloudy weather. Officials have 
suggested that new technologies may also be able to detect the presence of objects underground. The 
sharpest images come from photo reconnaissance, but those satellites can generally operate 
successfully only during the day and in sunny weather.

Officials critical of the new stealth satellite program now in dispute said it would have only photo 
reconnaissance capability, though with high resolution. The secret nuclear programs in North Korea 
and Iran are widely believed to be developed underground or otherwise out of view of photo 
reconnaissance satellites.

"These days, you really have to assume that if there's anything we see in North Korea, it's something 
they intend for us to see," said Mr. Pike, the private satellite expert.

For the Record - Dec. 13, 2004

A front-page article yesterday about an intelligence program that has been the subject of a secret 
Congressional battle misstated the name of a database operated by John Pike, who first suggested 
publicly that the program involved a spy satellite system. The database is Globalsecurity.org, not 
Globalsecurity.com.
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Anatomy of a Spy Satellite
By Leonard David
Senior Space Writer
posted: 03 January 2005
06:45 am ET

For military and intelligence communities, outer space has become a 
highground,hide-and-seek arena -- a kind of "now you see me, now you don’t" 
espionage playing field. 

Over the decades, spying from space has always earned super-secret status. They are 
the black projects, fulfilling dark tasks and often bankrolled by blank check.

However last month, several U.S. senators openly blew the whistle on a mystery spy 
satellite program, critical of its high cost while calling to question its utility 
in today’s post-9/11 world.

One lawmaker, Jay D. Rockefeller (D-WV), the vice chairman of the Senate 
intelligence committee, openly criticized the program on the floor of the U.S. 
Senate. He said the program "is totally unjustified and very wasteful and dangerous 
to national security," adding that he has voted to terminate the program for two 
years, with no success.

There is now a delicate dance underway between issues of national security and open 
public scrutiny about taxpayer dollars being spent wisely or squandered. Meanwhile, 
the swirl of secrecy seems to be revolving around a top secret "stealthy" satellite 
project, codenamed MISTY.

Play MISTY for me

First, there’s a little unclassified history.

The U.S. stealth satellite program at issue was first spotlighted publicly by 
Jeffrey Richelson, a senior fellow of the National Security Archive in Washington, 
D.C. 

The Archive is gathering declassified U.S. documents obtained through the Freedom 
of Information Act. In doing so, the Archive declares they have become the world's 
largest non-governmental library of declassified documents. 

The MISTY effort was broached in Richelson’s first-rate book on the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), The Wizards of Langley: Inside the CIA’s Directorate of 
Science and Technology, published in 2002 by Westview Press in Boulder, Colorado.

Richelson described the launching of the stealth imaging satellite via space 
shuttle Atlantis in 1990. He noted that MISTY’s objective was to lessen the threat 
to U.S. satellites from the Soviet Union -- a nation whose anti-satellite program 
was of "significant concern" to U.S. military space officials during the early 
1980s, he wrote.

But within weeks after MISTY’s shuttle deployment, both U.S. and Soviet sources 
reported that the satellite malfunctioned. Richelson explained that a spacecraft 



explosion "may have been a tactic to deceive those monitoring the satellite or may 
have been the result of the jettisoning of operational debris."

Whatever the case -- and to the chagrin of spysat operators -- a network of 
civilian space sleuths had been monitoring a set of MISTY maneuvers and the 
explosion, ostensibly part of a "disappearing act" meant to disguise its true 
whereabouts.

Suppression shield

Richelson has posted on the Internet declassified documents he has obtained that 
track the historical roots of the still active stealth satellite work, dating as 
far back as 1963.

One document is U.S. Patent 5,345,238, issued to Teledyne Industries of Los 
Angeles, California in 1994. It details a movable "satellite signature suppression 
shield" -- a bit of clever technology that can suppress the laser, radar, visible, 
and infrared signatures of a satellite. The invention makes spotting or tracking a 
satellite a tough-to-do proposition.

The camouflage space shield, as reviewed in the patent, takes on the form of an 
inflatable balloon. It can be quickly deployed and made rigid upon exposure to both 
outside and internally-created ultraviolet radiation. This shield can be tailored 
to a particular spacecraft and orbital situation. Once deployed, the cone-shaped 
balloon is oriented to deflect incoming laser and microwave radar energy, sending 
it off into outer space.

While an intriguing bit of high-tech handiwork, whether or not this stealthy idea 
is an active ingredient of the MISTY satellite series is not publicly known.

World changes

"We don’t know exactly what technology was used for the first couple of MISTYs to 
try to ensure stealth," Richelson told SPACE.com, "so we don’t know what’s being 
proposed for this generation…what difference there is, if any."

Richelson said that new systems and new technologies could experience difficulties 
that can add up to more dollars. "The question is whether you think it’s worth it 
to persevere…spending the extra money to get something worthwhile."

The world has changed considerably since the MISTY program was first initiated, 
Richelson added. So too have changes in denial and deception practices, perhaps 
calling to question buying additional stealth satellites, he said, contrasted to 
purchasing more conventional spy satellites.

Maybe you can attain the basic objectives in terms of uncovering what various 
countries are up to with other systems, and possibly for less cash, Richelson 
suggested. 

"But again, that’s something that has to be assessed based on experience," 
Richelson said. "People should be able to make some assessment on a classified 



basis, at least as to what we’re getting from this type of system that we wouldn’t 
get from the more conventional systems, and whether that’s worth the money."

Bureaucratic stealth

According to a SPACE.com source and an analyst familiar with American satellite 
reconnaissance, there are several kinds of stealth at work, not just in space, but 
on the ground too: bureaucratic stealth and operational stealth. 

"The United States started to use bureaucratic stealth when it first began the 
Corona reconnaissance program in the late 1950s. The very existence of the project 
was a secret and for several years the U.S. Air Force told the public that it was 
simply testing engineering equipment, not launching actual reconnaissance 
satellites," the source, who did not wish to be identified, noted. 

"Another form of bureaucratic stealth is to use a cover story, such as telling the 
world that you are launching a simple scientific satellite when in reality the 
satellite contains intelligence equipment."

Starting around 1960, the CIA and the U.S. Air Force both began to look at ways of 
achieving operational stealth -- that is, actually hiding the satellites 
themselves.

Cold war sneak peeks

A number of ideas were fostered decades ago in U.S. military and intelligence 
circles centered on snagging cold war-class sneak peeks at an enemy using 
satellites.

"Because Soviet satellite tracking systems were so primitive, they thought that the 
best way to achieve this was to perform a covert satellite launch. They considered 
various options, from launching the satellite from a submarine to carrying the 
rocket underneath or inside an aircraft like a C-130 and launching it over the 
ocean," the source noted. 

But these plans never went very far for a number of reasons.

"For starters, they could not put a powerful enough camera inside a rocket small 
enough to be carried by an airplane. In addition, for a good part of the 1960s, the 
people looking at satellite photographs found no indications that the Soviets were 
actually trying to hide their activities," the source explained. 

"If the Russians had realized just how much American satellites could see, they 
would have taken more care to hide from them. For instance, the CIA was able to 
determine how strong Soviet intercontinental ballistic missile silos were because 
they could watch them under construction and determine the thickness of their 
walls."

Zirconic security compartment

It appears that the first attempt to hide a satellite from radar and optical 
sensors occurred in the mid-1970s with an experimental military satellite. But it 
was not until the 1980s that this effort was dramatically increased.



The Reagan administration poured a huge amount of money into satellite 
reconnaissance, including a stealth satellite program. They created a special 
security compartment called "Zirconic" that was extremely secret.

"Only someone who had a ‘Zirconic clearance’ was allowed to know about the 
existence of the stealth satellite program. The specific technology was given the 
code name ‘Nebula’", the analyst said.

The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) initiated a number of stealth satellite 
programs during the 1980s. The NRO manages the nation’s spy satellite programs. The 
most notable of these was dubbed MISTY, a non-acronym but apparently a 
photoreconnaissance satellite for snapping pictures.  

"It was designed to be invisible to radar and optical tracking from the ground, but 
its photos were not as good as the big, non-stealthy reconnaissance satellites, 
like the Keyhole 11 and its successors. MISTY was launched from the space shuttle 
in 1990 in an unconventional way…it was rolled out over the side," the source 
recounted.

Another stealthy satellite was launched in 1999 atop a Titan 4 rocket launched from 
California. Once again the amateur satellite trackers followed it, although after 
awhile they began to suspect that they were actually following a decoy and that the 
satellite itself was in a different orbit.

Billion dollar bills as fuel

It appears that American stealth satellites take on the look of a kind of ‘magic 
bullet’ within the intelligence arsenal. They are not as versatile as regular 
intelligence satellites. 

"So the stealth satellite is used to take pictures when the adversary thinks that 
there are no satellites overhead. Presumably there are only a few instances where 
this is useful -- after all, lots of activities and objects cannot be hidden," the 
source said. "And the technology is apparently extremely expensive."

And that breathtaking price tag has helped spur the current controversy into the 
open -- whether or not oodles of money should be spent to achieve what some experts 
consider very little result.

"It is also probably true that the recent spate of military space cost overruns has 
made everybody wary," the analyst continued. Among those climbing in price tag are 
the Space Based Infrared Satellite Systems project (SBIRS), the Advanced Extremely 
High Frequency communications satellite, along with a new class of reconnaissance 
satellites, both optical and radar, called the Future Imagery Architecture. 

"So the military space people have burned up all their credibility on Capitol Hill, 
using billion dollar bills as fuel," the source concluded.

Policy choices

The current flap over MISTY "stems more from the Bush administration's obsession 
with secrecy and oppressing dissent regarding its programmatic, budgetary, policy 
choices," said Theresa Hitchens, Vice President of the Center for Defense 
Information in Washington, D.C.



"They do this by trying to intimidate those willing to speak out in public than 
about the satellite itself," she said.

Are there are any lessons to be learned from the issue? 

If there are, Hitchens added, "it is that space programs are expensive, and it is 
important to carefully weigh the benefits of any program versus the costs…as well 
as against alternatives for accomplishing the same mission."

Enormous boondoggles 

"I think this episode suggests that secrecy is sometimes used not to protect 
national security, but to line someone's pockets," said Steven Aftergood, a senior 
research analyst at the Federation of American Scientists (FAS) in Washington, D.C. 
He directs the FAS Project on Government Secrecy which works to reduce the scope of 
government secrecy, to accelerate the declassification of cold war documents, and 
to promote reform of official secrecy practices. 

"Even though the Senate Intelligence Committee has twice concluded that the program 
is not justified on the merits, it remains fully funded," Aftergood told SPACE.com.

The reason why, Aftergood explained, is because congressional appropriators are 
free to spend the money without being held accountable for their actions.

"There is a certain inequity built into the multi-billion dollar intelligence 
appropriations process. Industry lobbyists holding security clearances are free to 
advocate for their preferred programs. But critics or skeptics are not even 
permitted to know what is at issue. So it is not surprising that there will be 
enormous boondoggles from time to time," Aftergood said.

But given the "outing" of MISTY into the public forum, has national security been 
compromised?

"I doubt it," Aftergood responded. "Other than its extravagant cost, very little 
concrete new information about the program has entered the public domain."

If there is a policy lesson to be derived from all of this, Aftergood concluded, "I 
think it is that the integrity of the intelligence oversight process has to be 
strengthened. Among other things, that means reducing unnecessary budget secrecy, 
and curtailing industry advocacy on classified programs."
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Stealth satellites 
Cold War myth or operational reality? 
By John Croft
C4ISR
October 04, 2006

A patent recently issued to an upstart space entrepreneur could be another sign that stealth satellites are 
real — not vestiges of the previous millennium’s battles. 

In late 2004, right about the time that some U.S. lawmakers publicly unveiled a previously classified 
$9.5 billion program to build satellites that orbit the Earth undetected from the ground, Robert Bigelow, 
hotel entrepreneur and founder of Bigelow Aerospace, submitted a patent application for a satellite that 
proposed to do just that. 

Bigelow’s patent, filed in November 2004 and approved a year later, follows a dozen or so previously 
filed inventions back to the early 1960s. Each outlined methods that could reduce or eliminate the 
optical and radar signatures that could be used to track, identify and determine the orbital parameters of 
a satellite from the ground. 

If the essentials of an orbit are obtained — potentially by low-cost, easily obtainable methods and 
equipment — an opponent can either hide above-ground activities during the reconnaissance satellite’s 
pass or possibly target the space vehicle with anti-satellite weapons. By all indications, the U.S. has 
launched and operated at least two such satellites in the post-Cold War era for photo reconnaissance or 
signal intelligence, one in 1990 and the other in 1999.

Bigelow’s invention, called an inflatable satellite bus, appears to be identical in construction to the 
company’s Genesis I spacecraft, which was launched July 12 by an ISC Kosmotras Dnepr rocket into a 
550-kilometer near-circular orbit with 64-degree inclination. 

The patent reveals that the shell, or outer surface of the inflatable portion of the vehicle, “can have 
radar stealth capabilities. This could include using radar absorbing materials and/or geometrics to 
reflect radar waves at angles that make detection of the craft difficult.” The patent goes on to say that 
shell could be “colored as to make visual detection more difficult.” 

A former CIA analyst, Allen Thomson, included the patent in his latest Stealth Satellite Sourcebook, a 
document hosted on the Web site of the Federation of American Scientists. “I guess the main 
substantive reason I [included the patent] is that it shows the idea of satellite stealth is still in the air and 
is being used as a selling point,” he said in an e-mail response to questions from C4ISR Journal. 

Given the secretive nature of stealth programs — the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Bigelow Aerospace and other satellite builders did not comment for this 
article — the methods used to hide a satellite from view have to be inferred from patents issued, expert 
opinions and the observations of a worldwide network of satellite tracking hobbyists. 
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In the U.S., the primary means to achieve stealth for aircraft have included using faceted surfaces (F-
117A), compound curves (B-1) and planform alignment (F-22), or symmetry of components. 

For satellites, the proposed methods have been similar but include additional options, such as 
dispensing decoys. Although the Defense Department is said to have experimented with stealth satellite 
designs in the 1970s, the first stealth satellite openly discussed in the media was deployed by the space 
shuttle Atlantis as part of STS-36 in February 1990. That information came largely from a 2001 book 
by Jeffrey T. Richelson called “The Wizards of Langley: Inside the CIA’s Directorate of Science and 
Technology.”

Known as Misty 1 (officially known as AFP-731 or USA 53), the satellite is thought to have been a 
digital imaging reconnaissance satellite weighing about 37,000 pounds and using the analog of faceted 
surfaces as its cloaking mechanism. That means an incoming radar beam would have been deflected 
back in a different direction, similar to a billiard ball’s path when grazing the bumper. The same would 
have been true of incoming light, either directly from the sun or reflected from the Earth, masking the 
satellite to optical tracking systems on the ground.

A patent application by workers at Teledyne Industries at about the same time detailed how such a 
design could work, at least in theory. The cloaking mechanism was a large inflatable cone coated with 
“radiation reflective material” deployed on a rotating arm on the body of the main satellite. The device 
could be moved into position to cloak the satellite when needed, then moved out of the way to allow 
the instruments to see targets on the ground. “The purpose of the invention is to suppress the laser, 
radar, visible and infrared signatures of satellites to make it difficult or impossible for hostile enemy 
forces to damage or destroy satellites in orbit,” the applicants wrote.

Another patent in Thomson’s sourcebook, filed in 1971 by TRW, uses anti-radar screens that project 
out from the main satellite body and its appendages to either totally deny the detection of the satellite 
by ground-based radars or change its appearance so that the radar cannot distinguish it from nearby 
decoys. 

Declassified memos from the 1960s in Thomson’s sourcebook detail how the U.S. military was 
considering cross-section reduction techniques, decoys, shielding and other countermeasures, such as 
hiding among existing satellites. The CIA’s key reconnaissance satellite at the time was code-named 
Corona. Operated between 1959 and 1972, the space vehicles carried high-resolution cameras and 
would drop film canisters for midair recovery by Air Force aircraft. 

Concerns about satellite survivability increased in the 1980s because of fear of Russian anti-satellite 
capabilities. The mind-set continued despite the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 with the development of 
Misty 1 and Misty 2, also known as USA 144, a follow-up satellite launched by a Titan IVB booster 
out of Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif., in 1997. Both highly classified missions were unveiled to 
some extent by the amateur satellite tracking community. 

Ted Molczan, a Canadian technologist by education and top satellite tracker by hobby, organized a 
worldwide team in 1990 to track the mysterious payload deployed by the shuttle, and sightings were 
made. About a week after deployment, however, reports from Russia indicated that five or six objects 
were being tracked. The assumption was that the satellite had exploded or been deliberately destroyed 
by the U.S. 



Misty 1 appeared to be a closed book until November 1990, when hobbyists in Scotland and France 
observed an unknown satellite in a similar inclination as Misty 1 but at a much higher altitude. 

Molczan’s computations showed that there was a good chance the mystery vehicle was Misty 1, 
meaning the orbital debris the Russians had tracked may have been decoys or debris purposefully 
generated to hide the intentions of the true satellite. 

About a week after news articles announced what the hobbyists had seen, Misty 1 disappeared again, 
Molczan said. 

As with Misty 1, shortly after Misty 2’s launch, nine pieces of debris were catalogued by the Air Force 
at or above the satellite’s initial orbit, Molczan said. Hobbyists tracked various objects, some for 
several years, but doubted that the primary satellite was among them. “No one has seen what might be 
the Misty 2 payload,” Molczan said. 

Aside from keeping hobbyists guessing, the need for stealth satellites remains the topic of much debate. 
Democratic lawmakers in the U.S. Senate’s Select Committee on Intelligence have denounced the 
multibillion-dollar classified intelligence acquisition program widely thought to be the follow-on to the 
Misty series and have voted several years running to cut its funds. In each case, Congress has kept the 
program going through the appropriations process. 

Critics argue that enough satellites are already orbiting, stealthy or not, that potential adversaries have 
moved critical defense-related projects underground.

Thomson is of the opinion that stealth, as one ingredient in a reconnaissance system’s survivability, 
may be overdone. 

“Stealth, properly used, might be one technique to increase survivability,” he wrote in an e-mail.

 “Stealth for survivability enhancement is different from stealth to defeat adversarial denial and 
deception (D&D), which I think is mostly a waste of time these days.  Alas, counter-D&D seems to be 
what the intelligence community is fixated on.” 



http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/politics/4909815.html

June 21, 2007, 3:39PM
Spy chief scraps satellite program
By KATHERINE SHRADER Associated Press Writer 

WASHINGTON — Spy chief Mike McConnell has junked a multibillion-dollar spy satellite program 
that engineers hoped would someday pass undetected through the space above other nations.

The move from the director of national intelligence comes after several years of congressional efforts 
to kill the program, known publicly as the next generation of "Misty" satellites. The new satellite was 
to be a stealthy intelligence spacecraft designed to take pictures of adversaries and avoid detection.

Little is known about the nation's classified network of satellites, which represent some of the most 
expensive government programs and receive almost no public oversight. Because of their multibillion-
dollar price tags, sensitive missions and lengthy development schedules, spy agencies go to great pains 
to keep details from becoming public.

McConnell gave no reason for his recent decision. Despite the program's secrecy, he almost dared 
further inquiry into it.

Speaking Tuesday to an intelligence conference on workplace diversity, McConnell changed the 
subject and ended his speech by saying: "I have been advised when I was getting ready for this job, you 
have to do two things: kill a multibillion-dollar program. Just did that. Word is not out yet. You'll see 
soon.

"And fire somebody important. So I'm searching," he added in jest, getting a laugh from the crowd.

Asked during a Q&A session to elaborate on which program he cut, McConnell declined to comment. 
His spokesman Steve Shaw also declined to comment on Thursday, but he noted that the director had 
the power to make this type of budget decision.

Loren Thompson, a defense expert with the Lexington Institute, said he was told by an industry source 
this month that the program to build the Misty satellites was ending. He said the satellite's true name is 
not publicly known, but it has been assigned a designation of a letter followed by numbers.

The Associated Press separately confirmed the program was cut.

"People are thinking it is just not worth the huge amount of money it is sucking in," Thompson said.

Speaking generally, Thompson said promises of faster, smaller, cheaper satellites — hopes that became 
common during the Clinton administration — have been confounded by the laws of physics. The 
technology simply wasn't able to meet expectations.

The new generation of Misty satellites was born from the belief that stealth technology would be 
crucial to deceiving adversaries, since many states are aware when U.S. satellites are passing overhead 
and can change their behavior accordingly.



Yet the threat has changed in recent years, as the United States became more concerned about difficult-
to-track terror cells and underground sites for nuclear programs run by countries such as Iran and North 
Korea.

"The entire imagery architecture that is in space or under development was conceived prior to 9/11. 
Changes in the threat have led to a re-evaluation of the threat," Thompson said.

The first satellite launched in the Misty family was disclosed by military and space expert Jeffrey 
Richelson in his 2001 book, "The Wizards of Langley: Inside the CIA's Directorate of Science and 
Technology." That first Misty satellite was launched from the space shuttle Atlantis in March 1990, he 
wrote.

In an interview, Richelson said a second satellite was launched in 1999. But as insiders debated 
whether to continue to build the third, some officials didn't think it was worth the money because other 
satellites could fulfill the role at less cost, said Richelson, a senior fellow with the National Security 
Archive.

In 2004, an unidentified government agency asked the Justice Department to open a leaks investigation 
after The Washington Post reported that the program's projected cost had almost doubled from $5 
billion to nearly $9.5 billion.

Rick Oborn, a spokesman for the tightlipped National Reconnaissance Office, declined to comment on 
McConnell's decision. His Northern Virginia-based agency is responsible for designing, building and 
operating a constellation of U.S. spy satellites.

Those spacecraft are built by American companies contracted by agencies including CIA and NRO and 
by the Air Force. A spokesman for Lockheed Martin, which is believed to be the lead contractor on this 
program, declined to comment on McConnell's decision.

The pricey program has been a source of controversy in Congress.

In the House's intelligence budget bill approved last month, lawmakers agreed to end a satellite 
program that they had supported before, according to New Mexico Rep. Heather Wilson, the top 
Republican on the House Intelligence Committee's panel on technical intelligence. "We had to make 
some decisions without a lot of good alternatives," she said in an interview.

The details are in the classified portion of the bill, and Wilson would not confirm that it was a next-
generation Misty satellite. But Wilson, a former Air Force officer, said McConnell's decision was part 
of ongoing discussions among his advisers, the House committee and the Defense Department. "There 
was a great deal of communication," she said.

Wilson said the government does not have to walk away from the entire amount sunk into the program. 
Rather, she said, some of the technology can be harvested and used in other programs. She declined to 
offer any details.

Wilson praised McConnell's early moves but said the key factors in his decision to end the program 
predated his arrival as intelligence chief in February. "I think it is the conclusion that most of the folks 



involved had come to — based on cost, schedule and performance. It was a conclusion that everyone 
was coming to at about the same time," she said.

House Intelligence Committee Chairman Silvestre Reyes, D-Texas, could not be reached for comment.

The panel's top Republican, Rep. Peter Hoekstra of Michigan, said he is not looking for a decision on a 
single program from McConnell and his advisers. He wants to see leadership.

"I am looking for them to give us a strategy," he said. "This program was there for a reason. What are 
you going to replace it with? How long is it going to take to develop it? What is the cost for this new 
program?"

Hoekstra would not identify the program McConnell said was being cut and said he remains doubtful it 
is truly gone. He said its congressional allies could find a way to bring it back to life through a bill. He 
also noted that the White House has not sent a revised version of its budget to Congress reflecting 
McConnell's change.

Hoekstra also criticized how McConnell made his decision public. "I don't think the way you go about 
announcing major policy decision is to make a flippant comment to a group that you are speaking to 
about diversity," he said.



http://public.cq.com/docs/cqt/news110-000002537553.html 
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Fight Over Secret Satellite Program Is Revived 
By Tim Starks, CQ Staff 

It has been more than two and a half years since John D. Rockefeller IV and Ron Wyden took to the 
Senate floor to criticize a secret intelligence program that, they said, was inefficient, too expensive 
and, in any case, unnecessary. 

The senators didn't name the project, but at the time, it was widely identified as the successor to the 
"Misty" program of stealth satellites that cannot be detected in orbit. Republican leaders considered 
disciplinary action against the senators for talking about a secret program - even though they didn't 
identify it. 

Now, Mike McConnell, the director of national intelligence, has done essentially the same thing the 
senators did back then: talked about a major spy program without indicating which one. 

And McConnell didn't just criticize it; he said he was killing it. 

At a June 19 conference, McConnell told the audience that one piece of advice he had received upon 
taking the job this year was to "kill a multibillion dollar program. I've done that, but word isn't out yet." 
He did not answer a reporter's question about which program he had killed. 

Lawmakers and aides on the relevant intelligence committees refused to talk about the program. 
Defense analysts, however, say they believe McConnell was referring to the same program that 
Rockefeller, D-W.Va., and Wyden, D-Ore., had criticized. 

Loren Thompson, a defense analyst with the Lexington Institute who also does consulting work for 
defense contractors, said an industry source had told him McConnell could only have been referring to 
the same program. 

Steven Aftergood, the publisher of Secrecy News, and John Pike, an expert on space policy who directs 
GlobalSecurity.org, also agreed that the Misty successor was most likely the program that McConnell 
had decided to kill. In 2004, the program was reported to have doubled in cost from $5 billion to nearly 
$10 billion. 

"Evidently, the DNI concluded on his own that problems with the program warranted termination," 
Aftergood said. 

Appropriators Annoyed 

Whether McConnell will be more successful than the senators were in killing it remains to be seen, 
however. The project has strong support in Congress, especially among appropriators, who kept it 
funded over the years despite objections from members of the Senate Intelligence Committee. 



This year, lobbyists for the program are expected to cite successful anti-satellite tests by China in 
urging appropriators to continue to fund the satellite project. 

"The conflict between the authorizers and the appropriators has been that even though money was 
withheld (by intelligence authorization bills), money for this program was still allocated," Aftergood 
said. "That's not the way things are supposed to done." 

But this year, sources said, the House Intelligence Committee, led by Chairman Silvestre Reyes, D-
Texas, shifted funding away from the program in its fiscal 2008 intelligence authorization bill (HR 
2082). The bill's funding levels are classified. 

And if McConnell is withdrawing support for the initiative, that could tip the balance toward the 
demise of the program. 

In keeping with the secrecy surrounding the program, appropriators will not comment on whether they 
plan to include funding for the initiative when they take up a fiscal 2008 Defense appropriations 
bill. 

John P. Murtha, D-Pa., chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense, declined to 
comment on Wednesday beyond expressing frustration with McConnell's disclosure that he had killed 
an unnamed program. 

"He takes us out to a SCIF (secret compartmented intelligence facility) to tell us about it, then he says 
that in public?" Murtha exclaimed. 

Intelligence authorizers, however, have been closely scrutinizing satellite projects this year. The Senate 
Intelligence panel, in an unclassified committee report accompanying its fiscal 2008 intelligence 
authorization bill (S 1583 - S Rept 110-75), complained that half of the intelligence community's space 
acquisitions had grown in cost by 50 percent. 

The House Intelligence panel's vaguely worded unclassified report for its authorization measure says 
the bill "compels the administration to address critical overhead architecture issues that have been 
festering for some time and have been made worse by a series of acquisition failures." 

Although the report provided no details of those failures, reports as far back as 2004 said that the spy 
satellite system being built by the Pentagon's National Reconnaissance Office could only take 
photographs during the day time and could be rendered ineffectual by bad weather. 

A Rumsfeld-Backed Program 

Former Defense Secretary Donald R. Rumsfeld and his intelligence undersecretary, Stephen A. 
Cambone, had been supporters of the system, sources said. So, too, was Florida Republican Porter J. 
Goss, the former chairman of the House Intelligence Committee and until last year the head of the CIA. 

But McConnell and Cambone's replacement at the Pentagon, James R. Clapper Jr., have turned a 
skeptical eye on the intelligence undertakings of Rumsfeld and Cambone. Clapper, for instance, began 



shortly after his confirmation in April to shut down the anti-terror database known as Talon, a 
controversial program that at one point had monitored anti-war groups. 

Still, an intense lobbying effort could sway lawmakers to continue support for the program, Aftergood 
said. Lockheed Martin is said to be the lead contractor for the program. Company officials declined to 
comment. 

"It's safe to assume that they are lobbied by the industry participants whether or not there's significant 
activity in their district," Aftergood said. "One of the inequities of classified contracting is that the 
contractors who are beneficiaries of a program are cleared for access while skeptics or critics on the 
outside are not." 

That lobbying advantage could be bolstered by the anti-satellite (ASAT) laser that the Pentagon 
reportedly confirmed was tested by China in January. 

"You would think that because of the Chinese ASAT test that some of this may be revisited," 
Aftergood said. 

He predicted that the industry pitch on Capitol Hill would include the argument that "the whole idea 
behind this program is that 'I'm going to make a satellite or constellation of satellites that the Chinese 
can't shoot down.' " 



Dana Priest
Washington Post Staff Writer
Thursday, June 28, 2007; 2:00 PM

 
Washington Post intelligence reporter Dana Priest will be online Thursday, June 28 at 2 p.m. ET to 
discuss the latest developments in national security and intelligence.

San Antonio: Any idea whether the megaprogram that the DNI bragged about killing was, as reported, 
the stealth satellite you reported on a couple of years ago? 

Dana Priest: Yes, that's it. The so-called Misty program. A billion dollar program made antiquated by 
changes in technology. I'll get the link to the original stories posted. I'd like to say, too, that when we 
published this, the administration was royally upset and threatened a leak investigation. 
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MISTY: "стелсы" в космосе

Официальное закрытие администрацией США программы развертывания группировки 
малозаметных спутников неясного, но вряд ли мирного назначения может 
свидетельствовать лишь о качественном прогрессе технологий малозаметности.

По данным печати, в июне 2007 года директор национальной разведки США Майк МакКоннелл 
(Mike MacConnell) отдал распоряжение о закрытии многомиллиардной секретной программы 
космической разведки.

По данным агентства Associated Press, речь идет о прекращении разработок перспективных 
спутников на базе технологий малозаметности Stealth по программе MISTY (misty – нечёткий, 
неясный; один из джазовых стандартов, введенный в 1954 году пианистом Эрроллом Гарнером). 
Такой спутник мог бы вести разведку из космоса или выполнять иные боевые задачи, оставаясь 
незаметным для средств слежения потенциальных противников. Ведущим разработчиком 
программы MISTY являлась компания Lockheed Martin.

Основными причинами закрытия программы являются изменение политической обстановки в 
мире, характера и источников угроз после событий 11 сентября 2001 г., многократным ростом 
стоимости программы, не соответствующей достигаемому эффекту, и применением устаревших 
технологических подходов.

Сенаторы-демократы из комитета по разведке впервые попытались закрыть программу MISTY 
ещё в декабре 2004 г. В совокупности за годы реализации более чем спорной программы её 
расчетная стоимость, включая спутники, средства запуска и передачи информации, выросла с $5 
млрд. до $9,5 млрд., а ежегодные расходы достигли сотен миллионов долларов.

По мнению сенаторов, программа неспособна восполнить дефицит в сборе информации, а 
используемые в ней технологии уже потеряли актуальность из-за изменения возможностей 
вероятных противников. Закрыть секретную программу “мятежным” сенаторам тогда не 
удалось, но зато программа получила широкую огласку в прессе.

По данным газеты New York Times [2, 3], новый спутник малой заметности, с оптической 
аппаратурой разведки “не соответствует современным угрозам, а выделяемые деньги было бы 
лучше израсходовать для агентурного проникновения в закрытые страны и террористические 
сети”. По оценкам экспертов, Северная Корея и Иран уже скрыли наиболее важные объекты в 
подземных сооружениях.

Некоторые издания указывали на то, что обсуждавшиеся в Сенате секретные спутники-
невидимки могут применяться для инспекции и борьбы в космосе путем временного вывода из 
строя зарубежных спутников [4].



История MISTY

Возможность незаметного наблюдения за потенциальными противниками из космоса изучалась 
в США еще на заре космической эры в годы «холодной войны». Согласно рассекреченным 
материалам, управление космической разведки NRO еще в 1963 году разрабатывало 
техническое задание по программе скрытой космической разведки Covert Reconnaissance 
Satellite, которая бы обесценила маскировочные мероприятия, проводимые Советским Союзом и 
странами Варшавского Договора.

[Figure 1]
Гриф секретности снят – документ по системе скрытой космической разведки

[Figure 2]
Сравнение величин видимого блеска КА Misty и КА серии KeyHole, проведенное

 Тэдом Молжаном (по данным архива сайта SeeSat-L) 



[Figure 3]
Подавление сигнатуры у спутника конусовидной формы (патент компании Aerospace Corp

 № №3233238 от 1.2.1966, подан 1.6.1962) 

[Figure 4]
Защита спутника от радарного излучения с помощью экрана (патент компании Rockwell Int

. № 4947174 от 7.8.1990, подан 24.2.1969) 



[Figure 5]
Защитный экран в виде надувного конуса (патент №5345238 от 6.9.1994, подан 14.3.1990) 

Ключевыми средствами реализации скрытности являлись: строгое соблюдение режима 
секретности, скрытый запуск, по возможности с мобильных пусковых установок, сокращение 
масштабов радиообмена, уменьшение величин радарных и оптических сигнатур ниже 
обнаружительного порога станций контроля космического пространства, и т.д.

Предполагалось, что спутник для скрытой видовой разведки будет использовать технологии 
программы CORONA и будет оснащен многокамерной оптической системой для 
фотографирования местности со средним разрешением около 9 метров.

По данным других рассекреченных документов, в 60-х годах в США в целях защиты спутников 
фоторазведки CORONA от атак противоспутников были разработаны меры по снижению их 
радиолокационной и оптической заметности, малогабаритные двигатели для орбитального 
маневрирования, а также созданы ложные космические цели-имитаторы спутников и 
постановщики радиопомех.

В 80-е годы при администрации Рейгана программы спутников-невидимок получили солидное 
финансирование. В результате управление космической разведки NRO получило под свою 
опеку разработку нескольких таких проектов. Программа разработки технологии снижения 
заметности спутников тогда называлась Nebula, а одному из проектов малозаметных 
разведывательных аппаратов было присвоено кодовое обозначение MISTY.

Первые сведения о MISTY в открытой печати появились в книге исследователя секретных 
космических программ США Джефри Ричельсона. Согласно представленной им информации, 
разработка проекта MISTY началась в 1983 году под контролем научно-технического 
управления ЦРУ DS&T (Directorate of Science and Technology).

В основу концепции MISTY положены идеи 60-70-х годов о необходимости защиты 
низкоорбитальных спутников видовой разведки от атак советских противоспутниковых систем 
и выживания орбитальных систем в ракетно-ядерной войне. Однако долгая 16-летняя 



орбитальная история программы уже после “холодной войны” говорит о том, что основной 
целью MISTY стало скрытое ведение военно-технической и экономической разведки в 
различных странах мира.

Первые MISTY

По данным Ричельсона, первый спутник-невидимка по программе MISTY (USA-53 или AFP-
731) был запущен в ходе секретного полета STS-36 многоразового корабля Atlantis, 
стартовавшего 8 февраля 1990 года.

Отделение тяжелого многотонного спутника от челнока было осуществлено 1 марта, а 8 марта 
советские средства контроля космического пространства вместо крупного аппарата обнаружили 
на низкой орбите несколько малоразмерных объектов. Исчезновение многотонного аппарата и 
появление вместо него небольших объектов логично объяснялось аварийным подрывом USA-
53. В вышедшем по этому поводу заявлении ТАСС от 16 марта говорилось, что спутник, по-
видимому, был сведен с орбиты 7 марта.

Пентагон ответил двусмысленным заявлением о завершении операции. На практике за 
комплексом мероприятий по дезинформации СССР скрывалось успешное выведение на орбиту 
первого спутника-невидимки MISTY. Но опасность поджидала американцев с самой 
неожиданной стороны. Что не смоги сделать аналитики Горбачева, сделали любители 
астрономии.

Невидимка был обнаружен международной группой астрономов, которую возглавляет канадец 
Тэд Молчан (Ted Molczan). Три европейских наблюдателя с помощью телескопов обнаружили 
неизвестный спутник на высокой круговой орбите высотой 810 км и наклонением 65o. Тэд 
Молчан на основе анализа плоскостей орбит идентифицировал его как исчезнувший ранее 
спутник USA-53. После публикации результатов измерений астрономы потеряли спутник, 
который осуществил несколько коррекций орбиты. Последний раз факт существования MISTY 
на орбите был подтвержден в 1997 году.

В публикации Дж. Ричельсона говорится, что проектировщики Misty из-за строгого режима 
секретности не смогли воспользоваться всей имевшейся информацией по технологии stealth и 
по возможностям оптических средств слежения, поэтому открытия астрономов застали ЦРУ 
врасплох.

Интересное заключение сделал Тед Молжан при сравнении полученных астрономами величин 
видимого блеска MISTY и американских спутников оптико-электронной разведки KeyHole. По 
данным Global Security, оптическая сигнатура MISTY близка к сигнатуре разведывательных 
спутников KeyHole на платформе Bus-1, запускавшихся в космос с 1992 года (международные 
номера 92083A, 95066A и 96072A, в прессе их называют как KeyHole-12, KH-12 или 
“Усовершенствованный Кристалл”).

Интересно, что указанные аппараты KH-12, которые разрабатывала компания Lockheed Martin, 
были рассчитаны на запуск кораблями “шаттл”, имели большой запас топлива для орбитального 
маневрирования и оснащались дополнительной инфракрасной аппаратурой для ночной съемки. 
Поэтому гипотеза Молчана о том, что малозаметный аппарат MISTY был создан компанией 



Lockheed Martin на базе своей новейшей разработки – спутника оптико-электронного 
наблюдения КН-12 – выглядит весьма правдоподобной.

По данным Ричельсона и Молчана, второй спутник MISTY под индексом USA-144 был запущен 
в 1999 году и, вероятно, эксплуатируется до сих пор. Очередной спутник должен стартовать в 
2009-2010 годах, но программу закрыли.

Судьба невидимок

Судьба MISTY стала еще раз предметом обсуждения в августе 2005 года. По сообщениям 
прессы, Джон Негропонте (John Negroponte), бывший в ту пору директором национальной 
разведки DNI, решал судьбу двух многомиллиардных программ космической разведки. Речь 
шла о программах спутников видовой разведки FIA (их расчетная стоимость превысила $25 
млрд.) и спутника-невидимки MISTY нового поколения, которая оценивалась в $9,5 млрд. По 
данным прессы, программа FIA подверглась реструктуризации. Очевидно, уцелела и программа 
MISTY, но лишь до прихода нового руководства.

Можно полагать, что США разрабатывали спутники-невидимки также по другим программам. В 
прессе встречаются упоминания без конкретных деталей о программе малозаметных аппаратов 
Prowler. В книге Джефри Ричельсона [5] приводится любопытный факт: специалисты ЦРУ при 
разработке MISTY из-за режима секретности не смогли получить необходимую информацию от 
научно-исследовательской лаборатории ВМС NRL, что стало причиной недостаточной 
защищенности MISTY в оптическом диапазоне. Таким образом, в лаборатории NRL также 
велись работы по космическим стелс-технологиям.

Состоявшееся закрытие программы MISTY связано не только с изменением приоритетов, но и с 
появлением новых подходов и технологий, позволяющих решать задачи съемки объектов и 
инспекции спутников менее дорогостоящими и более эффективными средствами. Угроза 
спутников-невидимок переходит в качественно новую плоскость.

Алексей Андронов / R&D.CNews



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/08/01/AR2007080102346.html

Nominee Defends Ending Programs
Kerr Testifies About Satellite Contracts
By Walter Pincus
Washington Post Staff Writer
Thursday, August 2, 2007; A15

Donald M. Kerr, the Bush administration's nominee to be principal deputy director of national 
intelligence, said yesterday that as director of the National Reconnaissance Office over the two past 
years, he recommended ending two multibillion-dollar secret intelligence satellite contracts because he 
believed they could not be successfully completed.

Kerr, who has had held senior positions in the CIA, the FBI and the Energy Department -- where he 
was director of the Los Alamos National Laboratory -- spoke at his confirmation hearing before the 
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. If confirmed, he would be top deputy to Mike McConnell, the 
director of national intelligence. The No. 2 job has been vacant since May 2006, when Gen. Michael V. 
Hayden resigned to become CIA director.

[deletia]

Although both the House and Senate intelligence committees have discussed problems with secret 
satellite programs in their reports on intelligence funding bills, yesterday's hearing was the first time 
the matter was discussed publicly.

Sen. Christopher S. Bond (R-Mo.), vice chairman of the panel, raised the issue, saying as the session 
opened that there would be a closed session questioning "missteps at the NRO" before Kerr arrived two 
years ago that resulted in the loss of "an astronomical amount of dollars."

Sen. Bill Nelson (D-Fla.) asked Kerr about the cancellation of "two huge classified programs" that 
resulted in "a lot of money that has gone down the drain." Without naming the programs, Nelson 
described them as "two programs [that] represented significant new acquisitions undertaken by the 
NRO and they were touted by NRO as examples of excellence and industry ingenuity -- and both of 
them failed."

One program has been reported as the Misty satellite program, which was to have stealth qualities so it 
could not be tracked from Earth. The other has never been fully identified.

[Sourcebook note: The optical component of the Future Imagery Architecture (FIA) program seems  
likely to be the other program.]

Kerr said that one of the programs was already under technical review when he recommended its 
cancellation. He said part of the problem was that the requirements for what the satellite had to do kept 
growing, so that "we had a system that could not be manufactured by normal human beings."

Asked whether anyone at the NRO or with the contracting firm was held accountable, Kerr said the 
program manager was removed, and "leadership at the prime contractor was removed." In addition, the 



contractor has been put on a "watch list," which means that the company can bid on new work only if 
granted a waiver.



http://www.fas.org/irp/congress/2008_cr/sres655.htm

[Congressional Record: September 11, 2008 (Senate)]
[Page S8416-S8417]                      

 
                         SUBMITTED RESOLUTIONS

                                 ______
                                 

   SENATE RESOLUTION 655--TO IMPROVE CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT OF THE 
              INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES OF THE UNITED STATES

  Mr. BOND (for himself, Mr. Rockefeller, and Mr. Whitehouse) submitted the following resolution; 
which was referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration:

[deletia]

 I am concerned about wasteful spending, not just in the billions of dollars, but in the dozens of billions 
of dollars, that the public does not know about because it is all classified. I am concerned about 
technology programs that consume billions of dollars for a number of years and never get off the 
ground. Our current Director of National Intelligence boasted publicly about killing one such program 
early last year. But that was a program that our defense and intelligence leaders trumpeted for years as 
a silver bullet before finally throwing in the towel because it did not work. The intelligence acquisition 
system is hard to change, and the DNI and the intelligence community need Congress's oversight and 
accountability.



http://www.fas.org/irp/congress/2008_cr/inouye092308.html

[Congressional Record: September 23, 2008 (Senate)]
[Page S9267-S9268]                         
 
                         INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT

  Mr. INOUYE.

[deletia]

Senator Bond noted that billions of dollars has been spent on technology programs which, as he 
described, ``never get off the ground.'' I concur with this description and share his concern. He rightly 
blamed executive branch officials for many failures. But in so doing he failed to note that the Congress, 
including the Intelligence Committee, reviewed these programs for several years and authorized 
funding for them.

[Sourcebook note: It seems possible that the “silver bullet” program is the cancelled stealth satellite  
program.]

He discussed a program that he referred to as a ``silver bullet.'' If I am right in assuming which program 
that is, I would point out that the Intelligence Committees, Appropriations Committees, and the 
intelligence community all originally supported the program. While the Senate Intelligence Committee 
soured on the program a few years ago, it remained supported by the House oversight committees, the 
Senate Appropriations Committee, the Director of National Intelligence, the Secretary of Defense, the 
Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, and the Chairman of the Strategic Command. But, yes, it 
was expensive. When a new DNI, new Secretary, and new Under Secretary assumed their posts, they 
determined that it simply wasn't affordable.

The Senator from Missouri postulates that it didn't work. Since it was not completed, we will never 
really know, but no one involved in the program in DoD and the intelligence community ever 
contended it wouldn't work. It was cancelled because the executive branch determined it wasn't worth 
the continued investment. By cancelling the program as urged by the Intelligence Committee, the 
Government did, to use the Senator's word, ``waste'' billions of dollars. But this is not the only example 
of problems in this community.

[Sourcebook note: It seems likely the following program was the optical component of the Future  
Imagery Architecture.]

One notable program that was finally killed by the administration in the past few years on which 
significantly more funding had been spent was strongly supported by the Intelligence Committee from 
the program's inception. The committee had even suggested that this program could partially serve as 
an alternative to the program referred to above. It had been behind schedule and overbudget for years, 
but it continued to be supported by the executive branch and the Congress with the hope that it could be 
saved. Eventually, the administration realized that technically it could not be made to work, and it was 
canceled.



http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/06/09/feinstein-slams-exquisite-spy-sats/

Feinstein Slams New Spy Sats
By Colin Clark 
Tuesday, June 9th, 2009 12:20 pm

UPDATED: Congressional Aide Says Huge Fight On Between Senate Intel Committee and IC, DoD 
Over EO System. It May Get Killed. IC Source Rebuts Feinstein.

The chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence expressed “extraordinarily serious 
concern” that the intelligence community and Pentagon may repeat the disaster of the Future Imagery 
Architecture system and made clear to Gates that there is bipartisan support on her committee for 
questioning the electro-optical system President Barack Obama recently approved.

“We have extraordinarily serious concerns involving the waste of many, many dollars over a period of 
years and are rather determined it not happen again,” said Sen. Diane Feinstein, who is also a member 
of the Senate Appropriation defense subcommittee. Feinstein said she and Sen. Kit Bond, a Republican 
who shares the same committee assignments, shares her concerns about the EO system.

“We also have information that the lesser tier can also be as capable and have a stealth capability,” 
Feinstein said.

An intelligence community source familiar with the technical issues at issue rejected Feinstein’s 
claims. “I think there are no real shortcuts to high performance although such claims are made. I really 
think you should point out that the ‘exquisite’ proposal is just the fifth updating of a system flown for 
33 years,” the source said.

A congressional aide contacted after the hearing said there is a “huge philosophical difference raging” 
between members of the Sneate intel committee and the intelligence community. This aide said the 
Senate body is convinced that the lesser system could handle much of what needs doing and is 
concerned that “that the last few percent [in improvements] drive the large costs.”

Enormous quantities of cash are at stake in this debate since the best estimates I’ve heard for the 
exquisite system indicate it will suck up at least $10 billion over the next three to five years.

Feinstein said technical advisors to her committee had said the lower resolution system could do the job 
just as well as the exquisite system.

Gates said he had approved the exquisite system because it is “needed by the intelligence community.” 
But he also conceded that he approved the lower tier system “because there is some schedule and 
technical risk associated with the upper tier.”

Feinstein made clear she did not want to see a repeat of the FIA fiasco: “To make a mistake once or 
twice is alright, but to continue to make that mistake does not make sense.”
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I. INTRODUCTION

Th is short note summarizes several issues related to

making detailed optical measurements of large-scale objects .

The issues involved are set within the context 6f selected

assumptions and constraints developed to scope a ve r y large

and complex technical area. In the following section , the

equivalency between the visibility of an object and selected

measurement protocols is d iscussed. An evaluation of

d ifferent approaches to developing a large scale measurement

facility is prOVided in Section 3 to provide an intuitive

fee l for the differences between scanning a nd flood

illumination. A summary o f issues outs tanding is presented

in Section 4.

1. This not e focua.1 uni quely on i ••u• •
a••o ciated with developing a larqe-Icale.
ground-baaed . i ndo o r me. aur em.nt f ac1 1 1~Y,
Ot he r approaCh•• , e .g . outdoor ra ng •• ,
table- top, small sca l e l abor at ory ra ng•• • or
i n- s i tU apace and field-t ••t ing approaches
are e xcluded :

2. The analyai••••umes a .pecific vi~wing

qeometry :

3. Only me.aurementa of vi libl e optical
signature. have been iddriiied herein. No
c on side ration ha. b••n given t o therma l or
i nf r ar ed s ignature. or other s ignature.
outs ide the vi s i bl e f requency band:

4. This ana lya il val done to .cop. t he r ang . o f
procl.ma t hat re l a t e t o m.a .u r.men~. tha~

va lidate an optical siqnature requ irement .
Aa such. this ~ork doe. no~ ~d4r••• t h e
precis. optical req~irement to be va l id a~ed

not the correctness o r relevance o f SUc h a
requi rement . It is int.ended to i dent.i fy
problema t ha t. ahould De addressed i n the
f ut u r e : Un.tly ,

S . Thi a no t e do• • no t addr eaa i mportan t i .au••
related t o an o perat. ional det.ect&bil ity
••• e.am.en t .

Figure 1. Issues to be Addressed
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2. VISIBILITY AND MEASUREMENT EQUIVALENCY

Suppose we have a surface being illuminated by sunlight and

we wish to know its brightness (image irradiance) for imaging

purposes. The usual approach is to assume that t he surface i s a

Lambert reflector. This means that its brightness is constant

for any viewing angle . Clouds and white bond paper are common

examples of surfaces that closely approximate Lambert surfaces

across t h e v is ible spectrum. We will first review this case and

then examine the situation where brightness varies as a funct ion

of both the il lumination and observation angles. I n addi tion t o

specuLar , ( i.e ., mirror-like), many surfaces exhibit such

directional reflectance properties. For example. a fUll moon is

seven times brighter than a half moon because the lunar surface

scatters preferentially in the d i r ec tio n of the incident light .

2.1 LAMBERT SURFACE

Th e simplest geometry is that shown in Figure 2. The

target consists of a flat surface that is i l l umi na t e d at some

angle of incidence, ei . as shown.

Target

Figure 2 . Illumination and Viewing Geometry.
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The first thing to note is that the irradiance (the number

of watts ' per unit area incident on the surface) depends on the

illumination angle. If the solar const~nt is Es• then the

actual irradiance is Escos6i' Thus. the irradiance peaks at

about "noon" and then continually diminishes until the sun sets .

(For complicated shapes. 6 i varies over the surface so that

irradiance is also complicated.)

An alternative way is to think about this in terms of the

total power (radiant flux). ¢ . incident on the surface. This

can be expressed as

where Ap is the projected area of the surface as viewed from the

direction of the incident radiation. If the area has a specific

shape (square, for instance), then the projected area depends on

the orientation of the surface as well as the angle of the

incident radiation. Thus, two angles are involved in

determining the total incident power .

For a Lambert surface with a reflectance, • the radiance,

L, (watts per unit area per steradian) is obtained by dividing

the irradiance by rr. Thus

L = o E s cos if 1f •

If we assume that an imaging sensor utilizes a solid-state area

detector to image the target. then the relevant area depends on

the projected dimension of a pixel as shown in Figure 3 . If R

is the distance to the object and F the focal length of the

collection lens, then the projected area of the pixel , A, is

3



where d' = ~d
F

= zenith angle

d'/casev

Figure 3. Projected Pixel Geometry.

The number of watts collected by the lens is obtained by

mUltiplying the radiance by the projected area and the solid

angle subtended by the lens. The solid angle defined by the

lens, ~w, can be written

where D is the lens diameter. The watts collected by the

lens, ¢c ' can therefore be expressed as

<I> = L tlA Llwc

E d 2c o s e .s ~

4 (F/D)2COS6v
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where the ratio F/D is called the F-number of the lens. Note

~hat as long as the target is larger than the pro jected pixel

area, the number of watts collected is independent of range.

If the target is smaller than the projected area, then the

collected power will decrease with range. In this case, it i s

more convenient to work with the radiant intensity, I, of the

target. For a Lambert surface with reflectance, P, I is ~

divided by t h e solid angle, ~. The power collected by, ¢ c ' will

then be

Thus, larger lenses are required to collect some minimum power

as the distance increases. This is the reason large telescopes

are needed to see distant stars.

2.2 SPECULAR REFLECTOR

Now suppose we have a flat plate that is not a Lambert

surface and is specifically a specular reflector. By
definition, nearly all the incident energy will be reflected at

an angle equal to the angle of incidence (see Figure 4).

5



Illumination

I

Surface

~
Sensors

~

Figure 4. Illumination and Viewing Geometry

If a sensor is looking in the direction of the reflected

energy, the plate will appear very bright. Sensors looking in

other directions, however, will see only some minute fraction of

the reflected energy. If the plate is uniformly irradiated and

is uniform and i s o t r o p i c , then the fraction of the radiat ion

that is ref lected in a particu lar direction i s called the

bidirectional reflectance-distr ibut ion f unc tio n (BRDF). Its

value i s a function of the radiation wavelength as well as t wo

angles of i n c i d e n c e and two ang les of reflectance. The BRDF

itself is a rat io of i n f i n i t e s i ma l s and therefore i s never

measured directly . Instead, measurements are averaged because

of the spread i n t he inc ident and reflected angles. The BRDF is

useful for characterizing the reflectance properties of a simple

surface such as a mirror, but misleading and not useful for

complicated surfaces.

2.3 COMPLICATED SURFACES

If surfaces are not simple, then it can be quite difficult

to characterize the ·scattering" properties of the surface. For

example, suppose we have a complicated arrangement of surfaces

such as that shown in Figure 5.

6



Figure 5. Irradiation of a Complicated Specular Surface.

Because the radiation strikes each surface at a different

angle, the irradiance of each surface is different. Thus, even

if all the surfaces were Lambertian, their radiant intensities

would vary in a complicated way. For specular surfaces, the

situation is much worse because the BRDFs (or their equivalents)

do not vary in a known way. Moreover, some surfaces may be

irradiated by secondary reflections from one or more other

surfaces.

Because the dimensions of the surfaces could be quite small

and there could be numerous surfaces in a small area (1 cm2, for

instance), trying to estimate scattering in a particular

direction from the BRDF property of each surface would be

hopeless. The complicated surface will, of course, still have

directional scattering properties--but they should not be called

BRDFs. There are some questions, however, on how to measure

these properties, and, more importantly, how to synthesize them.
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2.4 THE MEASUREMENT OF SCATTERING PROPERTIES

If we wish to estimate the directional scattering

properties of a surface or combination of s urfaces from

laboratory measurements, there are several considerations.

First, there 'are serious questions concerning t he c h a r a c t e r 

istics of laboratory illumination versus the real stuff. Lack

of uniformity in beam intensity could lead to significant

me a s u r e me n t errors. Variat ions in power as a function of

wavelength will also have an effect. Even actual sunlight will

be altered by the earth's atmosphere and wiil the r e f or e vary

during the day. Solar simulators differ from sunl ight in

spectral power as well as angular spread. Some light sources

are polarized and this significantly affects reflectance

measurements.

Assuming we can compensate for these potential illumination

errors, there i s , however, perhaps a more fund a me n t a l i s s ue .

How does one utilize measurements from a relatively small area

to characterize the propert ies of a larger sur face or

combination of surfaces? If the surface is flat and uniform

(i.e., a measurement for one portion of the surface is

stat istically valid for the remainder of the surface), the

answer is straightforward . The scattering is proportional to

the projected area of the surface, Ap' divided by the

cross-sectional area of the test beam, As' Of course , it must

also be modified to account for variations from a "true" solar

spectrum. Thus the estimated radiant intensity, I, in a

particular direc tion could be written

B



where Km accounts for variations with the solar spectrum (and

~aries with wavelength), and Im ( 8i' ¢i, ev' ~v) is the measured

intensity for a set of illumination and viewing angles. In

practice, the "measured" values would probably be extrapolated

from a relatively small set of measurements at selected

illumination · and viewing angles. The measurements would also

probably be normalized to compensate for variations in

illumination source power. For a simple, flat sur face, the s e

normalized intens ity measurements are equivalent to BRDF

measurements.

Suppose, however, t hat a surface is curved like a cylinder

or sphere. The illumination and viewing angles will vary over

the test area because they are measured with respect to surface

normals. The smaller the test area, the less the variation, but

the required number of measure ments is increased. Because i t is

not feasible to make measurements for all poss ible combinations

of angles, extrapolations would be mandatory. Increasing t he

size of the test area reduces the extrapolat ion requirements,

but, e ven when the entire surface is il luminated , ex trapolations

are required for the viewing angles.

If a surface is curved but not complex, then we could

estimate total intensity from the surface somewhat similarly to

a flat surface. For instance, a series of test measurements on

a cylindrical surface could be treated as a series of N "flat"

surface measurements. The total intensity, I, would then be

I = Km
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where Ap J are the projected areas of the surface in the

direction of the incident beam and Imj are the corresponding

measurements for the associated test areas in the direction

e v' ~ v ' This is certainly not precise because there will be

gaps or overfills of the test areas. Also, the normalized

measurements; 'I mj ' are, in general. not equivalent to BRDFs

because there is no one normal to a curved surface and therefore

no single set of associated angles. Again. the larger the test

areas, the better the estimates should be because there are

fewer problems with gaps and overfills (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Test Area Gaps and Overfills for a Curved Surface

For complex Objects, there are potential problems with

secondary reflections as well as the possibility that

extrapolations are less accurate because variations in angular

intensity are more pronounced. For example, assume that a

single defect. or feature. is the predominant scatterer in a

10



test area. Angular intensity measurements, I m, will depend on

the location and orientation of the defect as snown in Figure 7.

If the beam intensity is not uniform, it will also affect the

measurements. Because of these effects, it , is probably

necessary to scan completely all complex areas. Scanning gaps

would permit ' p o t e n t i a l l y important scattering sources to be

missed. On the other hand, overscannning not only takes time,

but there are questions concerning the equivalency of such

measurements to that of a fully illuminated area. If we

recognize the possibility of secondary reflections, analysis and

synthesis become even more complicated. Again, these potential

problems are ameliorated as the size of the test area (scan

spot) is increased.

Scattering Element

Figure 7. Angular Intensity Measurements Depend on
the Location and Orientation of the Dominant
Scattering Sources as Well as on Beam Uniformity.

2.4.1 Detector Field-of View

The actual value of an angular intensity measurement

depends on the field-of-view (FOV) of the detector or a detector

element. The FOV, in turn, depends on the distance between the
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collection lens and the illuminated surface. Except for the

·s i mp l e s t type of surface, i . e. , a flat plate, distances will vary

because of c hanges i n ob ject shape and illumination angles. In

theory, distances could be calculated and their effect

compensated. However, a more effective and more accurate

approach is to directly compensate for changes in FOV by placing

a Lambert ref lector at the irradiated spot.

One way to make the measurements is to match the detector

FOV to the spot area . Th i s gives a measurement that is averaged

over the solid angle. Therefore, the smaller t h e FOV, the more

precise the angular intensity measurements. A small FOV might be

desirable then if intensity i s changing rapidly with angle.

Another, and perhaps more important, reason for want ing a small

FOV is to locate "bad" spots within the illuminated area. In

other words, a surface may, in general, be a low scatterer

except for a few features, and we would like to know which

features are the culprits.

One way to do this is to use an imaging array such as a

CCD. The individual pixels have a small instantaneous FOV wh i l e

the total FOV can be matched to the spot. Individual pixel

measurements would indicate bad spots, or the measurements CQuld

be statist ically analyzed to determine variability of the

measurements.

2.4.2 Calibration Techniques

In addition to the above mentioned compensation for FOV

changes, variations in source power must be compensated. All the

contemplated light sources have power outputs that vary with

time. Solar power, for instance, varies because of clouds, time

of day, and season. The calibrat ion techn ique is to normal ize

all measurements by the instantaneous power output of the

12



source . If a chopper is used, this i s easily done by reflecting

some fraction of the total available power onto a detector. In

the case of a very large heliostat, this would not be feas ible,

but a l i g h t - me t e r or a pick-off measurement would suffice.

2.5 ERROR ESTIMATES AS A FUNCTION OF SPOT SIZE

We previously stated that measurement errors are reduced by

us ing larger test areas. Since th is may not be Obvious, we will

examine in more d e t ai l how the errors might occur. As a first

step, cons ider how the length of a board i s measured .

Suppose the board is about 8 feet long, and we have a

ten-foot tape measure . We would obviously hook the t a pe over

one end of the board and then read the length from the tape

measure. Assuming the tape measure is accurate and is not

cocked there are several sources of error. First, there

is uncertainty i n lining up and reading the edge of the board

with respect to the scale marks. Second, the length may

actually vary depending on where the tape is "hooked." These

errors are random and can be reduced by averaging a number of

measurements. In general, the uncerta inty in the measurement

varies inversely as I/jN, where N is the number of measurements.

Now suppose that a tape measure is not available and that,

instead, measurements are to be made with a 6-inch ruler. If

there is any error in the length of the ruler, this systematic

error increase linearly with the number of measurements. In

addition there will be a random readi ng error with each

measurement. Th is sort of error is known as a random walk

error, and its estimated magnitude isfNMr ms where Mr ms is the

root-mean-square value of the reading errors. (This is also

called the standard deviation of the measurements.) The net

error, ~, can be wr itten

13



E: = N /:; L + IN Mr ms

where 6 L is the systematic error in the length of the ruler.

Since N decreases with the length of the ruler, the net error

clearly decreases as the length of the ruler is increased.

The situation is similar, though slightly different, when

making angular intensity measurements of a surface. Consider a

surface illuminated by a beam having a Nknown " cross-sectional

area. (This is the equivalent of the ruler.) Any errors i n the

determination of the angle of incidence or in the beam area,

power, or uniformity will introduce systematic errors. These

errors may add or offset but their effect will increase l inearly

with the Nnumber" of measurements made. In other words, if an

area is fUlly illuminated, only one measurement is made and the

effect is slight. If small beams are used, however, the effects

add linearly and could be significant.

It should be pointed out that the lack of par a'Ll.e Li sm in

both solar and solar simulator l ight sources i s a potential

source of serious error. Because of the lack of parallelism,

beam area will increase with distance and therefore, in general,

with angle. The effect is approximately ten times worse for a

solar simulator because of the approximate t3 degrees normal

divergence of the beam.

In addition to these potential systematic errors, there

will be random errors common to any measurement. Beam

non-uniformity will generate some of the randomness because

scattering will depend on the specific location of micro-defects

within the beam. Power fluctuations and normalizations will

also introduce random errors. The ne t error, E:, could be

expressed as
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where Ae • Pe • and ee represent unce r t ainti es i n b@a~ a r ea. beam

powe~. a nd t he a ng le of incidence, r espectively • .The Hr ms
represents t he r ms value of the r anaom e r r or s i n t h e

measurement s. Thus. just as i n the case of measur ing the l ength
o f a board. i t is generally bet t e r to minimize the number of
measur emen t s i f t he Obj ec t i ve i s to minimize error.
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3. MEASUREMENT FACILITY ISSUES -- SCANNING VERSUS

FLOOD ILLUMINATION TECHNIQUES ·

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS MADE

As will become apparent in subsequent parts of this

section, an important parameter in evaluating trade-offs

between scanning and flooding viability is the time required to

make measurements corresponding to a whole body signature.

Accordingly, this evaluation will be predicated on two

assumptions -- more properly observations -- that mitigate the

impact of unacceptably long scan-times. These assumptions

include:

1. All test objects of interest will exhibit a

preferential direction or orientation bias that will

control the overall optical signatures in the viewing

geometry of interest in this problem: and,

2. An initial, coarse grained preliminary scan may be done

of the preferential surface -- by either (human) visual

or electro-optical viewing techniques -- to identify

physical areas that warrant fine-grained, detailed

measurement (i.e. edges, corners, cracks, etc.).

The first assumption is based on the fact that many objects

of interest will be protected with a large-shield. Moreover,

many unshielded objects are deployed such that they orient

themselves in a specific direction to accomplish their mission .

The second assumption, acknowledges that certain easily observed

regions of a space object are likely to dominate the optical

signatures of the whole object whereas other regions will

contribute little or nothing to the total optical cross-section.
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3.2 REQUIREMENTS

Figure a shows three classes of objects in low and high

altitude deployment modes . At high altitudes the objects appear

as either points or barely imaged objects. At low altitudes the

viewing aspect depends on the type of object--specifically on

whether it is a "p o i n t e r " or "setter" and whether it is

shielded.

~
UNSHIElJ1ED UNSH IELDED SHIELDED

DEPLOYtlENT "PO INTER" "SETTER" OBJECT

LOll CHANGING RELATIVELY ",CONSTANT"
ALTITUDE ASPECT CONSTANT ASPECT

ASPECT

HIGH POINT POINT
ALTITUDE OBJECT N/A OBJECT

Figure 8. Object Deployment by Type.

3.3 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES -- EXAM~LES TO SCO~E SELECTED

~ROBLEMS

Two concepts for making measurements have been postulated

for further discussion . The basic elements of these concepts

are listed in Table 1. The concepts differ in how or whether

the test object is moved and in how it is illuminated. All of

the concepts include light-trapping walls as the preferred means

for absorbing specular reflections . (It is felt that movable

absorbers are too difficult to implement --especially if there

are secondary reflections.) All the concepts also include large

numbers of wall- or dome-mounted detectors in order to reduce

measurement times .
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A. TlWISLATING AND ROTATING OBJECT/MOVABLE OPT ICS

• TRANSLATING TURNTABLE

• VERTICAL MOTION OPTICS/TILTING MIRRORS

• DETECTOR DOME

• LIGHT- TfiAPPING WALLS

B. MOVABLE OBJECT/ STATI ONARY ILLUMINATlml

• FLOOD-LOAD ING HELIOSTAT .

• TRACKED CE ILING CRANES FOR LIFT, T~LT, TRANSLATION

AND ROTAT ION OF OBJECT

• \/ALL-~'OUNTED DETECTORS

• LIGHT-TRAPP ING HALLS

NOTE : ALL CONCEPTS HAVE STATIONARY OR FIXED- ANGLE DETECTORS

Table 1. Test Facility Concepts

Concept A uses a relatively simple rotating/translating

turntable to move the object. Heliostat and /or solar simulator

l ight sources provide the illumination by means of movable

optics.

Concept B uses a large heliostat to completely illuminate

at least the full width of the ob ject . Other t han the

heliostat, the optics are stationary and the angles of

illumination are varied by moving the ob ject with ceiling

cranes. This approach should minimize measurement errors and

synthesis problems.

18
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3.3.1 Facility A Description

Figure 9 illustrates the Concept A Facility. The test

object is moved by a translating, rotating turntable . A solaL

simulator or heliostat provides the illumination. Movable

mirrors direct the i l l umi na tio n to a mirror assembly that

illuminates the object. A small number of detectors are

attached to the mirror assembly to monitor "backscattered"

irradiation. The majority of the detectors are mounted on a

dome enclos ing the test area and their point i ng would have to

change as the illuminating spot moved .

LIGHT SOURCE CAN BE
EITHER HELIOSTAT OR
SOLAR SIMULATOR PROVIDI NG
.1 liAn S/ CM2

.~ I R ROR TRACXIHG
DET EC~ORS

HIRROR
~SS£HBL Y

'HRROR ASS £H6LY
WITH >!XEDDETtCT!

TRANSLATING TURNTA6L£

HIRRDR ASSEMBLYWITH.FIXEO ANGLE DE TECTORS

Figure 9. Concept A

(Translating and Rotating Object/Movable Optics)
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In Concept A the illumination source is chopped and the

detectors are operated in a phase-locked loop mode. This

eliminates problems with unchopped stray light and increases the

sensitivity of the detector measurements.

3.3.2 Facility B Description

Figure 10 illustrates a possible configuration for the

Concept B Facility. The key feature is a very large heliostat

to provide illumination. The heliostat directs the illumination

to a fixed mirror that, in turn, illuminates the object. The

beam is large enough to completely illuminate the width of the

object so that synthesis problems are largely eliminated. This

might require the largest he1iostat ever built, but optical

quality requirements are minimal.

HELIOSTAT IS A COMBINATION
OF TWO MIRRORS ; THE RIGHT
MIRROR FOLLOWS THE SUN
ALTITUDE ArlO . WITH THE
EIHlRE Hr:.O, RE'/OL'I ES
AROUtlO Ml AX IS RUrw ING

VERTI CALLY THROUGH THE
SECOIW III RROR,

IXED
DETECTORS

FIXEO
MIRROR

,LARGE
~-"?"""'i"'" 1t~L1(\STAT

L1GlIT
TRAP
IIALlS

J

II MOTIOrl I

--T~ACr.S-·--

TOP VI EW OF
TRACKED CEILI NG CRANES

Figure 10. Concept B

(Movable Object/Stationary Illumination).
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The angle of incidence and position of the beam on the

object are altered by moving the object with ceiling cranes.

The cranes lift or tilt the object with respect to the fixed

beam. One possible advantage of this arrangement is that the

fixed detectors have a constant angular relationship to the

incident beam. This should simplify computations compared to

Concepts A. Because of the size and total power in the beam,

however, chopping is not feasible and measurement sensitivity

will be inferior to the other concepts. This, however, may be

offset by greatly increased power 'l ev e l s .

3.3.3 Technical Factors Common to All Facility Concepts

Several features have been postulated that are common to

both concepts. This directly simplifies comparison. One is the

use of light-trapping walls to absorb reflected radiation. The

main reason for this is that curved surfaces and secondary

reflections can direct energy over a wide range of angles and

movable absorbers would be difficult to implement and would

probably interfere with some angular measurements.

All concepts have fixed detectors mounted on domes or walls

to measure radiant intensity at various angles. The basic

purpose is to eliminate the time that would be required to move

a single detector or small set of detectors around.

3 .3.3.1 Light-Trapping Walls

There are undoubtedly numerous ways to build light-trapping

walls that are far superior to "flat black" paint in their

ability to absorb radiation. The basic idea is to cause the

light to undergo a large number of reflections before being

ultimately reflected away from the wall. This implies that

outer edges should be sharp so that energy is not reflected back

after a single reflection. Surfaces should also be smooth or
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mirror-like so that energy is not excessively scattered at each

reflection. A stack of razor blades is excellent for this

purpose but probably impractical for large areas. The

equivalent of either the razor blades or a ,Ra y l e i gh horn might

be constructed of a variety of materials. (The Rayleigh horn is

shaped ' like a cornucopia, but similarly curved surfaces like

those shown in Figure 11 might also be effective.)

./ FLEXIBLE
./ PLASTIC

STRIPS

HOTE: liGHT- TRAPPIIlG WALLS (INCLUOIllG flOORS ANO

CEILINGS) ARE COMMON TO ALL THREE CONCEPTS

MODULAR 4' • 4'
CONSTRUCTiOIl

Figure 11. Light-Trapping Wall Designs.

On the other hand, it may be that the light-trapping walls

will not have to be as efficient as we have assumed. A

combination of paints, velvet curtains, and relatively small,

movable absorbers might suffice. The answer will depend on

geometric factors as well as on specific designs for the

illumination and detection systems, and on experimental

verification.
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3.3.3.2 Detector Domes

In the preliminary analyses, it has been assumed that

measurement times should be minimized by making all detector

measurements simultaneously. This means large numbers of fixed

detectors mounted on domes or walls . In Concept A, however,

the location of the illuminated spot changes so that the "fixed'

detectors must be pointable to the various locations. The

calculation of the angle relative to the incident beam could be

tricky in the sense that it might- ~equire considerable data

processing.

In the case of Concept B, where the illuminating beam is

fixed, the detector pointing angles can also be fixed. This

eliminates the data processing, but it is not clear how the

angle would be measured because of the large spot size. The

field-of-view and detector selection would probably be quite

different from the other concepts. Imaging sensors, for

instance, would indicate "true" object visibility with little'

need for synthesis.

If the object was stationary then a full dome (see Figure

12) is required to cover all possible observation angles . . If,

however, there are preferred observation angles, as in Concept

A, then a half dome might be adequate.

HALF DOME FUll DOME

Figure 12. Full and Half Dome Designs.
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3.4 REQUIREMENTS COMPLIANCE

There are only two basic requirements for making the

measurements of interest:

1. An "accurate" estimate of the visibility of

large objects must be available from the

measurements.

2. The measurements must be completed in a

reasonable time, i.e., days or weeks are

preferable to months.

The factors affecting the accuracy of the visibi lity

estimates have been reviewed in Section 2. One conclusion is

that accuracy improves with increased spot size. Of course, a

large scan spot size is also desirable from the standpoint of

reducing total scan time. These points are critical.

The total scan time is a function of the ratio of total

object area, At, to scan spot area, 6A. If there was a complete

scan of the total area, then the time to scan for a single

illumination angle, Tl, would be proportional to this ratio

times the scan period, 's' (The scan period is the time

required to make one set of measurements and move to the next

scan area.) In this case, for a single illumination angle, the

total time to scan, Ta, would be

If, however, a relatively few statistical measurements of

simple surfaces are adequate for estimating visibility, then thE

total scan time can be reduced. Suppose a fraction, f, of the
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total area is complex and the remainder is simple. Then, if 100

.percent of the complex area is scanned, but only 10 percent of

the simple area, the scan time for a single illumination angle,

Tl' can be written as

The relative reduction in scan time as a function of the

complex fraction, f, is shown in Figure 13.

• ASSUMPTIONS

- SCAN lOO~ or COMPLEX AREAS
SCAN 10: OF NON-COMPLEX AREAS

- SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS AT ALL OBSERVATI ON ANGLES
SOME FRACTION, f , OF TOTAL PROJECTEO OBJECT AREA, AT' . IS COMPLEX (0$ ($1)

T A
T1' ~T (,9f • .1) • TIME TO SCAN FOR ONE ILLUMINATION ANGLE ANO

OBJECT ORIENTATION

TS • SCAN PERIOD

~ • SCAN SPOT AREA

TS (..:;) • To • TIME TO SCAN WHOLE AREA

1D ,02 10 3 1Q4 10' 1~

lATIOAl

.... aa•• ".Uo

'0 \-,A-+-

'0

10

'0

t '
T

• 10

(lee)

.71 1.0..
,-

,,.,,1... TN' I,C••,l,.

•
O'--_......._ ......_~~~

'.O~--------""

T11T.

Figure 13. Time-To-Scan Considerations
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The scan period will vary for the different concepts. For

instance, in Concept S, the scan period would probably be

measured in minutes because the spot is moved by moving the

object. Scan periods of 10 to 100 seconds might be reasonable

for the other concepts. The basic scan time for one illum

ination angle, T0' might therefore range from roughly an hour to

days.

The time to scan through a s~t of illumination angles will ,

of course, be directly proportional to the number of angles. We

would expect that some 10 to 20 illumination angles would be

sufficient so that the total scan time for Concept B might be

less than a week, whereas it might be months for the other

concept.

3 .5 SUMMARY

Table 2 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the

concepts. Concepts A may be simpler to implement, at least in

some ways, than Concept B. There are some serious doubts about

the potential accuracy of the visibility estimates derived from

these concepts, however. This is particularly true if a solar

simulator is used for the illumination source . Concept B

largely avoids the synthesis problems by giving a direct

indication of visibility, but, in order to do so, requires the

construction of a very large heliostat.

Concept B also has the advantage of being faster than the

other concepts. If the beam from the heliostat were 10 meters

in diameter, for instance, only two measurements per illum

ination angle would probably be sufficient. Conceivably all the

desired measurements could be made in less than a day.
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CONCEPTS ADVANTAGES DI SADVANTAGES COl"llEUTS :

A. TRANSLATING AND RELATIV ELY SIMPLE POSSIBLE SYNTHESIS TOTAL SCAN TIMES Of
ROTATING OBJECTI OPTICAL REQUI REMENT PROBLEHS LESS THANAWEE K
MOVABLE OPTI CS fEAS IBLE

CAN UTILIZE HELIOSTAT
ANOIOR SOLAR
SIMULATOR SOURCES

(TURNTABLE)

B. MOVABL E OBJECTI ELIHINA TES UNCERTAINTIES REQUIRE S VERY LARGE. TOIAL SCAN TIMES
STATIONARY IN SIGNATURE SYNTHESIS MOVABLE HI RRORS Of A FEw HOliRS
IL LUHINATOR FAST CHOPPING i HPRAC T I~

FEASIBLe

(fLOOD- LOADING
HEU05TAT AND
( EIUNG CRANES)

Tabl e 2 . S ummar y of Concept Advantage s and Di sadvantages .
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4. SUMMARY AND OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL ISSUES

4.1 SUMMARY

Serious technical uncertainties currently exist in

estimating the visibility of large objects. A more careful

theoretical analysis augmented by an experimental evaluation

of selected parameters is definitely in order.

More specifically, the time to complete measurements

remains as the key technical consideration. As discussed

previously this is strongly dependent on the characteristics

of the objects being tested. For instance, if the objects

are very simple (approximately a flat plate), then a few

statistical measurements would be sufficient and measurement

time should be no problem. Scanning concepts, such as A and

e, would be satisfactory and should be a less expensive

solution . On the other hand, if the objects are complex,

there are some doubts about the suitability of scanning

concepts. A complete, time-consuming scan of complex

surfaces is probably required. And the potential for

systematic and random errors i nc r e a s e s with the number of .

measurements.

4.2 Example, Specific Technical Issues Outstanding

In addition to the above general issues, there are

specific technical questions that should be resolved -

likely by simple and inexpensive experiments. Some of the

key technical questions include:

How serious are secondary reflections and

how can they be handled?
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What is the efficiency of various l i q ht

trap designs and what is the difficulty

in their large scale fabrication?

How d o the various detectors and 'l i gh t

measurement devices (including the eye)

c ompa r e ?

What specific problems are there in using

lasers or solar simulators for

illumination?
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Friday, Aug. 22, 1980

Pentagon News Conference
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown
Under Secretary of Defense William J. Perry
Lt. Gen. Kelly Burke, DCS for R&D

Mr. Thomas B. Ross, ASD/PA: Ladies and gentlemen, the ground rules are that everything
written or spoken at this conference is on the record and not to be used until the press
conference is over.

Dr. Brown: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.

I am announcing today a major technological advance of great military significance.

This so-called "stealth" technology enables the United States to build manned and unmanned
aircraft that cannot be successfully intercepted with existing air defense systems. We have
demonstrated to our satisfaction that the technology works.

This achievement will be a formidable instrument of peace. It promises to add a unique
dimension to our tactical forces and the deterrent strength of our strategic forces. At the same
time, it will provide us capabilities that are wholly consistent with our pursuit of verifiable arms
control agreements, in particular, with the provisions of SALT II.

For three years, we have successfully maintained the security of this program. This is because
of the conscientious efforts of the relatively few people in the Executive Branch and the
Legislative Branch who were briefed on the activity and of the contractors working on it.

However, in the last few months, the circle of people knowledgeable about the program has
widened, partly because of the increased size of the effort, and partly because of the debate
under way in the Congress on new bomber proposals. Regrettably, there have been several
leaks about the stealth program in the last few days in the press and television news coverage.

In the face of these leaks, I believe that it is not appropriate or credible for us to deny the
existence of this program. And it is now important to correct some of the leaked information that
misrepresented the Administration's position on a new bomber program. The so-called stealth
bomber was not a factor in our decision in 1977 to cancel the B-1; indeed, it was not yet in
design.

I am gratified that, as yet, none of the most sensitive and significant classified information about
the characteristics of this program has been disclosed. An important objective of the
announcement today is to make clear the kinds of information that we intend scrupulously to
protect at the highest security level. Dr. Perry, my Under Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering and a chief architect of this program, will elaborate on this point further.

In sum, we have developed a new technology of extraordinary military significance. We are
vigorously applying this technology to develop a number of military aircraft, and these programs
are showing very great promise.



We can take tremendous pride in this latest achievement of American technology. It can play a
major role in strengthening our strategic and tactical forces without in any way endangering any
of our arms control initiatives. And it can contribute to the maintenance of peace by posing a
new and significant offset to the Soviet Union's attempt to gain military ascendancy by weight of
numbers.

I would now like to ask Bill Perry to give you some additional details on our stealth program. Bill.

Dr. Perry: World War II demonstrated the decisive role that airpower can play in military
operations. It also demonstrated the potential of radar as a primary means of detecting aircraft
and directing fire against them. On balance, though, the advantage clearly was with the aircraft.
Subsequent to World War II, both the ground-launched and air-launched defensive missiles
were developed and most significantly they were "married" with radar fire control systems. This
substantially increased the effectiveness of air defense systems indeed to shift the balance
against the aircraft. For the last few decades we have been working on techniques to defeat
radar controlled air defense systems. Presently, our military aircraft make substantial use of
electronic countermeasures, popularly known as jamming, which tends to degrade the
effectiveness of these radars. Additionally, whenever practical our aircraft fly low, they fly close
to the ground, putting them in what radar designers call the "ground clutter" because that
ground clutter also degrades the effectiveness of the radars. By these means, we have
maintained the effectiveness of our military aircraft in the face of very formidable and very
effective radar-directed defensive missiles.

However, the Soviets continue to place very heavy emphasis on the development and
deployment of air defense missiles in an attempt to offset the advantage which we have in
airpower. They have built thousands of surface-to-air missile launchers. They employ radars
with very high power and with a tracking technique which is known as monopulse, both of which
tend to make electronic countermeasures very difficult to employ. And in just the last few years,
they have developed air-to-air missiles which are guided by what we call "look-down" radars,
and these radars that have special tracking circuits which allow them to track an aircraft flying
low to the ground. That is an aircraft which is flying in the so-called "ground clutter."

Because of these developments and because of the importance we attach to maintaining our air
superiority, we have for years been developing what we call "penetration" technology: the
technology that degrades the effectiveness of radars and other sensors that are used by air
defense systems. A particular emphasis has been placed on developing that technology which
makes an aircraft "invisible" to radar. In the early '60s, we applied a particular version of this
technology to some of our reconnaissance aircraft. And again in the 70s we applied it to the
cruise missiles then being developed both for the Tomahawk and the ALCM. By the summer of
1977, it became clear that this technology could be considerably extended in its effectiveness
and could be applied to a wide class of aircraft including manned aircraft. We concluded that it
was possible to build aircraft so difficult to detect that they could not be successfully engaged by
any existing air defense systems. Recognizing the great significance of such a development we
took three related actions: first of all, we made a ten-fold increase in the investment which we
are making in this penetration technology, the underlying technology which allows us to defeat
the radar systems. Secondly, we initiated a number of very high priority development programs
with a purpose of applying this technology; and finally we gave the entire program extraordinary
security protection, even to the point of classifying the very existence of the program.

Initially, we were able to limit knowledge of the program to a very few government officials in
both the Executive and Legislative Branches and indeed succeeded in maintaining complete
secrecy about the program. But, as the program increased in size....and its current annual



funding is perhaps 100-fold greater than it was at the initiation of the program, it did become
necessary to include more people in the knowledge of the program. But today the existence of a
stealth program has now become public knowledge. But even as we acknowledge the existence
of a stealth program, we will be drawing a new security line to protect that information about the
program which could facilitate Soviet countermeasures. We will continue to protect at the
highest security level information of the following nature:

a. First of all, the specific techniques which we employ to reduce detectability;

b. Secondly, the specific degree of success we have achieved with each of these techniques;

c.  Third, the characteristics of specific vehicles being developed;

d. Fourth, funds being applied to specific programs; and finally the schedules or the operational
dates which go with these specific programs.

With these ground rules, I think you can see that I am extremely limited in what I can tell you
about this program. I will volunteer this much. First of all, stealth technology does not involve a
single technical approach, a single gimmick so to speak, but is rather a complex synthesis of
many. Even if I were willing to describe to you how we do this, I could not do it in a sentence or
even in a paragraph. Secondly, while we have made remarkable progress in this technology in
the last three years, we have been building on the excellent work done in our defense
technology program over the last two decades. Third, this technology—theoretically at least—
could be applied to any military vehicle which can be attacked by radar-directed fire. In our
studies, we are considering all such applications and are moving with some speed to develop
those particular applications which on the one hand are the most practical and on the other
hand which have the greatest military significance. Finally, I can tell you that we have achieved
excellent overall success on the program and that that has included flight tests of a number of
different vehicles.

Q: Can these technologies also defeat other means of detection, such as thermal, and infrared
and so on?

Dr. Brown: The general description of stealth technology includes ideas, designs that are
directed also at reducing detectability by other means. Radar is the means that is best able to
detect and intercept aircraft now. It's no accident that the systems that exist are radar systems.
But stealth technology extends beyond radar. Bill, do you want to add anything there?

Dr. Perry: That is correct.

Q: I ask because you mention other vehicles and I wonder if you're getting ready to have a
complete turnover in the whole military inventory, tanks, and all the rest.

Dr. Brown: It's a little too early to say that. I think what Bill was saying was that stealth
technology is applicable against anything that is detected and attacked through detection by
radar. But how practical it is for various kinds of vehicles is another matter.

Q: Gentlemen, you refer here to its effectiveness against existing air defense systems. How
about the kind of air defense systems which the Russians seem to be moving toward in the year
1990?



Dr. Brown: Those are the ones that we are talking about. The ones that are now in development
and could be deployed during the rest of this decade are the kinds of detection systems that we
believed that this will be able to render effective. It will always be the case that whenever there
is a major new development of military technology, a measure let's call it, there will be
countermeasures and there will be counter countermeasures. We've been looking at both of
those. Our judgment is that the balance is strongly tilted in the direction of penetration by this
technology and that there will be later fluctuations around that new equilibrium point.

Q: Is there any sign that the Soviets might be able to catch up and match this technology for
penetrating themselves?

Dr. Brown: It depends on how much they do and how fast they are able to do it. We are not
aware of any comparable effort in the Soviet Union. But of course, the Soviets are the ones who
have spent tens of billions, probably over $100 billion, on air defense. And this favors
penetration over air defense. A Soviet development of this kind would also make our air defense
less capable, except to the extent that we would be ahead on countermeasures, but we haven't
expended nearly as much on air defense. Bill, do you want to add to this?

Dr. Perry: That's correct.

Q: Is this applicable to existing vehicles, existing aircraft?

Dr. Brown: These are new designs.

Q: You'd have to build new things to take advantage....

Dr. Brown: These are new designs.

Q: I'm puzzled by your comments about how secret this is. If this was such a secret technology,
why was the possibility of a bomber with lower radar cross-section alluded to in the arms control
impact statements in 1980, in Carter's Georgia Tech speech and in your own posture
statement?

Dr. Brown: Well, we have always tried to reduce radar cross-sections. That is hardly a
revolutionary new idea and indeed successive generations of aircraft have had lower crosssections.
Indeed, the air launch cruise missile has a lower radar cross-section than the B-1
bomber by about a factor of what....100. So that....that's not a new idea. The new idea is how to
reduce it still further and how far you can reduce it.

Q: The stories written in March of 1979 about an invisible bomber based on the arms control
impact statement. In other words, it seems like it wasn't a secret a year ago.

Dr. Brown: Then why are you all here? (Laughter)

Q: When are we likely to see this invisible bomber? How far down the pike is it?

Dr. Brown: Well, there have been flight tests, as Bill said. We also do not intend to make the
details of the program including the appearance of the vehicles public.

Q: What kind of ball park are you talking about? Are we talking a decade or....?

Dr. Brown: It's hard to believe that you can have things operational for very long and not let



some things get out, but we're going to try to deep that kind of detail secret as long as we
possibly can.

Q: On Sunday last week, you said the Administration does not have a plan to build a manned
bomber.

Dr. Brown: That's not what I said. What I was asked was, and I was there so I know what I said.
What I was asked was: Will there be a decision on building a new bomber before the election?

My answer was, there will not be a decision on building a new bomber this year.

We have a number of advanced designs in the design stage based on various kinds of
technologies, including this one. The authorization bill for the Fiscal '81 defense appropriation
bill which is now in the final stages of adoption, and the report that accompanies it from the
conference committee, calls on the Defense Department to evaluate for use as a multi-purpose
follow-on bomber, B-1 modifications, FB-111 modifications, and advanced technology and to
decide by March 31st. that's compatible with our design studies, the status of our design status.

Q: (inaudible).

Dr. Brown: Well, it in the design stage and I would judge that we would be able to evaluate it by
roughly that time next year. Again, let me defer to Kelly and to bill on that.

Gen. Burke: Yes, that evaluation schedule is compatible with....I believe it is March 15th rather
than March 31st.

Q: Could you tell us whether there have been operational flights in reconnaissance aircraft using
stealth technology?

Dr. Brown: No, I will not comment on operational matters or on the stage of development.

Q: It's been the suggestion that the Administration is releasing news of the stealth bomber now
in order to answer charges by Presidential candidate Reagan that the B-1 bomber is one
example of how the Administration has been soft on defense. Now how would you answer that?
How would you answer Reagan?

Dr. Brown: First, I would repeat what I said which is that the decision on the B-1 was not based
on the possibility of a stealth bomber because that was not then even in the design stage. As to
how good an answer this major breakthrough is to such charges, I will leave that to you to
judge.

But as to its purpose, I want to be quite clear. That was not the purpose of our action at this
time. We would much preferred to have kept this secret for a longer time, as long as we could.
But given the expansion of the circle of people who knew which was inevitable because of the
increase in the size of the program and the involvement of additional congressional people,
Congress, after all does have a constitutional responsibility to appropriate funds.

I suppose that it was inevitable that leaks would occur. It was only after leaks that had occurred
to at least one magazine, one newspaper, and at least one television network, that it became
clear that the existence of the program could no longer be kept secret. It was only then that we
decided that it was necessary to say as much as we said to draw a new line beyond which we
would not be prepared to go.



Q: You are saying this is not a political reaction to Ronald Reagan, coming out here today
and....

Dr. Brown: No, not at all. This is a reaction to the fact that the public knows as a result of these
leaks that there is such a program. And it is important that we clarify some things and draw a
new line.

Q: What do you think of the way Reagan's been reacting to our defense structure? I mean,
using the ships story the other day and the charges about being soft on defense. Do you think
he is being irresponsible?

Dr. Brown: That is a separate question. I have and will continue to try to avoid partisan
characterizations. I believe that the Administration's defense program has been sensible by
moving to increase our military capabilities steadily and significantly and continuously, we are
responding properly to the kinds of military threats we might face.

I think it is a serious matter when individuals claim that the United States is very weak. When it
is claimed that the Soviets greatly surpass us in all categories. I think that is incorrect and I think
it undermines our security by emboldening our potential adversaries, dispiriting our allies, and
misleading the American people. But you know, I'm not the one who has connected that with
this program.

Q: Back to the aircraft. With the progress that you have made in penetration technology, has
that led you and other senior defense officials to decide that the conventional bomber systems,
B-1 variance, stretched B-111 are no longer the right way to go? Any new bomber will probably
(inaudible) this technology?

Dr. Brown: The relative capabilities of existing and new technologies are part of the study in the
case of the bombers that we will be doing. This certainly is a big factor, but I have not prejudged
the outcome. Bill, what would you say?

Dr. Perry: The negative judgment which we made about the B-1 in 1977 we made without the
benefit of a design study under way for the stealth bomber. It was just based on the relative
ineffectiveness of the B-1 in the penetrating Soviet air defenses, not in comparison with any
other potential bomber.

Q: Does it make any sense to build a plane....

Dr. Brown: Let's come back to the Burt question. We haven't responded. What he is saying is in
the 1990s will there be anything but stealth aircraft, and I think the answer is yes, there will.
Because, you know, there are various features for aircraft. The ability to detect the aircraft is a
very important one, but there are other features of aircraft that also determine how capable they
are. Kelly, do you want to comment on that?

Gen. Burke: Well, that's right, and of course, you can only prioritize one design goal at a time,
and obviously you don't get any desirable feature without giving up some other desirable
features.

Q: Have there been any new scientific breakthrough brought to bear in this? Have there been
any new scientific principals, any breakthrough as you might say?

Dr. Brown: These are technological. There is no new fundamental law of science involved.



Q: General Kelly, I was wondering what your personal view was? There is a deadline in the
Congressional mandate in the authorization bill, as you know, for a bomber to be flying in 1987.
Would you be willing to gamble on stealth being ready by then, or would you like a stop gas
airplane, or do you think maybe that deadline should be extended to see how stealth works out?
What is your personal view on that?

Gen. Burke: That it's premature to try and answer that. Along with Rick's question, those are the
explicit questions that we are seeking the answer in the recommendations we make to the
Congress on the 15th of March and there is an enormous amount of work to be done between
now and then, not just quantitative analysis but a lot of engineering evaluation.

Dr. Brown: It's too soon to say what the precise mix of our capabilities in the 1990s will be, but it
is not too soon to say that by making existing air defense systems essentially ineffective, this
alters the military balance significantly.

Q: Is Lockheed involved in this program, specifically, the Lockheed skunk works?

Dr. Brown: We have decided we are not going to reveal the names of any of the contractors
because if we did, that would allow attempts to find out about this, to focus in on one or a few
planes.

Q: You said that it was new technology. Does this mean that it is not retrofittable to existing
aircraft? And if it requires a new generation of aircraft, how expensive a new generation of
aircraft?

Dr. Brown: Bill, why don't you answer this? I think I answered the first part before.

Dr. Perry: I mentioned that this is a complex synthesis of many technologies. Some of them may
be applicable to modifying existing airplanes. In their entirety, they are not. They require a
design from the ground up.

The cost of airplanes built with this combination of technologies on a dollar per pound basis is
probably not substantially different from the cost of building airplanes on a dollar per pound
basis with conventional techniques.

Q: With its potential, what would you guess might be the percentage of craft that we have of this
sort....?

Dr. Brown: I have a guess but I don't think I'll give it. I think it is so speculative it doesn't make
sense to do that.

Q: ....unmanned vehicle are you referring to the cruise missile?

Dr. Brown: Well, any unmanned aerodynamic vehicle I guess you can describe as a cruise
missile. But, you know....

Dr. Perry: Cruise missiles and drones.

Dr. Brown: Yes. But, you know, cruise missiles and drones share characteristics.

Q: Dr. Perry, you have said publicly that you will recommend to the gentleman on your left
several hundred million dollars in the next budget for development of a penetrating bomber so



that by 1985 you could decide whether it could go into production for 1998 and IOC. On the
assumption that you will still make such recommendation, will it involve the technologies being
discussed here today?

Dr. Perry: I'm not prepared to come to that conclusion yet.

Q: What conclusion, sir?

Dr. Brown: That it will.

Dr. Perry: I'm not prepared to come to any conclusion about what I will recommend until next
spring. That is when the recommendation will be made. And I'm still studying it, as is General
Burke, as he indicated.

Q: You are no longer saying you will recommend inclusion of a penetrating bomber
development in the next budget?

Dr. Perry: No. I'm saying that I have not determined yet whether that recommendation would be
for a stealth bomber or some other design. That is still being considered.

Dr. Brown: Well, the next budget is 1982, and that is being formulated now.

Q: That is exactly the one Dr. Perry has spoken about publicly. Do we infer from your answer
that you may recommend a bomber that is not of a stealth type; that it could happen?

Dr. Perry: I think you could infer from it that I still have an open mind on the question.

Q: Why would you recommend any other kind of a bomber for the out years than a stealth type?

Q: (inaudible)

Dr. Brown: You know, we have said several times that ability to penetrate is only one, albeit a
major characteristic, of a new generation of aircraft. I think you have to look at all the
characteristics, you know, range, payload, and everything else. I hope that we have left the
impression, the proper impression, the one that I believe, that this is a very important
characteristic. But I don't think that we should now draw a conclusion that we don't have to draw
until next spring.

Q: Dr. Brown, you just said, though, that any system like this that can wipe out existing air
defense alters the military balance in a significant way.

Dr. Brown: It sure does.

Q: All right. But if you're not going to penetrate with it, what difference does it make?

Dr. Brown: The potential already has the effect, but you know, this is a major advantage to such
a system, but we're not going to make a decision now. We can just let you know what our
impressions are, and I think we've made our impressions clear.

Q: No, but are you suggesting though, that despite the great advance you've made in this
particular area, it might turn out that you can't apply it to a bomber system because it disturbs
other necessary advantages of....



Dr. Brown: Yes. I'm sure you can apply it to a bomber system. I don't want to judge the overall
characteristics of a design that's still in process. And you know, that, I think, is the proper
attitude and it is the attitude I take. From what I've said and from your own reactions, it's fairly
clear that a design with this technology and this capability to penetrate has a big advantage
going for it.

Q: How about fighters, will it apply to fighter technology?

Dr. Brown: The same thing applies to fighters. I think you can apply this technology across the
board. Bill? Do you want to be more specific?

Q: When you say all military vehicles, do you mean everything from ICBMS, to tanks, to ships,
to everything?

Dr. Perry: In principle, it could be applied to any of them.

Dr. Brown: It doesn't help some as much as others.

Dr. Perry: It is our ability of applying it. The difference it would make in military effectiveness
may be dramatically different from vehicle to vehicle.

Dr. Perry: The cost of applying it may be different.

Dr. Brown: Some vehicles aren't primarily detected with radar. They are detected by eyeball.

Q: Is the answer on whether a new bomber might be built that could not penetrate, and I do take
that from the answer that that is conceivable....

Dr. Brown: No.

Q: Is it conceivable?

Dr. Brown: If we were sure it wouldn't penetrate....if we had real doubts about its penetration
capability, we would cancel it just as we canceled the B-1.

Q: I didn't mean that. That would not have that technology. There would not be the stealth
technology.

Dr. Brown: I think any new bomber; any new bomber will use some elements of this technology.
There is just no doubt about that in my mind.

Q: One of the published reports said that three of these test vehicles crashed because of
unorthodox configuration.

Dr. Brown: Bill, do you want to comment on that?

Dr. Perry: The report is incorrect.

Q: There were two crashes?

Dr. Brown: The report was incorrect, and the report was allegedly that they crashed, that there
were crashes because of the unorthodox design.



Q: Let's rephrase it then. Have any of your invisible airplanes crashed?

Dr. Brown: We're not going to talk about the test program. I think all of you who have watched
more visible test programs have seen what happens in a test program.

Q: Dr. Brown, do you personally believe that we need a new bomber of some kind for the '80s
and '90s, or is that still an open question in your mind?

Dr. Brown: I continue to have an open mind on that. I am sure that we will continue to need to
be able to have an air breathing component of our deterrent force. We have plans and we will
have forces that do that using the cruise missile launched from B-52s, using penetration
bombers, penetrating B-52s through the mid and probably through the late '80s. Beyond that,
whether we need a purely penetrating component is an open question in my mind.

Q: How do you expect the Soviets to react to this and do you think it will have any effect on
arms control talks?

Dr. Brown: I've spoken to the latter question in my statement. If you believe that a Soviet
capability to shoot down all aerodynamic aircraft of the US is a good thing, then you should be
very much against this development. If you believe that a US capability to penetrate Soviet air
defenses contributes to deterrence as I do, then you will regard this as an advance in stabilizing
the arms competition. There is no doubt that bombers which have a longer reaction time are not
the destabilizing component. That's land-based fixed ICBM.

With respect to arms control, these like any other aircraft, if they are intercontinental aircraft,
intercontinental bombers, heavy bombers would be included in that part of the agreement. If
they are tactical aircraft, then they would be included in any, not SALT, but some other arms
control agreement that covered those.

The Soviets, I am sure as a result, not of this revelation but as a result of the leaks over
previous weeks, are already, I'm sure, looking very hard at this technology and scratching their
heads hard and will go to work hard on countermeasures as you would expect. Because the
Soviets have put so much more into air defense and have concentrated on large numbers much
more than we....I think this benefits the United States and the military balance.

Q: Dr. Brown, it seems to me if you have an invisible bomber, then that could become a first
strike weapon.

Dr. Brown: I don't understand. You mean ability to penetrate air defenses makes something....

Q: They can't see it.

Q: If they can't see or hear you coming....

Q: It would give you a little surprise. (Laughter)

Dr. Brown: The ability to penetrate air defenses is not a first strike capability. The ability to
penetrate air defenses is a good retaliatory capability. Bombers are not the instrument of choice
in a surprise attack. There is just not question about that.



Q: With this invisible bomber, you couldn't take off and bomb a target without anybody knowing
you were coming?

Dr. Brown: They would know, but too late to intercept you. But not too late to retaliate.

Dr. Perry: Orr, I do want to emphasize the point, though, that the term invisible is strictly a figure
of speech. It is not an invisible airplane. In the strict sense of the word it is not invisible. You can
see it. And it is also not invisible to radar. It can be seen by radars if you get the airplane close
enough to radars.

Dr. Brown: But too late to engage in air defense. But not too late to retaliate.

Q: Is this an evolving technology, are you going to be better at it in two years or five years?

Dr. Brown: Yes.

Dr. Brown: That's it. Thank you very much.

END TEXT



Appendix C

LDEF



http://setas-www.larc.nasa.gov/LDEF/index.html

NASA's Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) was designed to provide long-term data on the space 
environment and its effects on space systems and operations. It successfully carried science and 
technology experiments that have revealed a broad and detailed collection of space environmental data. 
The LDEF concept evolved from a spacecraft proposed by NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) in 
1970 to study the meteoroid environment, the Meteoroid and Exposure Module (MEM). 

LDEF had a nearly cylindrical structure, and its 57 experiments were mounted in 86 trays about its 
periphery and on the two ends. The spacecraft measured 30 feet by 14 feet and weighed ~21,500 
pounds with mounted experiments, and remains one of the largest Shuttle-deployed payloads. The 
experiments involved the participation of more than 200 principal investigators from 33 private 
companies, 21 universities, seven NASA centers, nine Department of Defense laboratories and eight 
foreign countries. The post-flight special investigations and continued principal investigator research 
have increased the total number of investigators to between 300 - 400. 

LDEF was deployed in orbit on April 7, 1984 by the Shuttle Challenger. The nearly circular orbit was 
at an altitude of 275 nautical miles and an inclination of 28.4 degrees. Attitude control of the LDEF 
spacecraft was achieved with gravity gradient and inertial distribution to maintain three-axis stability in 
orbit. Therefore, propulsion or other attitude control systems were not required, and LDEF was free of 
acceleration forces and contaminants from jet firings. 

LDEF remained in space for ~5.7 years and completed 32,422 Earth orbits; this extended stay 
increased its scientific and technological value toward the understanding of the space environment and 
its effects. It experienced one-half of a solar cycle, as it was deployed during a solar minimum and 
retrieved at a solar maximum. 

http://setas-www.larc.nasa.gov/LDEF/index.html


LDEF was retrieved on January 11, 1990 by the Shuttle Columbia. By the time LDEF was retrieved, its 
orbit had decayed to ~175 nautical miles and was a little more than one month away from reentering 
the Earth's atmosphere. Columbia landed at Edwards Air Force Base and was ferried back to NASA 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on January 26, 1990. 

Following the deintegration of each experiment tray from the spacecraft at KSC, research activities 
included a radiation survey, infrared video survey, meteoroid & debris survey, contamination 
inspection, and extensive photo documentation. After these post-deintegration activities the experiment 
trays were shipped or hand-carried directly from KSC to the principal investigators' laboratories. 

 Chronology
 ( http://setas-www.larc.nasa.gov/LDEF/OVERVIEW/chrono.html )

1970 -  NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) proposed conceptual forerunner of LDEF, called 
Meteoroid and Exposure Module (MEM), to be first Shuttle payload. 

June, 1974 -  LDEF Project formally under way, managed by LaRC for NASA's Office of Aeronautics 
and Space Technology (OAST). 

January, 1976 to August, 1978 -  LDEF structure designed and fabricated at LaRC  

Summer 1981 -  LDEF preparations for December, 1983 target launch date  
 
September, 1981 -  First international meeting of LDEF experimenters held at LaRC. 
 
1982 -  LDEF structure tested for its ability to withstand Shuttle-induced loads  

June, 1983 -  LDEF shipped to KSC and placed in SAEF-2. 

April 7, 1984 -  STS 41-C (Shuttle Challenger) places LDEF in a nearly circular orbit at altitude of 275 
miles at 12:26 p.m. EST 

March, 1985 -  Planned LDEF retrieval (via STS 51-D) deferred to later Shuttle flight.  

January, 1986 to September, 1988 -  LDEF's stay in space extended indefinitely when all Shuttle 
operations were suspended due to the loss of Challenger. 

1987 / 1988 -  Solar activity intensity threatens to accelerate decay of LDEF's orbit, influencing 
retrieval plans; retrieval target set for July, 1989.  

June, 1989 -  LDEF retrieval flight date, after slipping from July and then November, set for December 
18 launch of Shuttle Columbia.  

December 18, 1989 -  STS-32 launch postponed until second week of January.  

January, 1990 -  STS-32 launched on January 9; LDEF retrieved at 9:16 a.m. CST on January 12; 
Columbia lands at Edwards Air Force Base, California, January 20.  

http://setas-www.larc.nasa.gov/LDEF/OVERVIEW/chrono.html


January 26, 1990 -  Columbia, with LDEF still in its payload bay, returns to KSC via ferry flight from 
Edwards Air Force Base.  

January 30-31, 1990 -  LDEF removed from Columbia in Orbiter Processing Facility, placed in a 
special payload canister, and transported to Operations and Checkout (O&C) Building.  

February 1-2, 1990 -  LDEF placed in the LDEF Assembly and Transportation System (LATS) and 
moved to SAEF-2 for experiment deintegration.  

February 5-22, 1990 -  Deintegration preparation activities take place, including extensive inspection 
and photo-documentation.  

February 23 to March 29, 1990 -  Experiment trays removed, closely inspected, individually photo-
documented, packed, and shipped to home institutions for comprehensive data analysis.  

April and May, 1990 -  Deintegration wrap-up, including comprehensive investigation and photo-
documentation of the LDEF structure.  

June 2-8, 1991 -  First LDEF Post-Retieval Symposium held in Kissimmee, Florida.  

June 1-5, 1992 -  Second LDEF Post-Retieval Symposium held in San Diego, California.  

November 8-12, 1993 -  Third LDEF Post-Retieval Symposium held in Williamsburg, Virginia. 



Appendix D

Lincoln Experimental Satellites 8 & 9

(LES-8/9)
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n 3 February 1971 at 0141 hours euiu, The satelli te is posi-

t i oned ove r the Atlant i c and is operat i ng satisfactoril y . This

was the second. NATO satellite to be l aunched . The initial launch

occurred i n Mar ch 1970 and th e satell i te Le f unct i oning normally .

LINOOLN LAOORATORY

The MIT Li ncoln Laboratory is involved in a program to

demonst rat e t he t echnol ogy nec es sary t o depl oy a hi ghly survivable

satellite communication system for command and control of th e SIOP

f orc es . The effort 1 5 based upon the use of two satellites (US-8

and LFS- 9) ca r ef ull y designed ( bot h electronically and physically)

50 that detection of the satel lite presence i s extremely difficult .

The satellites would use satellite-to-satellite communications links

and would permit t wo way communications between aircraft and surface

f orces on a global basi s . The ant icipated l aunch of LFS-8/9 15 i n

Sept ember 1974.

VELA SATELLITE

~ As i ndicated in t he l ast reporting period, a series of

acti ons wer e undertaken to designate an Air Force agency t o assume

manag ement responsibdlity for the Vela Program upon completion of

the R&D Phase . I n a 5 Ja nuary 1971 l etter t o AF/ FJJ , AF/IN concurred

with and f orwarded an AFTAC letter regarding Vela Program responsi 

bil iti es . 23 The position taken was that AFTAC would be the primary

22. 6555 Aer ospace Test Gp Msg t o RDSC &Others (U) , 030300Z Feb
71 , i n RDSC, Safe # 4, NATO-l .

23. AFIN Ltr (S), Subj : (U) Vela Satellite Management Transition ,
S Jan 71 , i n RDSC , Safe #8, Vela Transf er .
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http://www1.cira.colostate.edu/ramm/hillger/SolRad-11A+11B+LES-8+9_cover.jpg



https://www.patrick.af.mil/heritage/Cape/Cape2/Images/cape061f.jpg

Flight Model, Lincoln Experimental Satellite

https://www.patrick.af.mil/heritage/Cape/Cape2/Images/cape061f.jpg


http://www.aero.org/publications/martin/martin-8a.html

Communication Satellites (4th Ed.) 
Donald Martin 

Chapter 1: Experimental Satellites (cont.)
 [EXCERPTS]

Lincoln Experimental Satellites 

LES-8 and -9 

LES-8 and -9 [1–8] are the latest in a series of experimental military communication satellites 
developed by the MIT Lincoln Laboratory. They are operating with a variety of fixed and mobile 
terminals with the use of both UHF and K-band (36–38 GHz) for uplinks and downlinks. A K-band 
crosslink between LES-8 and LES-9 is a significant part of the program. 

LES-9 Satellite 
 

LES-8 and -9 are practically identical. Most of the electronic subsystems are contained in the satellite 
body, which is 46 in. long and about 44 in. across. The two radioisotope thermoelectric generators 
(RTGs) are mounted one upon the other on the back end of the satellite body. These RTGs provide all 
the electrical power used by the satellite; no solar cells are used. The UHF antenna is also attached to 
the back end of the satellite body. The K-band antennas and some electronics, plus Earth sensors, are 
mounted on the front end. The overall length of the satellite is about 10 ft. The satellite is three-axis-
stabilized by a gimballed momentum wheel and 10 gas thrusters. The satellite details are as follows: 

Approximately 10 ft long 
LES-9, 948 lb in orbit, beginning of life 
LES-8, similar to LES 9 
Two RTGs, 152 W each initially, 130 W each after five years (design goal was 145/125 W) 



Three-axis stabilization using a gimballed momentum wheel, ±0.1 deg about pitch and roll axes, ±0.6 
deg about yaw axis 
Cold gas propulsion for on-orbit use 



http://pdf.aiaa.org/preview/1984/PV1984_1861.pdf

Autonomous stationkeeping system for the Lincoln Experimental Satellites (LES) 8 and 9 
SRIVASTAVA, S. (MIT, Lexington, MA) 
AIAA-1984-1861 
IN: Guidance and Control Conference, Seattle, WA, August 20-22, 1984, Technical Papers (A84-
43401 21-63). New York, American Institute ofAeronautics and Astronautics, 1984, p. 188-196. 
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http://paul.carr2.home.comcast.net/SigmaXi0609Ward.htm

Hanscom Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Society, Meeting
Wednesday, 13 September 2006 
MIT Lincoln Laboratory Auditorium
Refreshments: 3:30 PM, Talk 4 - 5 PM
Joint Meeting with the IEEE Life Members

LES-8/9: Thirty Years of Orbital Service 

Dr. William W. Ward, Lincoln Laboratory 

Lincoln Experimental Satellites 8 and 9 (LES-8/9) were launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida, on 14 
March 1976. During the ensuing three decades they have more than met their development goals by 
demonstrating the military utility of their highly reliable and survivable links for strategic 
communication. They have also pioneered satellite-to-satellite communication links and have opened 
up the EHF spectrum for widespread use. The technologies they demonstrated have been transferred to 
operational DoD systems. 

LES-8/9 turned out to have unanticipated capabilities. For example, they have made contributions to 
science through their support of radio-astronomy observatories throughout North and South America 
and Europe. Their inclined, circular, geosynchronous orbits provided lengthy daily intervals during 
which communication was possible between stations in the Arctic and Antarctic and stations in the U. 
S., something which geostationary satellites cannot do. Their inclined orbits made possible the 
estimation of the locations of terrestrial transmitters in the satellites' receive-frequency bands. 

LES-8 was retired on 2 June 2004 after 28 years of service. LES-9 support continues to be called for by 
DoD users. This satellite is now in its fourth decade of active duty. Viewed in retrospect, the 
achievements of LES-8/9 are impressive. More important today, the problems faced during their 
development, testing, and operation in orbit have much to teach us as we face the problems that will 
come up in our own future work. There will be a display of LES-8/9 posters and artifacts in the area 
outside the Auditorium before and after the lecture.



First video link to the South Pole
Bob Loewenstein (rfl@yerkes.uchicago.edu)
Tue, 27 Sep 1994 17:43:01 -0400 
   
On September 13 we established the first ever video conference link (using
CU-SeeMe) with the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station and the outside world.
The 26 winter-over personnel have been in contact with the rest of the world
over HF radio, voice phone, email, and recently the internet.

The link was established over the 32 kbps Internet link via the US. Air Force
Lincoln Experimental Satellite 9 (LES-9) between South Pole Station and the
Center for Astrophysical Research in Antarctica (CARA) headquarters at the
Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin.

The participant at South Pole Station, Michael Hancock, braved 23 knot winds
and -60C temperatures to travel to the remote CARA Observatory, approx. 1 km
distant from the South Pole dome, where a Macintosh computer equipped for the
CU-SeeMe test was located.

Because of increased bandwidth, it became possible to test the CU-SeeMe link
to the pole. Using the 32 kbps link with frequent dropouts, video was quite
acceptable, but voice was not possible while transmitting video. With video
turned off, voice was acceptable only part of the time.

R. F. Loewenstein
Dir. of Computing and Communications
Center for Astrophysical Research in Antarctica
Yerkes Observatory
University of Chicago



Sourcebook note:  In early 2005, amateur satellite observers began reporting flashes visible to the  
naked eye coming from LES-8.  It is possible that these flashes are due to sunlight reflected from the  
reported plane mirror on the satellite which, having lost attitude control when it was retired from 
service in June, 2004, can no longer prevent such events.

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Oct-2000/0131.html

Re: Observations of LES-8 and LES-9 ?
From: JAY RESPLER (jrespler@superlink.net)
Date: Mon Oct 09 2000 - 22:55:29 PDT 

In reply to: Allen Thomson: "Observations of LES-8 and LES-9 ?" 

Allen Thomson wrote:
 
> Has anyone observing GEO satellites tried to see LES-8 or LES-9 (1976-023A
> and B, 08746 and 08747)?  If not, it might be an interesting exercise,
> because... [of the 1971 Directorate of Space document above]

> So are the things visible in a telescope?

I looked for them, unsuccessfully, in 9/94. They must be fainter than mag 13.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Mar-2005/0276.html

Another LES-8 (76-23A) sighting
From: Ed Cannon (ecannon@mail.utexas.edu)
Date: Sun Mar 27 2005 - 00:15:47 EST 

I came across another report of 1x observations of what seems to have been LES-8 (08746, 76-023A):

http://www.groupsrv.com/science/post-715355.html

It can be compared to Brad Young's of a couple of weeks earlier and another that I received privately a 
couple of days later:

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Feb-2005/0269.html

Here's some Lockheed-Martin information on LES-8 and LES-9, including an illustration of the 
spacecraft:

http://www.aero.org/publications/martin/martin-8a.html

Compare that illustration with this photo (which seems smaller than three-plus meters):



http://space.skyrocket.de/doc_sdat/les-8.htm

Those images do leave one wondering how it could be bright enough to be seen without magnification 
from geosynchronous range.  It and LES-9 were powered by radioactive packages and have no solar 
panels.

Ed Cannon - ecannon@mail.utexas.edu - Austin, Texas, USA

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.groupsrv.com/science/post-715355.html

Hi, 

Last night (3-10-05) I got a call from my brother-in-law who lives in dark-sky country outside of 
Temple, TX, with a question: What's that flashing thing near the very bright star in the SSW? 

I live in Austin, TX, 75 miles away, but when I went out to look, sure enough, there it was... an 
irregularly flashing (anywhere from about 30 seconds to about 75 seconds) point in the sky. I couldn't 
tie it to any star in my 8x35 binos, but it was roughly 6 degrees east of Sirius and maybe four degrees 
toward zenith. 

I thought at first it might be an iridium flare satellite, but this flashing was stationary, and repeating, 
and there aren't any geosynchronous irridium satellites, are there? I watched it for 20 minutes or so, 
then went in to consult "Starry Night". When I returned to the sky 30 minutes later, it wasn't happening. 

What did we see? 

Thank you, 

Rusty 
N 30d 15.909' 
W 97d 46.323' 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Feb-2005/0269.html

Noss 3-3 Progress and Flashing Geosat
From: Brad Young (brad.young@domain-engineering.com)
Date: Mon Feb 28 2005 - 09:44:01 EST 

[deletia]

Best of all, consistently "bothered" by 1X flashing geosat in S, as follows:
Obs RA Dec TimingMag Inst
1 15h15 +1.5 11:40:50 UT +3 10x
2 11:41:55 +3 10x



3 11:42:22 +3 10x
4 11:42:59 +3 10x
5 11:43:37 +3 10x
6 11:44:13 +3 10x
7 11:44:51 +3 10x
8 11:45:29 +3 10x
9 11:46:06 +3 10x
10 15h19 +1.4 11:46:43 +3 10x
11 15h30 +1.6 11:56:41 +3 10x
12 11:57:55 +3 10x
13 11:58:33 +3 1x

14 11:59:10 +3 1x
15 15h48 +1.4 12:13:29 +3 1x as ISS passed under
it!
16 12:15:58 +3 1x

I can't identify from geo report on space-track and SkyMap...any ideas...?

Great morning, very clear, steady sky, just 18d old moon

Brad Young
+36.154, -95.993, 650ft MSL
Tulsa, OK USA

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Mar-2005/0279.html

Re: Another LES-8 (76-23A) sighting
From: Allen Thomson (thomsona@flash.net)
Date: Sun Mar 27 2005 - 13:14:41 EST 

Ed Cannon said,

> Those images do leave one wondering how it could be  bright enough to be seen without 
magnification from geosynchronous range.  It and LES-9 were powered by  radioactive packages and 
have no solar panels.

Also, note  http://tinyurl.com/6qegp :

 "The MIT Lincoln Laboratory is involved in a program to demonstrate the technology necessary to 
deploy a highly survivable satellite communication system for command and control of the SIOP 
forces. The effort is based upon the use of two satellites (LES-8 and LES-9) carefully designed (both 
electronically and physically) so that detection of the satellite presence is extremely difficult."

 The passage quoted came out in mid-1971, well before the actual launch of LES-8/9 in March 1976, so
some of the design requirements may have changed. OTOH, if the optical signature control expriment 



did indeed depend on the rumored plane mirror, orientation of the satellite would be critical, and 
likely cease to be possible once control of the satellite was lost.

This is why I think it would be useful for someone to get a set of light curves for LES-8: If it does have 
a big mirror on it and is tumbling, then there should be both high, sharp maxima and deep minima.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Mar-2005/0280.html

LES 8 message from Brad Young
From: Kevin Fetter (kfetter@yahoo.com)
Date: Sun Mar 27 2005 - 20:46:56 EST 

Brad asked me to post this for him.

 I might mention that a different observation of LES-8 (03/11/05 in the evening sky, like the
gentleman in Texas) was verified by a man I know only as "Troy" with 10x50 binocs after I pointed
it out, and I believe Jerry Mullenuix saw it too behind us at 1X. Troy is recently on leave from
Afghanistan and had developed a taste for observation there but is inexperienced, Jerry has been
cursing satellites for years as an avid astrophotographer. My wife once saw what I can only think
was PCSat (2001-043-C, 26931) one night and described it's track and timing so well I cannot
reconcile the fact that she should not have been able to see such a small satellite with the
apparent evidence that she did.
 
Brad

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Sep-2005/0165.html

LES 8 acceleration plus other PPAS reports
From: Ed Cannon (ecannon@mail.utexas.edu)
Date: Thu Sep 15 2005 - 04:19:59 EDT 

The flash period of LES 8 continues to decrease by about one second from night to night!  It also 
flashes something like 12-14 (?) minutes earlier each night even though it's not drifting.  Here are 
PPAS reports:

08746, LES 8 (The last two are new; the first two are repeated  here for comparison.)
76-023 A 05-09-07 05:24      SDL       0.5  36 128.9  dT=4639.6
76- 23 A 05-09-13 03:32:19   EC  989.4 0.2   8 123.68 +1.5->i
76- 23 A 05-09-14 03:18:41   EC  983.3 0.2   8 122.91 +1.5->i
76- 23 A 05-09-15 03:08:20   EC  975.5 0.2   8 121.94 +1.5->i

In my three, I used eight cycles when it was flashing at about the brightest magnitude.  



For a bit of puzzlement, last February-March it was observed with a flash period between 35 and 40 
seconds, e.g., by Brad Young:

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Feb-2005/0269.html

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Oct-2006/0003.html

LES 8 spectacular and very bright geosat AMC-16
From: Ed Cannon (edcannonsat@yahoo.com)
Date: Sun Oct 01 2006 - 19:46:21 EDT 

Last night by accident I saw a very bright flash (no binoculars).  We waited and waited, and 3 minutes 
and 13.5 seconds later it flashedagain -- very bright.  This was not long after 10:00 PM local time (3:00 
UTC).  It was LES 8 (73-023A, 08746).  It very very gradually got fainter over the next hour (?) -- 
don't know when it started.  This was very easy to see without magnification.

[deletia]

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Oct-2006/0021.html

RE: LES 8 spectacular and very bright geosat AMC-16
From: Brad Young (brad.young@domain-engineering.com)
Date: Wed Oct 04 2006 - 13:57:50 EDT 

Ed Cannon said:

>Last night by accident I saw a very bright flash (no binoculars).  
>This was not long after 10:00 PM 

>local time (3:00 UTC).  It was LES 8 (73-023A, 08746).

I had no luck with this one from Tulsa, tried till 10:15 local time.

[deletia]

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Oct-2006/0023.html

Re: LES 8 spectacular and very bright geosat AMC-16
From: Mike McCants (mmccants@io.com)
Date: Wed Oct 04 2006 - 16:59:46 EDT 

Ed will not return until tomorrow.

Brad Young posted:

>I had no luck with this one from Tulsa, tried till 10:15 local time.

Ed first spotted LES 8 about 1:55 UT Oct 1 (8:55 CDT Sep 30). We watched it for nearly an hour and 
it had faded from magnitude 2 down to only about magnitude 5.5.

Since it was visible for such a long time, I would assume that the rotation axis was causing the flashes 
to go in an east/west direction.  If so, its flashes might be visible only much earlier or later
from your latitude.  Or perhaps not at all.

The flash period on Oct 1 was about 193.5 seconds, but when we spotted it again on Oct 3, the flash 
period had increased to 198.5 seconds.

[deletia]

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Oct-2006/0040.html

LES 8 last night
From: Ed Cannon (edcannonsat@yahoo.com)
Date: Sat Oct 07 2006 - 18:03:57 EDT 

From the Ney Museum grounds I saw four or possibly five flashes from LES 8 (73-023A, 08746) 
without binoculars, beginning at 2:11:32 UTC.  They were at intervals of about 3 minutes, 29.5 seconds 
-- a flash period 16 seconds slower than six nights ago.  And the episode was -- very roughly -- about 
an hour earlier than October 1.  The last flash that I saw with my 8x binoculars was at 2:49:57.  When I 
first saw it, it was a few degrees southeast of Altair, roughly 20 hours RA, Dec +5, roughly.

[deletia]

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



http://www.satobs.org/seesat/Jul-2010/0078.html

LES 8 (76-23A) flashing
Thursday, July 8, 2010 1:47 AM
From: "Ed Cannon" <edcannonsat@yahoo.com>
To: "post seesat" <SeeSat-L@satobs.org>

Tuesday evening at about 9:40 PM (2:40 UTC on July 7)while looking for something else I happened 
to see something flashing roughly every 12 seconds or so (failed to have my stopwatch going at the 
time) and soon realized it was stationary.  When first seen it was about magnitude +5, I think.  After 
about eight minutes it had faded to +7, and I let it go.  Findsat identified it as LES 8 (76-023A, 08746). 
It was in the vicinity of RA 14:45, Dec +8.1 when I first saw it.  This was seen from BCRC -- 30.316N, 
97.866W.

It has a peculiar history in the PPAS database, in that some years ago its flash period was over two 
minutes, but in the last couple of years it's been seen with a flash period of less than 20 seconds.

Ed Cannon - Austin, Texas, USA

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



Appendix E

Lacrosse 5
[In 2006, amateur satellite observers observed that a satellite believed to be the latest of the Lacrosse  
imaging radar reconnaissance satellites would sometimes fade from bright visibility to invisibility in  
just a few seconds, even though the satellite was still fully illuminated by the sun. Subsequent  
photometric observations provided details of this behavior.  Although it is thought unlikely that this  
“disappearing trick” is a deliberate feature of the satellite's design, it does illustrate that structural  
features of a satellite can dramatically affect its optical detectability.]



http://marcoaliaslama.tripod.com/STCrep1L.pdf

[EXCERPT]





3.0.1 La cro vses a nd KH-12 Keyholes

Flares of Lacrosse satellites were observed and photographed by accident in 2005 and early 2006. Early
2006. Phillip Masding from the UK contacted the author with a request for timings on such flares. as he was
working on software for modelling and predicting these Lacrosse flares , His early results based on his and
my flare timings suggested that the flares might be the result of a reflective (SAR'?) panel oriented under an
angle of 25-30° with the XfY plane of the main body. This while Lacrosse satellites are believed to be
equipped with a large wire mesh parabolic antenna. not a flat SAR panel.

After a couple of predicted Lacrosse flares were confirmed visually by Phillip. the author managed to
photograph a flare of Lacrosse 3 (97-064A) at exactly the predicted time on 14 July 2006. 00:22:2i UTe.

Flare hunting became an enjoyable and unexpectedly prolific passtime for sortracrcnm. not only wi th
regard to Lacrosse satellites but also with regard to KH-12 Key hole satellites. In particular. the flare
behaviour of C:S.4 186 (05-042A) showed interesting. with it both showing series of very short flares (glints
rather) of less than a second duration. and slower flares of 10+ seconds , Examples of both types were
photographed by sarrrackcam. including a beautiful shot of a slow ma gn itude -2 flare through Ursa minor
at 50 degrees elevation in the north on 21 September 2006, KH-12 Keyhole [:SA 129 (96-072A) showed to
be another Keyhole prolific in bright long slow flares,

So far. these flare observations are by-products of the position program. there is no real dedicated focus on it
except for the predicted Lacrosse flares for which Phillip Masding gives the author an heads-up.



3.0.2 Lacrosse 5 peculiar behaviour

Early 2006. Lacrosse 5 (05-016A) cau ght sa rr rackcaiu's attention by its peculiar brightness behaviour
(reported earlier by other obs ervers too). Usua lly brighter than the other Lacrosses. it would suddenly. in the
cause of a few seconds only. dim and ..disappear' (well away from the point of shadow entry), i.e . become
too faint 10 be seen by the naked eye and the camera , Initial. e ,g, at Marc h zz. 2006 . tlus caused some
confusion wi th the author. as he failed to see the normally very bright satellite while minute s before and
after other observers did see and report it. TIle author then managed to observe several of these sudden
fading event s .Hve- as it happened. and on 26 July 2006 managed to photogr aph the satellite in the event of
doing irs ..disappearance trick".

As Ted Molczan and Allan Thomson have stated on s eesat. the suggestion is that a dark "something".
perhaps an anten nae panel. blocks view of the main body during such events. At any rate. this behaviour is
peculiar to Lacrosse 5 and not shown by Lacrosse 2. 3 & 4, In fact. Lacrosse 5 deviates in a number of
things:

it is tirigllter CYisually ana pllOtograph ically) than the OIlier [~"~,~m~,~,~,,~,-------------'"
instead of red-orange it is yellow in colour:
the other Lacrosse-birds don't do the "disappearance-trick":
it is the first Lacrosse not 10 employ a frozen orbit. ...



http://www.zen32156.zen.co.uk/disappearencs.htm

On 26/03/2007 Mike Tyrrell and I jointly observed a really interesting pass of Lacrosse 5. Mike 
managed to resolve the satellite in various images which will soon be processed. During the pass 
Lacrosse 5 performed all its brightness tricks. At the beginning there was a double flare. Clearly we did 
not observe that event simultaneously. The ground track of the flare was sweeping from West to East 
which meant I saw it at 20:04:20, 5 seconds after Mike.

This flare is consistent with flight mode YVV and a panel angle of 32.4° (although I now think a 
curved panel is most likely). 

At 20:04:54 a sudden 3 magnitude fade occurs. This event was observed simultaneously by Mike and 
me and also Gerhard Holtkamp in Germany. This proves the fade is inherent to the satellite and not a 
function of viewing angle. 



A sudden brightening, then a drop of 5 magnitudes then a final flare. A tough light curve to explain!

This data is from an observation by Mike Tyrrell. I have a video of the event but I bungled the software 
so I have no brightness curve. 

  



http://sattrackcam.blogspot.com/2009/09/lacrosse-5-disappearance-trick-and-bwgs.html



http://sattrackcam.blogspot.com/2010/03/lacrosse-5-05-016a-disappearance-trick.html

Friday, March 05, 2010
The Lacrosse 5 (05-016A) "disappearance trick": comparison of different occasions
by Dr. Marco Langbroek,  Leiden, Netherlands 

I am behind with reporting my observation activities over the last two weeks. Hereby a quick report 
however on one part of the observations: the Lacrosse/Onyx 5 (05-016A) SAR satellite.

Amongst the other Lacrosses (4 still in orbit, including Lacrosse 5) Lacrosse 5 is different in that it 
displays sudden and prominent brightness changes: from very bright (typically +1.5 or better) it goes to 
naked eye (near) invisibility, with a magnitude drop of at least some 3 magnitudes, in a matter of 
seconds. After that, it sometimes stays faint during the remainder of the pass: and sometimes it 
brightens up again after a while, sometimes followed by a second fading event.

This behaviour was coined the "disappearance trick" by me a few years ago. Although the earlier 
Lacrosses show some brightness variation as well, none shows it so clearly as Lacrosse 5, meaning 
something in the design of this satellite is different from its predecessors.

I have now been able to capture the satellite in the event of doing the "trick" three times: on 26 
September 2009 during the BWGS meeting at Leo's place in Almere; and in the last two weeks on 24 
February and 1 March 2010. The pictures and derived brightness profile of 26 September 2009 can be 
seen here [http://sattrackcam.blogspot.com/2009/09/lacrosse-5-disappearance-trick-and-bwgs.html]: 
below are two pictures of the recent 24 February and 1 March observations.





The captured 24 February occasion was a case of Lacrosse 5 re-appearing and then disappearing again 
for a second time during the same pass.

I have combined the brightness profiles of all three events mentioned above into one comparison 
diagram. In all cases the curves are composites of 2 or 3 images taken during the pass in question 
(hence the non-continuous nature of the curves: the gaps are periods inbetween two pictures with no 
data recorded). The shown lines are 15-point averages to the pixel brightness along the trail.





It is clear from this comparison that the character of the brightness drop is not the same on all 
occasions. The 26 September 2009 event for example is more steep and sudden than the more gradual 
24 February 2010 event. The 26 September 2009 event on the other hand compares relatively well to 
the 1 March 2010 event, the latter being perhaps slightly less steep.

Another thing notable is the suggestion of a omni-present brief shallow dip in brightness preceding the 
"disappearance" event by some 15 seconds (it can be seen near the 10 seconds mark in the diagram).

It is still difficult to make sense of this all. What are we seeing here? Is it a matter of strongly differing 
reflectance properties of the satellite body with illumination angle? Is it some brightly reflecting 
appendage on the satellite disappearing from view? Is it a dark appendage on the satellite starting to 
block view of the illuminated satellite body, or casting a shadow on it? Is it due to some moving part of 
the satellite, e.g. a moving dish antenna?

Phillip Masding has also probed the strange brightness behaviour of Lacrosse 5: his page with results is 
here [http://www.zen32156.zen.co.uk/disappearencs.htm] and can be used as a comparison to the 
results I report above.



Appendix F

Rapid Fading of High Altitude Satellites
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Appendix G

Deception, Denial and Disappearing Satellites

[Sourcebook note: After the following two notes were written, it was determined that USA 86 was a  
standard KH-11 class reconnaissance satellite and the missing NOSS 2 A objects were Titan Launch  
Dispensers carrying COBRA BRASS and communications packages.  The TLDs disappeared from the  
amateurs who had been tracking them in low earth orbit because, as speculated at the time, they  
maneuvered into a considerably higher elliptical orbit.]



From:  Allen Thomson 
Date:  Tues, May 21 1996 2:00 am  
Email:   thoms...@netcom.com (Allen Thomson) 
Groups:   alt.politics.org.cia, sci.space.policy 

  I originally posted this lengthy message to apoc and ssp on 10 May 1996 before leaving on a week-
long trip.  A couple of people who read a mailing list version of it said they hadn't seen it on their sites 
and suggested that I repost.  As my ISP has been known to eat and otherwise mistreat Usenet postings, 
their advice seems reasonable. 

  So here it is, possibly again.  Apologies to those who may have seen it 
already in these groups. 

***************************************************************************** 
***************************************************************************** 

   One of the interesting themes in the recently released House intelligence community study, IC21, is 
that foreign "denial and deception" (D&D) activities are on the increase and need to be countered.  This 
reminds me of a puzzle which first came up in connection with the "Where is AFP-731?" thread last 
winter.   Namely, that the US, mostly meaning the NRO, has taken a series of actions over the past 
decade and more which must have stimulated potentially hostile countries to broaden and improve 
their D&D programs against reconnaissance satellites.  Since it's difficult to imagine that this was an 
intended consequence, we may be seeing an organization's enthusiasm for technology and 
secrecy outstripping its ability to foresee results. (Actually, the overall irrationality of the NRO's 
system design process is another major theme of IC21.  More on that in a later posting.) 

   The first action came in 1983, when the US stopped releasing current orbital elements for its spysats 
and became ever more tardy in reporting their launches and initial orbital elements to the UN, as 
required by treaty. (Jim Oberg has apparently written an article on this.)  Presumably this didn't bother 
the Soviets much, as they had an independent space tracking capability.  Other countries, however, 
may have been using the elements to some extent to keep track of the satellites, and 
would have had to reconsider their D&D practices or otherwise compensate for the lost information. 
For example, countries such as Iran and China might have been stimulated to duplicate the optical 
tracking capabilities of the amateur satellite observers (who were tracking the spysats all along). 

   Next, starting in 1990, there have been at least four "disappearing" satellites which have been 
reported or suspected to be large imaging satellites. (A few others have also disappeared, but no rumors 
or circumstances linking them to imaging satellites have surfaced.)  The first of these that I know of 
was AFP-731 (aka USA 53, 1990-019 B) itself, followed by the two primary objects accompanying the 

NOSS-2 putative ELINT triplets (USA 59, 1990-50 A,  and USA 72, 1991-076 A).  The analytical 
situation regarding these satellites in the amateur community is well summarized in the notes 
accompanying Ted Molczan's weekly orbital element list; I've appended the relevant sections to this 
message.  Since the Molczan notes have been available on the Canadian Space Society bulletin board 
for several years and are mirrored on a number of Internet sites, one has to assume that foreign 



intelligence services are aware of the situation from that source, if not from their own space 
surveillance and espionage activities. 

   Most recently, the satellite USA 86, assessed to be a photoreconnaissance satellite, was apparently 
(based on booster configuration and launch time and azimuth) replaced by USA 116 after only three 
years in orbit.  Considering the length of time it takes to prepare and launch a big satellite on a Titan 
IV, the decision to launch USA 116 must have been made not much later than two and half years after 
the launch of USA 86.  Since US reconnaissance satellites seem to have normal lifetimes of at least five 
years, we're either looking at a failure on orbit followed by deorbiting after the replacement was 
launched, or another "disappearance".  Of course, it can't be ruled out that the single object now in the 
orbit consistent with the last amateur observations of USA 86 in 1995 is, in fact, USA 86.  In that case, 
it's USA 116 that's disappeared. 

   Whether the Russians, who continue to operate the USSR's formidable space surveillance system, 
consider these objects to be "disappeared" is unknown.  It's reasonable, however, to think that some 
countries of interest, such as North Korea and Iran, may not have much better space surveillance 
capabilities than the international amateur satellite observers' community does.   These are the folks 
who must be wondering what's going on, and what to do about it. 

   While one could write down a list of candidate explanations for the disappearances -- one possibility 
that's been suggested is that the satellites were boosted into considerably higher orbits to improve area 
coverage and dwell time -- it doesn't really matter what the truth of the matter is.  It could even be 
that they were simply deorbited or weren't imaging spysats in the first place.  The important thing is the 
possibility that they might have been spysats together with the the unusual circumstances of their 
disappearances, because it's the resultant uncertainty and suspicion that must drive the D&D 
planning process in other countries.  Previously -- at least up to the cut-off of official orbital elements 
in 1983 and possibly up to 1990 if the country had some indigenous space surveillance capability -- 
such a program could predict spysat overflights and schedule nefarious outdoor activities for times 
when there were no eyes in the sky.  (There's a scene in a Tom Clancy movie illustrating this: terrorists 
training at a desert camp look innocent when a reconnaissance satellite is scheduled to come 
over.) 

   In the present situation, however, the nefarious actors must take into account the possibility that there 
are spysats lurking somewhere unknown in the depths of space, and that possibility must be factored 
into the D&D plan -- in other words, scheduling sensitive activities around satellite passes is no longer 
a workable concealment option.  D&D in under such conditions requires different measures than when 
scheduled concealment can be employed but in general should be fairly feasible and straightforward, 
though perhaps requiring some additional trouble and expense.  It would be interesting to get an 
historical assessment of the nature of Nth country D&D programs and see whether there have been 
noticeable changes in the direction of full-time concealment.  The IC21 language implies that that 
might indeed be the case. 

   Finally, I don't really think this is going to matter much in a few years.  Although the NRO may have 
been a bit thoughtless in providing the stimuli for more comprehensive Nth country D&D efforts, the 
increasing number of high-resolution commercial and military satellites is going to produce the same 
effect.  Even if orbits are known, overflights will eventually occur so often that scheduled concealment 
will become impossibly burdensome, and anyone one who cares will have to assume the essentially 
constant presence of overhead reconnaissance. 



   Here are the excerpts from Ted Molczan's file.  A copy of the entire thing is in 
ftp://kilroy.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/space/elements/molczan/new_molc.Z 

[Sourcebook note: no longer available at kilroy.]

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

These elements are provided as a service to visual observers.   

They are uploaded weekly to the Canadian Space Society's BBS in Toronto, Canada. This is a free 
BBS, operating 24 h/d, <=2400 B,   8N1, phone 905-458-5907. 

The Saga of USA 53 - Found, Lost, Found Again and Lost Again 

[Reproduced in the main body of this sourcebook.]

 Second Generation NOSS 

   A Titan 4 rocket, launched on 8 June 1990 from Florida, carried  four payloads into orbit, three of 
which were discovered by  Russell Eberst to belong to a new, apparently second generation,  NOSS 
cluster.  The satellites are about two magnitudes brighter  than older NOSS satellites; also, there 
appears to be no fourth  "main" NOSS satellite. The new cluster, 90050B-D, is in the same orbit as the 
eighth first generation cluster, 87043. 

   The orbit of the fourth Titan 4 payload, 90050A (20641) is  unknown. Originally, it was in a 61 deg 
inclination, 455 km   altitude orbit, but it manoeuvred on the night of 19-20 June  1990, and has not 
been seen since.  It probably deployed the  NOSS cluster in its 63.43 deg inclination, 1116 km altitude 
orbit, before manoeuvring to its final orbit.  There has been  some informed speculation by news 
reporters that 90050A is  mainly an imaging reconsat, and that the NOSS cluster was only  a secondary 
payload. 

USA 72 Launch Carried NOSS 2-2 Cluster 

   Russell Eberst and Pierre Neirinck have discovered that the USA  72 launch also carried the second 
cluster of the second  generation NOSS satellites.  Element sets for 91076C, D and E  (NORAD #s 
21799, 21808, 21809) are in the above listing.  Their orbital plane is about 120 deg west of the NOSS 
2-1 cluster.   

This discovery proves conclusively that this was not the launch  of Lacrosse 3. It probably carried the 
same type of payload as  the Titan 4 launch that placed USA 59 and the first cluster of   
the second generation NOSS into orbit last year.  The big  unresolved question is the mission and 
orbital location of  the main payloads, USA 59 and USA 72. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



Counting spysats (long!) 
 From:  Allen Thomson - view profile 
Date:  Mon, Aug 19 1996 12:00 am  
Email:   thoms...@netcom.com (Allen Thomson) 
Groups:   sci.space.policy, alt.politics.org.cia 

   Several months ago we had a brief exchange of messages motivated by a news report of an
appearance by DCI John Deutch before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI).  As 
reported, Dr. Deutch said that the aggregate NRO budget could not be declassified because to do so 
would enable hostile entities to deduce the numbers and kinds of satellites to be launched.  The gist of 
the comments on the newsgroups was that this was an incredibly foolish assertion.  As it was then, so is 
it now. 

   However, the full transcript of the Q&A session following Deutch's prepared testimony is now 
available on the CIA Web site and is more interesting (and much funnier) than the news stories 
indicated.  It may even tie in with the "disappearing satellites" and related threads of the past year or so. 

   Here are some relevant parts, with commentary in [square brackets].  Even with fairly ruthless 
trimming, it's still pretty long, for which apologies are offered.  I'd recommend getting the full text (a 
little under 100 kB) from the CIA site, or I could mail it to the webless.   Sen. Specter, as SSCI 
chairman, likely has some knowledge of matters pertaining to reconnaissance satellites and so his 
perplexity should not be interpreted as arising from simple cluelessness. 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

   CIA Home Page 
   DCI Q&A Session 2/22/96 

   Question and Answer Session following the Worldwide Threat  Assessment brief to the Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations  of the Senate Committee on Government Affairs by the DCI, John M. 
 Deutch.   

[sic; I checked with the CIA PAO and found that this is apparently a mistake.  The DCI was testifying 
before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence] 

   The following is the actual dialog of the Question and Answer Session: 

   SENATOR SPECTER: Thank you very much, Director Deutch. 

   We will proceed now to ten minute rounds of questions. 

[much material deleted] 

   SENATOR SPECTER: 

   Director Deutch, I know you are well aware of the fact that if any of the questions go beyond what 
you feel comfortable with, we can reserve them for a closed session, but I think it appropriate to 
comment for the record that we're aware on this side of the podium of that limitation. 



   I now want to take up with you questions of the national reconnaissance, the NRO, and the concerns 
about the NRO having so much more money available than this committee and the Congress generally 
understood them to have. 

   This ties into the overall issue as to how much secrecy is necessary for the U.S. intelligence 
community. Not too long ago  the Senate passed, by a slim margin, an amendment to make public 
the total figure of the intelligence community. That was changed in a conference report. I believe that 
you have testified, or perhaps let me just ask you, what is your view about the propriety of making 
public the bottom line figure of what the appropriations are for the U.S. intelligence community? 

[deletia] 

   ...You have some thinking on the subject at the  moment don't you,    Dr. Deutch? 

   DR. DEUTCH: I have testified on the subject. I think the way I've testified on the subject is that I do 
not believe there is any great loss by making the top line of the Defense Department's budget public, 
but there has been some heated questioning from members of your committee about the ability to 
hold the line there and not have additional information on sub-categories of the budget also made 
public, and at that point, I  think one would run very serious risks of revealing sources and methods 
which would not be helpful for the country's national interests. So the top line, yes; below that, no. The 
overall    budget... 

   SENATOR SPECTER: The overall budget for the U.S. intelligence community? 

   DR. DEUTCH: Yes, sir. Yes. And then going below that, no, has been what I've testified to in the 
past, and I've received very heated questions from members of this committee about whether 
that's plausible that one could maintain such a position, but I would leave that to Congress' judgment. 

   SENATOR SPECTER: Why do you say that a disclosure of figures for the national intelligence 
community would be involved in sources and methods? We have a very serious issue with the NRO, 
and it  is illustrative with the problem of secrecy. If there is a reason for secrecy, then we ought to 
observe it; but I believe we're going to have to do more than simply generalize on sources and methods. 
But perhaps the best way to approach this subject within the confines of our time restrictions today is to 
talk about the NRO. 

[Specter notes that vague appeals to "sources and methods" is a  favorite means of concealing financial 
and other irregularities. He questions that s&m (so to abbreviate) would be compromised by 
disclosure of the total NRO budget.] 

  Is there any reason why the public should not know how much the National Reconnaissance 
Organization had in its account that was excessive? 

[Here he backs off to the more specific question of why the NRO's budget *excess* -- not the budget 
itself -- should be kept secret.] 

   DR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, first of all, I could not agree with you more that secrecy is not -- 
cannot -- be used as a cover for poor management and for poor financial management, in particular. 



But there is a very good reason why the National Reconnaissance Office budget has been maintained 
secret from year to year, and that is by tracking that budget over time, it would be possible, depending 
upon what level of detail, but even in the top line, the number of national reconnaissance 
satellites that are launched. That is not a subject which I think should be publicly-known -- the 
number or types of satellites that are launched.  

[Deutch answers in terms of the total budget, not the excess, and brings in what I think is the really 
interesting theme here: that revelation of the number as well as the types of satellites would be bad.  He 
also brings in the very peculiar notion, commented on in the earlier thread, that this bad result would 
be brought about by disclosing the "top line" budget.] 

   So I want to absolutely associate myself with you and with the members of this committee, the 
minority member especially, that financial -- lack of financial quality management is not  permissible 
because a program is secret. But I also believe that going below the top line will begin to, getting finer 
and finer in detail, give information about the kinds of intelligence efforts that we have underway that 
will not benefit our national security. 

[OK, even though Deutch isn't answering the question Specter asked.  Financial responsibility is 
generally considered to be good, and most people would agree that really fine-grained budget 
disclosures might occasionally compromise a legitimate secret.]   

   SENATOR SPECTER: That's a marvelous answer, Dr. Deutch, fit for the Manchester debates in 
New Hampshire or the ones coming up in Arizona, but I don't think you've come near my question. 

[Specter notes that Deutch answered the wrong question.]   

   My question is, is there any reason to conceal the excessive    amounts the NRO had. Now I'm not 
talking to you about   mismanagement... 

   DR. DEUTCH: The excessive amounts... 

   SENATOR SPECTER: Excuse me, excuse me. I'm not talking to you about mismanagement, and 
I'm not talking to you about their overall budget which might give some insights into the 
numbers of satellites launched, which I want to pursue with you because I don't see a necessary 
connection. Let me candidly state to you that too often when we get into these discussions we come up 
with sources and methods and we come up with items about satellites launched, and we come up with 
generalized national security issues. But we have seen in a free society when the facts and figures are 
on the table, there are many people who take a look at it. It's available under the Freedom of    
Information Act so that citizens can take a look at it; it's  available for investigative reporting; it's more 
available for  congressional inquiry. There's simply not enough inspectors  general or members of 
oversight committees or directors, even as competent as directors are, to take a look at all of this. 

[Specter doesn't understand the very peculiar part of the answer to the wrong question.  He also shows 
some decent understanding of how the U.S. government should and sometimes does work.] 

   Now coming back to my question, how they had excessive funds, the NRO did. Is there any reason 
why the American people should not know the figure of the excessive funds? There's been a lot in the 



newspapers. Any reason why we shouldn't tell the American people how much excessive funds the 
NRO had? 

[Another try at the excessive funds question.] 

   DR. DEUTCH: The reason that one should not do that, Mr. Chairman, is that by itself -- by itself -- 
that single figure does not place in perspective what the size of the program is and how that program is 
financed and how that event occurred, as  inappropriate as it was. 

[Deutch inserts one foot in mouth.]   

   SENATOR SPECTER: But you're saying that... 

[Specter demonstrates that he's listening...]   

   DR. DEUTCH: So, the American people will not have the correct impression of the National 
Reconnaissance Office from only revealing that single figure. That figure has to be seen in context to 
understand how it happened, where the money built up, what has been done about it, because it has 
been -- by the Department of Defense and my myself -- put back and given back  to Congress when it 
was not needed and placed back in a program where it was needed. And to give you more... 

[There goes the other foot.] 

   SENATOR SPECTER: Director Deutch, I don't want to interrupt you  unduly, but we're not getting 
to the point. 

[To say the least.] 

   DR. DEUTCH: Yes, sir. 

[One has to have a little sympathy for the guy.] 

   SENATOR SPECTER: We're not on the point about what you've done or what the Department of 
Defense has done. I'm on the point as to why the American people shouldn't know what the excessive 
amount was.  Now you've said the total budget of the NRO ought not to be known because it 
might have some indication as to the number of  satellites set off. I don't know why that is and 
we'll come back to it.  But then I say how about the number in itself and you say well, we shouldn't 
disclose that because without knowing what  the overall budget of the NRO was, we shouldn't say what 
the  excess was. I don't understand that answer at all. 

[Specter has indeed been listening and realizes that almost nothing Deutch has said even begins to 
make sense.  He definitely has picked up on the budget => number of satellites theme.]   

   But suppose it were a trillion dollars. Suppose it is so excessive, which I believe it to be, and has 
independent standing all by itself. I haven't asked you yet what the figures is, and I haven't decided 
whether I'm going to ask you what the figure is... 



[Specter,  understandably,  gets a little incoherent himself.] 

   DR. DEUTCH: I'm thinking. 

[One can well imagine.]   

   SENATOR SPECTER: ...because I want to hear for the record what  your reasons are that the total 
figure ought not to be announced. 

   Now if you say you shouldn't announce it because you can't -- it doesn't have any understanding in 
the absence of knowing what  their budget is, and then you can't tell us the budget because of the 
perhaps disclosures of satellite launchings, what you're saying is you can't say anything. 

[One more attempt...] 

   DR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, I will be very candid with you. I think you can't tell a story with one 
sentence. You can't just  say that... 

   SENATOR SPECTER: We haven't asked you to do that. 

   DR. DEUTCH: My point is, Mr. Chairman, that that number by  itself will provide a misleading 
impression to the American  people. Your judgment has to be do you want to tell them everything 
about the National Reconnaissance Office, not just one isolated fact, I must say, a fact which is very 
damaging and  not something that I condone. But the question is do you give a  full impression or one 
number? I would argue to you you have to make the decision to give them a full story, but one number 
 alone is misleading. That's my position... 

[The attempt was in vain.] 

   SENATOR SPECTER: What's the damage to national security if someone knows how many 
satellites have been launched?

[Yes!  Specter asks a fundamental question.] 

   (Pause) 

[A very pregnant one.]   

   DR. DEUTCH: I think that there is an answer that I would want to give in a classified setting. 
But let me tell you, that knowledge of where satellites are and how many there are allow people 
to take actions to deny or deceive those satellite  operations. So there's great merit to not having 
people know the nature of the satellites, where they are, or how many there are. 

[Deutch gives a most revealing answer.  What he's trying to protect is -- reasonably -- the missions  and 
asserts that knowledge of location and numbers of satellites would compromise missions if the bad 
guys knew them.] 

   Because... 



[A pity he was interrupted: the "Because" might have been interesting.] 

   SENATOR SPECTER: The nature and where they are are totally different from how many there are. 

[Not entirely right, but close enough.] 

   DR. DEUTCH: No, but the point is, all three variables are important. 

[So somehow, in the DCI's mind, numbers, mission and location are all fused together.  We will 
presently explore why that might be so.] 

   SENATOR SPECTER: The budget doesn't necessarily tell you where they are. It tells you... How 
does it even tell you how many there are? 
    
[Poor Senator Specter.  He's trying so hard to find something that makes sense.  The phrase "wilderness 
of mirrors" comes to mind.] 

   DR. DEUTCH: Estimates can be made, and it is the variations in the budget that will tell you about 
launch rates and the like.  Again, it depends on how much you know. 

[Budget-based estimates have been made, and it turns out they tell very little about launch rates;  Dr. 
Deutch might want to talk with John Pike about that.  Also, for what little it's worth, the mission 
models for the boosters are unclassified.   Not to mention the fact that the actual launches aren't exactly 
inconspicuous. More on that below.] 

   SENATOR SPECTER: How likely is it that somebody is going to  figure it out, and how likely is it 
that that's going to harm national security, compared to a live example of the NRO having flagrantly 
excessive amounts of money which have been accumulated because of our rules on secrecy? 

   Dr. Deutch, my red light is on and I'm going to stop, but I think that you and the intelligence 
community and this committee have got to do a much better job in coming to grips with the 
 hard reasons for this security, if they exist. And if they exist, I'm prepared to help you defend them. 
But I don't see that they exist. I don't think they have been articulated or explained. And as you know in 
this hearing there was a suggestion that we ought to have the NRO people in here because 
 the consequences of having the NRO secrete a tremendous sum of  money are minimal. 

[deletia] 

   [End of Q&As] 

   There are many interesting things here, notably the chain of logic advanced by the DCI: NRO top line 
budget => numbers of satellites => mission and location => increased capability for denial and 
deception (D&D) on the part of enemies.  One strong possibility is that the whole business is a slightly 
elaborated version of the "sources and methods" bureaucratic smokescreen Sen. Specter complained 
about, but there are other interesting candidate explanations.   

   Since I find it incomprehensible, I'm going to ignore the budget part, but several things need to be 
said about the middle two links of the chain.  First, US classified satellites are launched from 



Vandenberg and Cape Canaveral on large, conspicuous rockets.  They are announced as being 
classified missions, the general configuration of the booster is known, the exact time of launch is 
known, and the azimuth of the booster's flight path is known.  As a consequence, those classified 
satellites which remain for even a short time in LEO are usually spotted optically and their orbits 
determined by amateur observers (and, one imagines, by whatever foreign intelligence 
services care about such things).  The quality of this orbit determination is at least as good as 
NORAD's, and allows the position (aka "location") of the satellites to be determined quite precisely 
weeks in advance. 

   Satellites bound for GEO pretty much have to be SIGINT or communications relay missions, have 
characteristic launcher configurations, are launched due East from Canaveral, and usually don't stay in 
LEO very long (rather recently, the amateur community has begun telescopic observations of what are 
apparently classified satellites in GEO).  Satellites going into the near-polar sunsynchronous LEO 
orbits associated with optical imagery are launched south from Vandenberg on characteristic 
azimuths.  Other indicators such as orbital parameters and visual appearance allow families of satellites 
to be identified, their replenishment rates to be determined, and sometimes missions to be guessed.   

   So the numbers, locations and general kinds of US classified satellites are already very well 
determined through methods which are vastly more informative than any aggregate budget information 
could ever be.  Whatever D&D the baddies would use such information for is already possible. 

   All of this has been written up in books, articles in magazines and scholarly journals, and has been 
available on public computer bulletin boards and the Internet for years.  If the DCI didn't know that, he 
was the victim of exceedingly bad staff work. 

    Given this situation, is there anything that could rescue the right-hand side of Dr. Deutch's chain of 
logic from complete absurdity?  Maybe.  As discussed in various earlier threads, there have been a few 
(one AFP-731, three NOSS 2, maybe one other recent Titan IV payload) satellites launched this decade 
into ~60 degree orbits which have disappeared under mysterious circumstances.  Furthermore, there 
have been rumors and speculation that they were imaging satellites.  There is a variety of possible 
explanations for their vanishing, but some involve them remaining active but unrecognized in orbit. 

   Based on indications that the US is intending to send spysats into significantly higher orbits than it 
traditionally has and other considerations, John Pike has hypothesized that the vanished satellites are in 
"short Molniya" orbits with perigee/apogee something like 500/5000 kilometers.  Additionally, he 
suggests that they might be designed to have optical and radar signatures matching those of existing 
debris populations. (The USA-40 debris look like a promising candidate for such a chaff cloud.) 
Whether this is actually true or not, it serves as an example of the "there-but-unrecognized" family of 
explanations for the disappearing satellites. 

   So there may be one semireasonable rationale for the DCI's chain of logic.  Working right-to-left, it 
would go like this: Foreign denial and deception makes use of knowledge of the whereabouts of US 
photoreconnaissance satellites to carry out evil deeds at times when the satellites aren't around (*); if 
they had an accurate count of satellites from other sources, they would realize that the ones observed in 
sunsynchronous orbits fall short of the total.  They would then institute additional measures to ensure 
full-time concealment and/or improve their space surveillance methods to find the disappeared 
satellites. 



   
  Unfortunately, there is a large fly in this ointment, namely that the US seems to have gone out of its 
way to call attention to the disappearing satellites.  The satellites were launched on the biggest vehicles 
the US has, were announced to be classified, and typically hung around in LEO, big and bright, for 
several days under intense scrutiny by people around the world.  During that time they performed 
interesting maneuvers, the AFP-731 shed pieces, NOSS dropped off subsatellites -- and as a finale, 
foop!, they disappeared.  (AFP-731 did a two-stage disappearing act.)  This is more like a fan dance 
than a masterful plan to deploy unrecognized spysats.   

   Further and more, US intelligence officials, including Dr. Deutch in the present testimony, have made 
statements which must stimulate wicked people to consider the possiblity that something interesting is 
afoot in the spysat world.  A remarkably revelatory instance was then-DDCI Adm. Studeman's article 
in Aerospace America of November 1994.  When the article was viewed through the lens of Kepler's 
Third Law the message "WE'RE GOING INTO HIGHER ORBITS" appeared, and a modest amount 
of analysis indicated what those orbits were likely to be: the "short Molniya" ones of John Pike's 
hypothesis.  In neither the DDCI's article (obviously subjected to security review) nor the DCI's 
testimony on the CIA Web site are we dealing with accidental indiscretions hitting the street before 
they can be recalled.  While it's possible Dr. Deutch said more than he intended in open session, I'm 
sure there are mechanisms in place for redacting slips of the tongue from the public record. 

   So what does all this mean?  I'm not the one to claim I know, but there seem to be three main 
possibilities. 

- What the DCI said is bureaucratic smoke and mirrors meant to keep the Congress at arm's length.  At 
least the budget part of  his logic train is hard to interpret in any other way. If this  had been the 
traditional NRO actors with their circled wagons mentality, I wouldn't hesitate to pick this as the most 
likely possibility.  Since it was Dr. Deutch, I'm not so sure. 

- The numbers, mission and location parts are pointing at some real programs related to the 
disappearing satellites.   Lamentably, these programs have been executed so clumsily as to draw 
attention to themselves, thus severely compromising their intended purpose.  Various avoidable high-
level indiscretions haven't helped.   As an American taxpayer I find this scenario depressing and don't 
want to believe it. 

- Something Else.  As noted, the disappearing satellites seem to  have been doing a fan dance.  The 
purpose of a fan dance is to attract and focus attention, and practitioners of magic know that diverting 
attention away from where the action is really going on is the essence of legerdemain.  So it may not be 
entirely out of the question that the NRO is doing something moderately clever.  Just what that might 
be is a matter for speculation. (If I were doing it, I'd  put an imaging payload on a fake DMSP or 
 booster upper stage.)  Against this possibility is the fact  that, while the NRO has built some neat 
satellites,  subtlety hasn't been its strong suit. 

  I'll even add an extreme dark horse under the Something Else category just to please the Area 51 fans: 

- The US has developed a covert launch vehicle (Pegasus-like, Aurora-esque, who knows) capable of 
putting a deceptive (signature-controlled, replacement for an existing object, whatever) smallish 
satellite with 30 to 50 cm optics into LEO.  There are well-populated bands in the 800 - 1300 km 
region where such a thing might hide.  This would be neat, and very useful in time of war, but I doubt 
that  it's true. 



  So, enough.  Time for others to comment. 

(*)  As mentioned in an earlier "disappearing satellites" message, I don't think the tactic of hiding 
nefarious activities by scheduling them around satellite overflight times is going to be useful much 
longer, if indeed it's used today.  There are going to be just too many eyes in the sky for it to be 
practical. 

 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



Appendix H

Solar and Lunar Transits

It was suggested in the early 1990s that stealth measures designed against terrestrial optical sensors  
relying on reflection of sunlight would be ineffective if the satellite employing them crossed the sun or  
moon, thus providing a silhouette image.
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